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Abstract 
In this thesis we consider the problem of determining all primitive soluble 
permutation groups of a given degree. A well known theorem of Galois reduces 
this problem to that of determining the irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{n,p), 
where p is prime. By attacking the problem in this form, we can make use of 
the powerful structure theory of Jordan and Suprunenko about irreducible max-
imal soluble subgroups of general linear groups. In the first part of the thesis we 
develop this theory a little further. Then we present theorems which together 
provide a complete and irredundant set of conjugacy class representatives of the 
irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{2,p), and of GL{q,p) for certain primes q. 
We then consider the groups GL{4,2), GL{4,3) and GZ(6,2). We find their ir-
reducible soluble subgroups by using a variety of theoretical and computational 
t 
techniques. The results we obtain allow us to list the primitive soluble permuta-
tion groups of degree less than 256. The thesis concludes with a discussion of the 
provision of access to this list in the form of a CAYLEY library, and of work in 
progress on extending the list. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
Permutation groups arose out of the study of roots of polynomials, but soon 
became objects of independent interest. Early researchers were interested in 
listing all permutation groups of a given degree. The highest degree for which 
such a list was made is 11 (Cole (1895), Miller and Ling (1901)). The intransitive 
groups of a given degree arise (in a suitable sense) from transitive groups of 
smaller degrees. Consequently, transitive groups received more attention than 
intransitive ones; lists of all of them were made up to degree 15 (Miller (1897a), 
Martin (1901), Kuhn (1904)). In a similar way, the transitive groups of a given 
degree arise from primitive groups of smaller degrees. The primitive groups had 
only been listed up to degree 20 (Bennett (1912)) until recently, when Sims, with 
the aid of a computer, prepared a list of all primitive groups up to degree 50. 
Worthy of special mention is Jordan (1871a), who determined the number of 
conjugacy classes of primitive maximal soluble permutation groups for all degrees 
up to one miUion. A detailed account of the history of listing permutation groups 
can be found in Appendix A. 
The socle of a primitive permutation group is of fundamental importance. 
This is exploited in the 0'Nan-Scott Theorem (see Liebeck, Praeger and Saxl 
(1988)), in which primitive groups are classified into types according to the struc-
tures of their socles and the intersections of these with point stabilisers. Broadly 
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speaking, primitive groups divide naturally into two types: those with insoluble 
socle, and those with soluble socle. An extensive list of groups of the first type 
was given recently by Dixon and Mortimer (1988), who classified all such groups 
of degree less than 1000. 
If a primitive permutation group has soluble socle, then the degree of the group 
is a prime power, say. Furthermore, the socle is elementary abelian of order 
p", and is complemented. The socle may then be treated as an n-dimensional 
vector space over GF{p), and the complement as an irreducible subgroup of 
GL{n,p). Consequently, the study of primitive permutation groups with soluble 
socle reduces to the study of irreducible subgroups of GL{n,p). This reduction 
is essentially due to Galois. 
The irreducible subgroups of GL{n,p) also divide naturally into two kinds: 
those that are insoluble, and those that are soluble. There are many results con-
cerning irreducible insoluble subgroups of GL{n,p), but complete lists of groups 
of this kind seem to be scarce, especially for p > 2. The irreducible insoluble 
subgroups of GL{n,2) have been listed for all n < 10 (Kondrat'ev (1986b)). The 
history of listing linear groups is reviewed briefly in Appendix A. 
Irreducible subgroups of GL{n^p) that are soluble are, in general, more nu-
merous than those that are insoluble. The only direct attempt at listing all such 
groups seems to have been by Harada and Yamaki (1979), who count the irre-
ducible soluble subgroups of GL{n, 2) for n < 6. However, in light of the theorem 
of Galois mentioned above, Sims' list of primitive permutation groups of degree 
up to 50 indirectly yields a list of the irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{n,p) 
for all p^ < 50. Consequently, and since the subgroups of GL{l,p) are a trivial 
matter, the irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{n,p) are known for all < 8 1 . 
This thesis investigates the irreducible soluble subgroups of GL[n,p)^ or, 
equivalently, the primitive soluble permutation groups. Although these groups 
have not featured extensively in lists, there is in fact a very large body of the-
ory about their structure. During the years 1861-1917 this theory was developed 
almost single-handedly by Jordan, who was inspired by Galois' work on primi-
tive soluble permutation groups and their connection with polynomials soluble by 
radicals. This work seems to have attracted very little interest until 1947, when 
Suprunenko began publishing papers containing not only Jordan's work in more 
modern notation, but also extensions of it to the case of arbitrary fields. Since 
that time a number of people have contributed results to this theory. 
Irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{n,p) are of considerable interest to those 
developing soluble quotient algorithms. Such an algorithm takes as input a group 
given by a finite presentation, and computes special descriptions of the soluble 
quotients of the group. The nilpotent quotient algorithm (see Newman (1976)) 
computes such descriptions of the p-quotients of a group. This algorithm has 
proved to be an important tool in the investigation of large Burnside groups. It is 
expected that an efficient soluble quotient algorithm will be useful in investigating 
other kinds of large groups. 
To indicate the usefulness of having a list of the irreducible soluble subgroups 
of GL{n,p), we need to give a few more details of a soluble quotient algorithm. 
We assume by induction that we have a suitable description of a surjective homo-
morphism 6 from the input group G to a finite soluble group H. The aim is then 
to extend if possible, to a surjective homomorphism 9 from G to a downwards 
extension of H by an elementary abelian p-group on which i f . acts irrediicibly. 
In other words, we try to place an irreducible GF{p)H-module under H in such 
a way that the extended group is also a quotient of G. If this step is successful, 
then we update the description we had of ^ to a description of 9. Then the pro-
cess can be repeated. If we have a list of all the irreducible soluble subgroups 
of GL{n,p), then we can improve the efficiency of the algorithm in two ways. 
Firstly, the list could be used to provide a 'head start' for the algorithm—instead 
of the first step being the search for an abelian quotient of G, we could look for 
homomorphisms from G onto groups on the list. Secondly, instead of computing 
all the n-dimensional irreducible GF{p)H-modules, we simply look them up on 
the list. It is hoped that these modifications to the basic algorithm will lead to 
a significant gain in efficiency. The idea of looking for homomorphisms from a 
given group to groups on some list is illustrated in Havas and Kovacs (1984), 
where metacychc quotients of some knot groups are computed. 
The thesis has two main objectives, and both are motivated by the desire to 
have an efficient soluble quotient algorithm. One of these objectives is to develop 
algorithms that take as input a positive integer n and a prime p, and produce a 
list of the irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{n,p). The other main objective is 
to execute these algorithms for those n and p such that p'^ < 256, and to provide 
electronic access to the list of groups so obtained. A secondary objective is to 
'match', as far as possible, the list of Dixon and Mortimer mentioned above. 
1.2 Contents of the thesis 
As mentioned above, the primitive soluble permutation groups are in one-to-
one correspondence with the irreducible soluble linear groups over finite prime 
fields. In Chapter 2 we exhibit that correspondence in detail, and then proceed to 
investigate groups of the latter kind. First we summarise the relevant parts of the 
theory already developed by Jordan and Suprunenko regarding the structure of 
maximal irreducible soluble linear groups over finite fields. Then we extend that 
theory as necessary to accomplish the two main objectives stated in the previous 
section. Table 1.1 shows the primes p and positive integers n for which < 256. 
n P 
1 2, . . . , 251 
2 2 , . . . , 13 
3 2, 3 ,5 
4 2 , 3 
5 2 , 3 
6 2 
7 2 
Table 1.1: The values of p and n for which p" < 256 
In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we investigate the irreducible soluble subgroups of 
GL{2, F ) , where F is any finite field. These investigations lead to a list containing 
exactly one group from each conjugacy class of irreducible soluble subgroups of 
G i : ( 2 , F ) . 
Chapter 6 presents some results about the maximal irreducible soluble sub-
groups of GL{q^W), where q is an odd prime. The irreducible soluble subgroups 
of GL{3,3), GL{3,5) and GX(5,3) are determined. 
In Chapter 7 we determine the imprimitive soluble subgroups of GZ<(4, 2) and 
G i ( 4 , 3). We carry out this determination with the help of an algorithm that has 
been implemented in the group theory system CAYLEY (see below). 
In Chapter 8 we develop some 'listing' theorems for the primitive soluble 
subgroups of GL{4:, IF) which are similar in nature to those found for GL(2, IF). 
The algorithm developed in Chapter 7 is used again in Chapter 9, this time 
to find the irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{Q,2). 
The final chapter discusses the provision of electronic access to the list of 
groups. This requires a discussion of CAYLEY, which is a computer system that 
has extensive capabilities in computing with groups. A full description of this 
system can be found in Cannon (1984). CAYLEY has a language in which users 
can write their own programs. An important kind of sub-program is a procedure. 
A procedure is simply a sequence of instructions which one can invoke as part of 
a larger program. CAYLEY also has a facility called a library whereby a user can 
contribute data and procedures to official releases of the system. All users can 
then access this information and manipulate it according to their own needs. For 
example, Sims' list of primitive permutation groups mentioned in the previous 
section is available as the library PRMGPS. Another example is TWOGPS, a 
library consisting of the groups of order dividing 128, their automorphism groups, 
and some procedures for manipulating these groups (see Newman and O'Brien 
(1989)). I plan to release a CAYLEY library in the near future that will provide 
access to the primitive soluble permutation groups of degree less than 256. This 
library is described in Section 10.2. At a later stage the list of groups may also be 
released as part of the group theory computer system GAP, which is described in 
Nickel, Niemeyer and Schonert (1988). The final chapter concludes with a note 
on work in progress on the irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{S, 2) (that is, the 
primitive soluble permutation groups of degree 256). 
Appendix A presents a history of the determination of permutation groups 
and linear groups. Appendix B contains some auxiliary results necessary for the 
work on F ) in Chapter 8. Appendix C contains some program listings. 
1.3 Conventions and Notation 
Throughout this thesis all actions are on the right unless specified otherwise. 
Consequently, if g and h are elements of a group, we define the conjugate g^ of g 
by h to be h~^gh. 
If G, N and H are groups and G has a normal subgroup isomorphic to N such 
that G/N is isomorphic to H, then we write G = N H. K G has a subgroup 
isomorphic to H which intersects N trivially, then G is a semidirect product of 
N and H, and we write G = N >\ H. 
If V is an n-dimensional vector space over the field F , we use the notations 
GL{V) and GL{n,TF) to denote the group of all invertible linear transformations 
of V, or equivalently, the group of all n by n invertible matrices over F . If F is 
finite of order we also use the notation 
The dihedral group L>2n of order 2n (n > 3) is the group 
(a, 6 I a^  = 1, 
b'' = 6-1, = 1) . 
The generalised quaternion group (^ 471 of order in {n > 2) is the group 
(a, 6 I = 
The group Qs is called the quaternion group. 
The semidihedral group SDsn of order 8n (n > 2) is the group 
( a , 6 I a2 = l , 
= = 1) . 
We denote by SAsn the group of order 8n (n > 2) given by 
{a,b I a^ = 1, 
5a ^ = . 
We say that a group G has a central decomposition {H, K) if 
1. H and K are normal subgroups of G; 
2. G = HK-
3. Hr\K < Z{H)r\Z[K)-, 
4. Hr\K equals at least one of Z{H) and Z(A') . 
We also say that G is the central product of H and K^ and write G = H Y K. 
Note that many authors do not impose the fourth condition. 
The holomorph of a group G, written Hol(G), is the semi direct product of G 
and its automorphism group. 
We say that a group is monolithic if it has a unique minimal normal subgroup. 
If a, 6 and c are positive integers such that a^  divides c but that does not 
divide c, then we say that a^  sharply divides c, and write a^ || c. 
We also need some notation for referring to CAYLEY objects. Libraries will 
be denoted by upper case, for example, PRMGPS. Built-in functions will be 
denoted by a sans serif font, for example, lattice. Procedures will be denoted by 
an upper-case typewriter font, for example, GETIRR. Names of algebraic objects, 
. such as sets, will be printed in a loWer-case typewriter font, for example, i rred . 
• i 
An index of notation is included at the beginning of the index. Most notation 
is standard, and can be found, for example, in Robinson (1982). 
1.4 Poly cyclic presentations for finite soluble 
groups 
Finite soluble groups can be uniformly described using polycyclic presentations. 
Such presentations were introduced by Jiirgensen (1970), who used the term AG-
system to describe them. 
Let G be a finite soluble group. A polycyclic generating sequence for G is an 
ordered set 
M := {ai > a2 > ... > Un} 
of elements of G that generates G and such that 
(a,•, . . . , On) > (a ,+a , . . . , a„ ) 
for each i. Define r,- by 
r,-:= | ( a i , . . . ,a„): ( a ,+ i , . . . ,an) . 
A polycyclic presentation for G is a presentation {X,1Z] in which the relations 
in TZ are of the following two kinds: 
1. for 1 < z < n we have the relations 
= n 
k=i+l 
where 0 < < r^ — 1; 
2. for 1 < z < j < n we have the relations 
= fi 
where 0 < < r^ — 1. 
We call this presentation'consis^eni if |G| = rxr2...Yn- If is consistent, 
then every element g oi G can be written uniquely in the form 
^ = 11 a-' , 
t=i 
where 0 < e,- < r, - 1. The normal form of g (with respect to X) refers to either 
the word al'a^^ ^^^ sequence (si, £2, • • •,£n)-
All soluble groups discussed in detail in this thesis will be described using 
consistent polycyclic presentations. 
Chapter 2 
Background theory 
The main results in this chapter are of two kinds: one kind deals with the structure 
of primitive maximal soluble permutation groups in general, and the other kind 
deals with the construction, up to permutational isomorphism, of the primitive 
maximal soluble permutation groups of certain degrees. 
2.1 Primitive soluble permutation groups 
In this section we use without definition the concepts of primitive and imprim-
itive permutation groups, systems of imprimitivity and their refinements, and 
the wreath product of permutation groups. These are all basic concepts and are 
discussed in many books on group theory, for example, Robinson (1982). 
2.1.1 Notation. We use Sym(X) to mean the symmetric group on the set X , 
and Sn to mean the symmetric group on the set of the first n positive integers. 
If G and H are permutation groups, we denote the wreath product of G and H 
by GwvH, where G is a co-ordinate subgroup and H is the top group. 
2.1.2 Definition. Let G and H be permutation groups acting on the sets X 
and y , respectively. We say that G and H are permutationally isomorphic if 
there exist a bijection /3 : X Y and an isomorphism fj. : G H such that 
{xg)/3 = for all x G X and for all g e G. We call the pair a 
permutational isomorphism from G to H. 
Note that two permutation groups acting on the same set are permutationally 
isomorphic if and only if they are conjugate in the symmetric group on that 
set. We say that a permutation group of degree n is maximal soluble if it is 
permutationally isomorphic to a maximal soluble subgroup of Sn-
Although we are only interested in primitive soluble permutation groups, it 
is necessary (as will become clear in Theorem 2.5.4) to know something about 
imprimitive soluble permutation groups. 
2.1.3 Theorem. Letn he a positive integer, let M be a transitive hut imprimitive 
maximal soluble subgroup of Sn, and let 
be an unrefinable system of imprimitivity for M. Let 9 : M Sym(r) be the 
homomorphism defined by 
\/geM Xi{g9) := X,g . 
Then ^^ ^ primitive maximal soluble subgroup o/Sym(A'i)^ M6 is 
a transitive maximal soluble subgroup ofSym{T), and M is permutationally iso-
morphic to ^^ 
Proof. The primitivity of Niv/(^i)Ui follows from the unrefinability of F, and 
the transitivity of M6 follows from the transitivity of M. Let P be any sub-
group of Sym(Xi) containing ^nd let T be any subgroup of Sym(r) 
containing M9. A method for proving that M is permutationally isomorphic to 
a subgroup of P w r T is given in the proof of Theorem 11.1.2 of Huppert (1967, 
p. 145) (although the result stated there is weaker), and so we will not give a 
proof of that fact. Now suppose that P and T are chosen as above but with the 
extra condition that they be maximal soluble. Then PwxT is soluble, and so 
by the maximality of M, we must have that M = Pwx T. It then follows that 
NM(.YI)|.Y:= P a n d M9 = T. m 
2.1.4 Theorem. Let n be a positive integer, let M and M be transitive but im-
primitive maximal soluble subgroups of Sn, and let 
T:={Xr,...,Xm} and T := {X^,..., X^} 
10 
he unrefinable systems of imprimitivity for M and M. Let 9 : M Sym(r) and 
9 : M ^ Sym(r) be the homomorphisms defined by 
Wg e M X,{g9) := X,g and Wg G M X,g . 
Then M and M are conjugate if and only if 
1. m = m; 
2. permutationally isomorphic to and; 
3. M9 is permutationally isomorphic to M9. 
Proof. Suppose that M is conjugate to M, say M'^ = M for some TT G Sn- Then 
TTT : = {Xi7r,...,XmTr} 
is another system of imprimitivity for M. We will show that FTT = f . Suppose 
that FTT ^ F. Then it is easy to see that M preserves the set of all non-empty 
Xiiv n Xj, as i runs from 1 to m and j runs from 1 to m. Obviously this set is 
a refinement of f , and so, by the unrefinability of f , it either equals f , or each 
non-empty XiT fl Xj is a singleton. By our assumption, the latter must be the 
case. If XiTT n Xj is not empty, denote its unique element by Xij. It is clear that 
there exist i, j and k such that the elements x^i, Xji and Xik are pairwise distinct. 
By the previous theorem, M contains an element g (in satisfying 
= and Xikg = Xik . 
The first of these properties implies that Xiirg = Xjt and yet the second prop-
erty implies that Xiirg = Xiir, contradicting the fact that FTT is preserved by M. 
Therefore FTT = F. It is then clear that m = fh, that the pair 
/3 : Xi ^ XiTT and pt : g ^ g^ 
defines a permutational isomorphism from M9 to M9^ and that the pair 
7 : X xtTT and u : g g^^ 
defines a permutational isomorphism from NM(^I)UI where t is 
an element of M such that X\t-K = X\. 
The proof in the other direction is straight-forward and so we omit it. • 
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The significance of the previous two theorems is that each imprimitive maxi-
mal soluble permutation group M ha^ a canonical wreath decomposition P w v T , 
where P and T have smaller degree than A/, and where P is primitive maximal 
soluble and T is transitive maximal soluble. In other words, M is an iterated 
wreath product of primitive maximal soluble permutation groups of smaller de-
grees. Note that the maximality assumption is critical in the proofs of these 
theorems. So now, if we know all primitive maximal soluble permutation groups 
of degree less than some bound, and if we can decide which of their iterated 
wreath products of degree less than that bound are maximal soluble, then in fact 
we know all transitive maximal soluble permutation groups of degree less than 
that bound. It is clear from Jordan's enumerations of transitive maximal solu-
ble permutation groups (see Appendix A) that Jordan 'knew' the previous two 
theorems, although I do not know of any formal proofs of them in his work. A 
brief description of the results is contained, for example, in Jordan (1917), where 
it is claimed (p. 269) that the only time that an iterated wreath product of the 
above kind is not maximal soluble is when two consecutive wreath factors have 
degree 2. 
Now we are ready to study primitive soluble permutation groups. Our first 
theorem shows that w^ e only rfeed to consider degrees which are a power of a 
prime; Huppert (1967, Theorem II.3.2, p. 159) attributes this result to Galois. 
2.1.5 Theorem. Every primitive soluble permutation group has prime power de-
gree. • 
The following reduction theorem is well known and very important for our 
purposes. Huppert (1967, Theorem II.3.2, p. 159) attributes part (d) to Galois. 
2.1.6 Theorem. Let p he a prime, let n be a positive integer and let V he the 
vector space of dimension n over the field of p elements. If G is a subgroup of 
GL{V), denote hyVy^G the permutation group of degree p^ that is the semidirect 
product ofV (acting on itself by translation) and G (acting in the natural way) 
considered as a subgroup of Sym{V). Let S be a complete and irredundant set of 
conjugacy class representatives of the irreducible soluble subgroups ofGL{V). 
12 
(a) If G £ S, then V >i G is a primitive soluble permutation group of degree p^. 
(h) IfG^S, and H is a subgroup ofGL{V) that is conjugate to G, then V H 
is conjugate in Sym(y) to V x G. 
(c) If G E. S, and H is a subgroup of GL{V) that is not conjugate to G, then 
V >i H is not conjugate to V G. 
(d) If P is a primitive soluble subgroup of Sym[V), then there is a group G in 
S such that V yi G is conjugate to P. • 
This theorem shows that the problem of finding a complete and irredundant 
set of conjugacy class representatives the primitive soluble subgroups of Spn is 
equivalent to that of finding a complete and irredundant set of conjugacy class 
representatives of the irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{n,p). By viewing the 
original problem in this second form we can make great progress by exploiting 
the substantial body of theory developed by Jordan and Suprunenko on maximal 
irreducible soluble subgroups of general linear groups. We will take up this ap-
proach later on in this chapter (Section 2.5), but first we need some results from 
other parts of group theory. 
2.1.7 Remark. The above theorem is sufficient to give the primitive soluble 
subgroups of Sp {p prime), because GL{l,p) is cyclic of order p—1. Clearly there 
is exactly one conjugacy class of primitive soluble subgroups of Sp for each divisor 
of p — 1. Jordan (1867) wrote that this was known to Galois, and that Galois 
also predicted that there would be a single conjugacy class of primitive maximal 
soluble subgroups of Spn for any n- Jordan showed this not to be the case, even 
for n = 2. 
2.2 Some results from representation theory 
In this section we present some miscellaneous results that we need from repre-
sentation theory. 
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2.2.1 Theorem. Let IF be a field, let G he a finite group, let n be a posi-
tive integer, and suppose that there exist faithful irreducible W-representations 
of G of dimension n. For such a representation p, denote by [p] the class of 
all JF-representations of G that are equivalent to p, and denote by L the group 
GL{n,W). Recall that Aut(G) has a natural left-action on the set of all [/?] given 
by Q:([/>]) := [ctp], where a is an automorphism of G, and g{cxp) := {gQ)p for all 
g G G. Then we have the following results: 
(a) ^L{GP)ICL{GP) is isomorphic to CAut(G)(H)/ 
(b) the index 0/CAutCG)!^) ^^  Aut(G) is equal to the length of the orbit con-
taining [p]; 
(c) the number of orbits under this action is equal to the number of conjugacy 
classes of subgroups of L that are irreducible and isomorphic to G. 
Proof. Part (a) is easy to prove, and parts (b) and (c) follow from the Orbit-
Stabiliser Theorem. • 
The tensor product of matrices is a well known construction: the reason we 
give it below is to establish the order we will use on the basis vectors of the tensor-
product of the underlying spaces. 
2.2.2 Definition. Let a be an m by n matrix over a ring and let 6 be an r by s 
matrix over the same ring. We define the tensor product, a (g) 6, of these matrices 
to be the mr by ns matrix whose {i,j)-th m by n block is bija. 
2.2.3 Proposition. Let a and b be square matrices over the same ring, and let 
k be an integer. Then (a 0 = a^ (g) • 
2.3 Irreducible cyclic groups over finite fields 
The results in this section (except possibly the last proposition) seem to be part 
of the folklore. 
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2.3 .1 Notation. Let p be a prime, let k and n be positive integers, and let IF 
be the field of elements. 
2.3 .2 Theorem. There exists an irreducible cyclic subgroup of order m in GL{n. F ) 
if and only if m divides p^^ — 1 and m does not divide p^"^ — 1 for any positive 
integer d < m. • 
2.3 .3 Theorem. If there exist irreducible cyclic subgroups of order m in GL{n, F ) , 
then they lie in a single conjugacy class. • 
2 .3 .4 Definition. In GL{n., IF) the irreducible cyclic subgroups of order — 1 
are called the Singer cycles. 
2.3 .5 Theorem, (see Huppert (1967, Theorem II.7.3a, p. 187)) Let G be an 
irreducible subgroup of a Singer cycle S o/GX(n,F). Then the centraliser in 
GL{n,W) of G is S, and the normaliser in GL{n,W) of G is the semidirect 
product of S and a cyclic group C of order n. The action of one generator of C 
on G is p^-th powering. • 
We now give a method of constructing the normaliser of a Singer cycle. Let 
^^ + + . . . + Ao be a polynomial over F with splitting field E , and such 
1 < 
that one of its roots has multiplicative order — 1 in E (a so-called primitive 
polynomial). Consider E as a vector space over F with basis (1 ^  CC ^  CC ^ * * » ^ 
and let z be the matrix of the hnear map v VX, that is, 2 is the matrix 
/ \ 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
— An-l ^ 
Let a be the matrix of the linear 
0 0 0 
— Aq ~AI —A2 
\ 
Then z generates a Singer cycle of GL{n,W) 
map V I—> v '^' (which generates the Galois group of E over F ) . Therefore, the 
i-th row of a is the first row of . Then a has order n, a'^za = z^'', and 
{a,z} generates the normaliser of the Singer cycle {z). 
In the case when n = 2, there is an explicit form for the matrix a above. 
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2.3.6 Proposition. Let + /ix + A be a primitive polynomial over IF^  and set 
a : = 
/ ^ ^ \ / . \ 
and z := 
-11 - 1 / 
0 1 
— A —n 
Then a and z correspond to their namesakes in the above construction. 
Proof . All we need to check is that the second row of a equals the first row of 
. Let be a root of the polynomial in the statement of the proposition; then 
is the other root. Therefore (f + = —fJ. and so, by the Cayley-Hamilton 
Theorem, z + z^'' = —jJ-h-, where I2 denotes the identity matrix. The result then 
follows. • 
2.4 Extraspecial g-groups 
Throughout this section 5 is a prime. A detailed analysis of the irreducible soluble 
subgroups of GL{n,p) (see next section) requires intimate knowledge of certain 
aspects of the representation theory of extraspecial ^-groups, and of certain groups 
associated with them. In this section we present various theorems about such 
groups. 
2 .4 .1 Definition. An extraspecial q-group is a finite non-abelito ^-group whose 
centre, derived group and Frattini subgroup coincide and have order q. 
2.4.2 Theorem, (see Suzuki (1986, 4.13, p. 67)) There are exactly two isomor-
phism types of non-ahelian groups of order q^, and both are extraspecial. If q is 
odd, then one has exponent q and the other has exponent q^. If q = 2, then both 
have exponent 4; one is the dihedral group Ds and the other is the quaternion 
group Qs. • 
2.4 .3 Theorem, (see Suzuki (1986, Theorem 4.18, p. 69)) Let G be an extraspe-
cial q-group. Then G has order g^+^z ^^^^ positive integer I and exactly one 
of the following holds: 
(a) q is odd, G has exponent q, and is the central product of I non-ahelian groups 
of order q^ and exponent q; 
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(b) q is odd, G has exponent q^, and is the central product of I — I non-abelian 
groups of order q^ and exponent q and one non-abelian group of order q^ 
and exponent q^; 
(c) q = 2, and G is the central product of I copies of Ds; 
(d) q = 2, and G is the central product of I — 1 copies of Ds and one Qs. • 
The central decompositions above are not unique (for example Ds Y Ds is 
isomorphic to Qs ^ Qs)-, but they are the ones that we will use throughout this 
thesis. 
The Fitting subgroup of a primitive soluble linear group over a finite field has 
the property that each of its abelian characteristic subgroups is cyclic (see Corol-
lary 2.5.9). It is the next structure theorem of P. Hall that makes extraspecial 
g-groups so important for us. 
2.4.4 T h e o r e m , (see Suzuki (1986, Theorem 4.22, p. 75)) Let G be a finite q-
group in which every abelian characteristic subgroup is cyclic. Then exactly one 
of the following holds: 
(a) q is odd, and G is either cyclic, or the central product of a cyclic-group and 
an extraspecial q-group of exponent q; 
(b) q = 2, and G is cyclic, dihedral, semidihedral, generalised quaternion, or 
the central product of any one of the four kinds of groups just mentioned 
and an extraspecial 2-group. • 
The following is a useful corollary. The proof is routine and will be omitted. 
2.4.5 Corollary. Let G be a finite q-group in which every abelian characteristic 
subgroup is cyclic and central. Then G is either cyclic, or the central product of 
a cyclic group and an extraspecial q-group. If q is odd, the extraspecial group has 
exponent q. If q = 2, then G ^ Ds- • 
Now we investigate the automorphism groups of extraspecial g-groups. 
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2.4.6 Theorem, (a) (see Winter (1972)) Let G be an extraspecial q-group of 
order and exponent q or 4. The group of automorphisms of G that act 
trivially on both Z{G) and GIZ{G) is equal to Inn((?). Let H be the normal 
subgroup o /Aut (G) consisting of those elements that act trivially on Z{G). Then 
i7/Inn(G) is isomorphic to a subgroup of the symplectic group Sp{2l,q). If q 
is odd, then ^^/Inn(G) is isomorphic to the full symplectic group Sp{2l,q). If 
G is the central product of I copies of Ds, then H/lnn{G) is isomorphic to the 
orthogonal group 0+(2 / , 2). If G is the central product of I — 1 copies of Ds and 
one Qs, then iif/Inn(G) is isomorphic to the orthogonal group 0~(2 / ,2 ) . 
(b) Let G be the central product of a cyclic group of order 4 and an extraspecial 
2-group. The group of automorphisms of G that act trivially on both Z{G) and 
G/Z{G) is equal to Inn(G). If H is the normal subgroup of Aut{G) consisting 
of those elements that act trivially on Z{G), then / f / Inn(G) is isomorphic to the 
symplectic group Sp{2l,2). • 
The above theorem actually occurs in a disguised form in Bolt, Room and 
Wall (1961-62, Corollary 3 on p. 66, Theorem 4 on p. 67, lines 9-10 on p. 83, 
Theorem 5 on p. 84, Theorem 5* on p. 87). It is also shown there that if q is 
odd, then H splits over Inn(G), and it is remarked that \i q = 2, H does not in 
• i 
general split over Inn(G). 
A brief explanation of why symplectic groups are involved in the automor-
phism groups of extraspecial g-groups is that commutation in G defines a sym-
plectic form on the GF{q)-\ecior space GIG'. Every element of H must pre-
serve this symplectic form, and hence i7/Inn(G) can be viewed as a subgroup 
of Sp{2l,q). When g = 2, a quadratic form is also involved. Here the group 
is the group of all linear transformations that preserve the quadratic 
form 
f{xi, . . . , X2l) = XiX2 -f . . . -f X21-1X21 , 
and the group 0 - ( 2 / , 2 ) is the group of all linear transformations that preserve 
the quadratic form 
f{xi,X2i) = XiX2 + . . . -I- X21-1X21 + X2,_i + xh. 
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The following theorem seems to be part of the folklore. 
2.4.7 Theorem, (a) Let G be an extraspecial q-group of order , and let IE 
he a finite field in which there are primitive q-th roots of unity. Then IE is a split-
ting field for G, and G has exactly q — 1 equivalence classes of faithful (absolutely) 
irreducible representations over IE, each of degree g'. These representations are 
distinguished from one another by their restrictions to Z{G). Furthermore, the 
equivalence classes of these representations are permuted transitively by the auto-
morphism group of G and hence there is a unique conjugacy class of irreducible 
subgroups of GL{q^,JEJ) that are isomorphic to G. 
(b) Let G be the central product of a cyclic group of order 4 and an extraspe-
cial 2-group of order and let IE 6e a finite field containing a primitive A-th 
root of unity. Then G has exactly two faithful (absolutely) irreducible represen-
tations over IE, each of degree 2'. These representations are distinguished from 
each other by their restrictions to Z{G). There is an automorphism of G that 
interchanges the equivalence classes of these two representations, and therefore 
there is a unique conjugacy class of irreducible subgroups of GL{2',]E) that are 
isomorphic to G. • 
We are now in a position to obtain the results that will be of direct use to us 
when we investigate the structure of irreducible soluble linear groups in the next 
section. 
2.4.8 Notation. Let IE be a finite field containing primitive g-th roots of unity. 
In GL{q^, IE) let G be an (absolutely) irreducible extraspecial g-subgroup of order 
and exponent q or 4, and let F be the group generated by G and the scalar 
group (that is, F = GCGL{q',TE){G))-
Abstractly speaking, F is a central product of G and a cyclic group of order 
IE| — 1. If g is odd, then there is just one choice, up to isomorphism, for G, but if 
q = 2, then there are two possible isomorphism types for G. Under certain con-
ditions, however, the isomorphism type of F is independent of the isomorphism 
type of G: the following result is well known. 
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2.4.9 Propos i t ion . If C is a cyclic group containing elements of order A, then 
C Y Qs is isomorphic to C Y Ds- • 
This result, together with Theorem 2.4.3, shows that if g = 2 and IE has 
primitive 4th roots of unity, then there is just one possible isomorphism type for 
F , even though there are two for G. 
2.4.10 Notat ion . If q is odd, we say F has type /. If g = 2 and IE has 4th roots 
of unity, we say F has type 11. If ^ = 2 and IE does not have 4th roots of unity, 
we say F has type III. If F has type III and G D^ Y ... Y Dg, we say F has 
type III (a). If F has type III and G is Dg Y . . . Y Dg Y Q^, we say F has type 
Ill(b). 
If F has type I or III, then the subgroup generated by the elements of order q 
or 4, respectively, is just G, and so G is characteristic in F. If F has type II, then 
the (characteristic) subgroup generated by the elements of order 4 is C4 Y G. 
• It is necessary for us to have a canonical set of matrices which generates 
F. We choose a set which exhibits the central decomposition of G as described 
in Theorem 2.4.3. The generators of G come in pairs with each pair 
generating an extraspecial ^-group of order q^, and members of distinct pairs 
commuting. More explicitly, 
u] = v] = Igi, except when F has type Ill(b); in this case the last pair of 
generators satisfies instead uf = vf = —; 
= Iqt ; 
Vj,Vi] = Igi ; 
Vj,Ui _ i h' if i ^ ^ 
elgi if j = i, 
where e is a primitive g-th root of unity in IE. Note that these relations, together 
with the obvious relations that involve a generator for the scalar group, yield 
a polycyclic presentation for F. The following method of constructing matrices 
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Ui and Vj satisfying the above relations was apparently known to Jordan (see 
Dieudonne (1961, p. xxxviii)). Let u and v be the q hy q matrices defined by 
\ 
u : — 
\ 
0 1 
L - i 0 
and V := 
I 0 0 
0 £ 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 ••• 
\ / 
Note that = slq. For I <i < I define Ui and y,- by 
Ui := I^i-i (g) u (g) and Vi := I^i-, ® v ® ; 
however, if F has type Ill(b), we define ui and vi instead by 
ui : = 
1 0 
Igi-i and vi := 
/ 13 - a / 
where a and are two fixed elements from the prime subfield of IE such that 
Now we seek a method of identifying and constructing the normaliser in 
GL{q^,JEj) of F. This normaliser is perhaps the most important group in the 
whole theory concerned with the structure of irredjicible soluble linear groups. 
s 
2.4.11 Notation. Denote by N the normaliser in GL(g^IE) of F. 
2.4.12 Theorem. 
Sp{2l,q) if F has type I or 11, 
N/F ^ 0+(2/,2) if F has type I I I {a), 
0-{2l,2) if F has type III{b). 
Proof. Since F is absolutely irreducible, its centraliser in GL{q\ IE) is the scalar 
group (its centre). Let p be the defining representation of F. If F has type I or 
III, then from Theorem 2.2.1 we have that 
N/Z{F) ^ {e e Aut(F) I Op is equivalent to p] 
= {9 ^ Aut(G) I dp is equivalent to p 
= € Aut(G) I {Op)\z{G) is equivalent to p\z{G): 
= H. 
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If F has type II, we have from the same theorem that 
NIZ{F) ^ {9 e Aut(F) I 9p is equivalent to p} 
= {9 e Aut(C4 YG) \9p is equivalent to p} 
= {^G Aut(C4 Y G ) • • ' 
= H. m 
Z{G) is equivalent to 
The above result is not new—Jordan apparently knew it in the cases when F 
has type I or III (see Dieudonne (1961)), while Suprunenko (1976, Theorem 20.16, 
p. 151) proves it when F has type I or II. It also occurs in full in Bolt, Room and 
Wall (1961-62, Theorem 5 on p. 67, Theorem 5 on p. 84, Theorem 5* on p. 87), 
although the theorem and proof are given in the context of the complex field. 
However, the above proof seems to be new. 
2.4.13 Theorem. The centraliser in of F/Z{F) is F. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.4.6. • 
Note that the above proof is much simpler than that given by Suprunenko 
(1976, Theorem 20.4, p. 142). 
Having identified the normaliser of F , we now discuss a way to construct it. 
As already mentioned, N is very important; it is unfortunate that the theorems 
dealing with its construction are aesthetically unpleasant. However, the reader 
should not be deceived by this, for neither the statements of the theorems nor 
their proofs are as complicated as they may first appear. 
The notation in the following theorems is cumulative; that is, later theorems 
in this section use notation established in earlier theorems. 
2.4.14 Theorem. Define the map 9 : N 
g9:= 
Ctll • 
7ii ^n • 
Oill . 
7/1 • 
GL{2l,q) by 
Oill 011 ^ 
111 Sii 
OCll 011 
111 ^11 
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where 
nf = 1 
t;? = 
I > 
. U V I : 
for some scalars A,- and fii. Then 9 is a homomorphism with kernel F. 
Proof. It is routine (but tedious) to check that ^ is a homomorphism. The 
assertion that 9 has kernel F follows from the previous theorem. • 
2.4.15 Theorem. Let $ be the 21 by 21 block diagonal matrix with the matrix 
/ \ 
0 1 
- 1 0 
\ / 
running down its diagonal. If F has type I or II, then define S by 
S—{xe GL{2l,q) 1 = 
Then the image of 9 is S (and therefore S = Sp{2l,q).) 
The following proof occurs in Suprunenko (1976, Lemma 20.7, p. 150), but it 
contains some ideas which are important for us and so we repeat it. 
Proof. Since g E N acts like an automorphism of F , the uf and Vj must satisfy 
the same relations as the u,- and vj. Therefore, 
(nf) . = (vfY = 
= Iqh 
Iq' if i i , 
elgi if i = j. 
Since F' < Z{F), it is not difficult to derive the following relations: 
v^vf 
is £ raised to the power of 
- ccjk^ik); 
k=\ 
is £ raised to the power of 
Y^ilikSjk - ijk^ik); 
k=i 
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is o raised to the power of 
- /3ikljk) • 
k=l 
Therefore, 
- cxjki3ik) = 
J2k=l{lik^jk - IjkSik) = 
Yl'k=l{^ik^jk - f^ikljk) = 
0 mod q , 
0 mod q , 
0 mod q if i j , 
1 mod q if z = j. 
It then follows that {gO)^{gd)'^ = To prove the surjectivity of 9, take an 
element of S, say 
/ 
/5u . . ecu f3ii ' 
711 ^11 . • 111 
ocn . ail /3ii 
iv 7/1 • 111 Sii) 
Let 2 be a generator for the scalar group of Consider the maps 
i: F ^ F, defined by 
ul 
= tauTvl''. 
„.o<n Pn . .Ul Vi , 
. .Ul Vi , 
= 
where the Aj- and are scalars. If any such map were an automorphism of F , 
then it would be realised in iV, because N/Z{F) is isomorphic to the group of all 
automorphisms of F that act trivially on Z{F). This would then establish the 
surjectivity of $. If F has type I, we set all the A,- and fii to be 1. If F has type 
II, we choose the A,- and /i,- according to the following rules: 
A? = 
= 
1 if E L i (^ik^ik = 0 mod 2, 
— 1 otherwise; 
1 if E L i lik^ik = 0 mod 2, 
— 1 otherwise. 
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It is then routine to check that is a homomorphism. Since F is nilpotent, ^ is 
faithful if and only if it is faithful on Z{F) (see Theorem 3.2.5). But this happens 
by construction, and so ( is an automorphism of F. • 
Note that it is not necessary to prove the surjectivity of 9 in such an explicit 
way, since the definition given for S is well known to be a definition of Sp{2l, q), 
and we already know that ker6i = F and that N/F = Sp{2l,q). 
2.4.16 Theorem. If F has type Ill(a), then define S by 
S := {xeGL{2l,q)\ = 
XiiXi2 + . . . + = 0, 1 < Z < 2/}. 
Then the image of 0 is S (and therefore S = 0"' ' (2/,2).j 
Proof. By the same reasoning as in the previous proof, = The 
relations 
= = h 
lead to the equations 
Ei= i = 0 mod 2, 
E L i lik^ik = 0 mod 2. 
Therefore the image of 0 is a subgroup of (the set) S. By following the surjectivity 
argument in the previous proof, we choose an element from S, set the A,- and fii 
to be 1, and the result follows. • 
2.4.17 Theorem. If F has type Ill(h), then define S by the set of all elements 
X of GL{2l,q) such that x^x^ = $ and 
[ 0, 1 < i < 2/ - 2, 
[ 1, 21-1 <i <21. 
Then the image of 9 is S (and therefore S = 0~{2l,2).) 
Proof. By similar reasoning as in the previous proof, [g9)^[g9Y = We also 
have the relations 
' hi if i ^ h 
e^i if i = I-
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2 2 Ui = Vi = 
These lead to the equations 
Efc=l OLiki^ik + OCil + A/ = ^ 
E L I lik^ik + lil + Sii = 
0 mod 2 if i ^ /, 
1 mod 2 if i = /, 
_ 1 0 mod 2 if i /, 
1 mod 2 li i = I. 
Therefore the image of ^ is a subgroup of (the set) 5. By following the argument 
in the previous proof, we choose an element from 5, set the A,- and /z,- to be 1, 
and the result follows. • 
As far as I am aware, the last two theorems are new, although Jordan may 
have known them. Note that their proofs give somewhat oblique proofs of the 
isomorphism type of S (it is not clear to me how the definition of S even implies 
that 5 is a group); there may be direct proofs of this in the literature, but I have 
not been able to find one. 
2.4.18 Notation. There are usually many copies of Sp{2l, q) in GL{21, q). From 
now on in this thesis, whenever we talk about Sp{2l,q), 0^{2l,2) and 0~(2 / ,2 ) , 
we will always mean the groups defined in the statements of the previous three 
theorems. 
To construct a generating set for N, we actually need a generating set for S 
and an inverse of 9. We find an inverse image of a matrix from S by viewing 
it the manner suggested by Thereom 2.4.14, and then constructing an inverse 
image g G GL{q\Wj) by finding a solution to the system of linear equations 
in + 2/ unknowns produced by knowing the action that g has on the Ui and Vj. 
So if we have a generating set for S, then we can find matrices which, together with 
F, generate N. Obviously, as I grows this task involves exponentially increasing 
amounts of linear algebra. 
2.5 The irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{n,p) 
In this section we give the important theoretical results on which the thesis de-
pends. Much of this theory was developed by Jordan in the years 1861-1917 and 
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Suprunenko in the years 1947-1972. Exactly how much of the theory should be 
attributed to Jordan is unclear to me. He wrote over 600 pages on the topic, and 
had certainly discovered some powerful structure theorems about linear groups 
over finite fields. Whether his proofs are correct is another matter—I found 
that trying to decipher his work was not a worthwhile expenditure of time. Of 
great assistance, however, is a summary of Jordan's work in this area written by 
Dieudonne (1961). If Dieudonne's reading of Jordan is correct, then Suprunenko 
follows Jordan very closely, but applies the theory to linear groups over arbitrary 
fields. Although Suprunenko says httle about Jordan in his two books (1963 and 
1976) on this subject (I cannot speak for his papers), one gets the feeling that he 
had read Jordan reasonably carefully, because he even uses the same notation, 
sometimes in places where it would have been more natural^ to use something 
else in Russian. For example, both use the symbol F to denote a certain abelian 
normal subgroup of a linear group (the group we will denote by A); presumably 
Jordan uses this symbol because it is the first letter of the word faisceau, a term 
he uses to mean 'subgroup'. In any case, Suprunfenko's treatment is more general 
than Jordan's and, as far as I can tell, correct. 
Although we are only interested in irreducible soluble linear groups over fi-
nite prime fields, it is necessary (and no extra work) to develop the theory over 
arbitrary finite fields. 
2.5.1 Notation. Let p be a prime, let k and n be positive integers and let F be 
the field of elements. 
The strategy we use is to investigate the structures of the irreducible maximal 
soluble subgroups of GZ(n ,F) . Later chapters deal with the determination of 
their irreducible subgroups for restricted values of n and p'^. The structure of an 
irreducible maximal soluble subgroup of GL{n, F ) depends very much on whether 
the group is (linearly) primitive or imprimitive: 
2.5.2 Definition. Let G be an irreducible subgroup of GL{n,W), acting on the 
^According to L. G. Kovacs 
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vector space V. We call G imprimitive if there exists a decomposition 
y = Vi©...©v; ( r > l ) 
of V that is preserved under the action of G. We call the set a 
system of imprimitivity for G, and each member of this set is called a block of 
imprimitivity for G. The minimum of the set of dimensions of the blocks of 
imprimitivity for G is called the minimal block size of G. If G is not imprimitive, 
we call G primitive. 
We already have used the words 'primitive' and 'imprimitive' in the context 
of permutation groups, but this duplication is standard and should cause no 
confusion. 
Note that in the above definition the irreducibility of G implies that G acts 
transitively on each system of imprimitivity. Therefore the number r above is a 
divisor of n. 
2.5.3 Notation. Let m be a proper divisor of n, let P be an irreducible subgroup 
of G-L(m,IF), and let T be a transitive subgroup of Sn/m- We now construct a 
subgroup of G Z ( n , F ) called the wreath product of P and T, and- denoted by 
PwvT. Let {gi,...,gr} be a generating set for P , and let { ( j i , . . . , ( j j be a 
generating set for T. For each generator gi of P, take the matrix and replace 
the (1,1) entry by gi, the other diagonal entries by and the off-diagonal entries 
by the m by m zero matrix. Call this n hy n matrix gi. Convert each generator 
cTi of T to an n / m by n / m permutation matrix U in the usual way, and set 
ti lyn ® ti. Then P w r T is the group generated by the gi and ti. 
It is well known (see, for example, Suprunenko (1976, Lemma 15.4, p. 107)) 
that the group PwxT above is irreducible except when P is the trivial group (in 
which case m = 1, as P is irreducible). Note that these (irreducible) wreath prod-
ucts are obviously imprimitive. In fact, every imprimitive subgroup of GL{n,W) 
is conjugate to a subgroup of some wreath product like that above. Compare the 
following theorem with Theorem 2.1.3. 
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2.5.4 Theorem, (see Suprunenko (1976, Theorem 15.4, p. 109)) Let M be an 
imprimitive maximal soluble subgroup o /GZ(n , IF), and let 
be an unrefinable system of imprimitivity for M. Let 9 : M Sym(r) be the 
homomorphism defined by 
WgeM V,{ge) V,g . 
Then NM (VI )|VI is a primitive maximal soluble subgroup of GL{Vi), M6 is a 
transitive maximal soluble subgroup of Sym(r), and M is linearly isomorphic to 
NM(V1)|VI wr Me. m 
2.5.5 Remark. Consider the case when m = n in the above theorem. Then Vi 
is 1-dimensional, and so NM(^I)|VI= G-t ( l ,F) . By hypothesis, M is irreducible, 
and therefore we must have p^ > 2 (see the paragraph before the previous theo-
rem). In particular, GL{n,2) contains no imprimitive subgroups if n is prime. 
The proof of the following theorem is entirely similar to that of Theorem 2.1.4 
and so we omit it. 
2.5.6 Theorem. Let M and M be imprimitive maximal soluble subgroups of 
GL{n, IF); and let 
T-.= {Vu...,Vm} and T := {V^,... 
be unrefinable systems of imprimitivity for M and M. Let 9 : AI Sym(r) and 
9 : M Sym(f) be the homomorphisms defined by 
\/geM Vi{ge) := % and ^g G M Vi{g9) % . 
Then M and M are conjugate if and only if 
1. m = fh; 
NA/(Vi)|yj is linearly isomorphic to Nj^(T4)|v-i, and; 
3. M9 is permutationally isomorphic to M9. • 
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We now give a construction theorem for the imprimitive maximal soluble 
subgroups of GL{n,lF). The proof is routine and so we omit it. 
2.5.7 Theorem. Let m he a proper divisor of n, let Vm be a complete and ir-
redundant set of conjugacy class representatives of the primitive maximal soluble 
subgroups of GL{m^W), and let he a complete and irredundant set of con-
jugacy class representatives of the transitive maximal soluble subgroups of Sn/m-
Define the set Sm of imprimitive soluble subgroups of GL{n^W) by 
However, if p^ = 2, then define the set Si to be empty (see Remark 2.5.5j. Let S 
be the union of the Sm as m runs through the proper divisors of n. Then those 
members of S that are maximal soluble form a complete and irredundant set of 
conjugacy class representatives of the imprimitive maximal soluble subgroups of 
GL{n,W). • 
The previous three theorems show that if we know for each proper divisor 
m of n the primitive maximal soluble subgroups of GL{m, F ) and the transitive 
maximal soluble subgroups of 5n/m, and if we can decide which of their wreath 
products of the above kind are maximal soluble, then we can construct a complete 
and irredundant set of conjugacy class representatives of the imprimitive maximal 
soluble subgroups of GL{n, F ) . Therefore we need no further theory to deal with 
these subgroups of GL{n,W), other than finding a method of deciding which 
of the P 
wr T above are maximal soluble. Whether such a wreath product is 
maximal soluble seems to be highly dependent upon n and and so we do not 
attempt a general treatment of this problem. 
The rest of this section deals with the primitive maximal soluble subgroups 
of GL{n,W). To begin with, we develop the theory in full generality, but later 
we introduce some restrictions. 
2.5.8 Theorem, (see Suprunenko (1976, Lemma 19.1, p. 129)) If G is a primi-
tive subgroup of GL{n,W), then every abelian normal subgroup of G is cyclic, u 
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2.5.9 Coro l lary . If G is a primitive subgroup of GL{n,]F), and N is a nilpotent 
normal subgroup of G, then every ahelian characteristic subgroup of N is cyclic. 
Therefore the structure of Og{N) is given by Theorem 2.4.4. • 
2 .5 .10 N o t a t i o n . Set L := GL{n, F ) , and let M be a primitive maximal soluble 
subgroup of L. 
In what follows, the reader may find Figure 2.1 helpful. 
GL{n,W) = L 
N 
Cm{A) 
F 
A 
Figure 2.1: Some important subgroups of L related to M 
2.5 .11 T h e o r e m , (see Suprunenko (1976, Lemma 19.1, p. 129, Theorem 20.9, 
p. 145)) Let A be a maximal ahelian normal subgroup of M. Then the following 
statements hold: 
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(a) A is conjugate to a group of block diagonal matrices, where each block is the 
same, and is m by m say, where m is a divisor of n; 
(b) the linear span, IE, of the powers of any one of the m by m diagonal blocks 
of A is an extension field ofWIm,' 
(c) the degree of this field extension is m; 
(d) A is isomorphic to the multiplicative group o / lE ; in particular, A is cyclic 
of order p^'^ — 1; 
(e) A is the unique maximal abelian normal subgroup of M. 
P r o o f . None of these results are new, but for part (e) we offer simpler proof than 
that given by Suprunenko (1976, Theorem 20.9, p. 145). 
Let B be another maximal abelian normal subgroup of M. By Fit t ing's 
Theorem, AB is a nilpotent normal subgroup of M, and so, by Corollary 2.5.9, 
the structure of Og{AB) is given by Theorem 2.4.4. Since Og{AB) is also the 
product of two cyclic normal subgroups Og{A) and Og{B), we conclude tha t 
Og{AB) is cyclic if q is odd, and that 02{AB) is either cyclic or Qs- Suppose tha t 
02{AB) = Qs. Then^02(^) and 02(B) are cyclic of order 4 and their intersection 
has order 2. 5ince the scalar group must be a subgroup of both A and B, and 
02(A) n 02(5)1 = 2, we conclude that 21| ( / - 1). This implies tha t p = 3 mod 4 
(and that k is odd). Since \A\ = - 1 and \02{A)\ = 4, we conclude that 
4 II (p^'" - 1). This implies that p = 1 mod 4 (and that km is odd). We have 
a contradiction. Therefore 02{AB) is cyclic, and so AB is an abelian normal 
subgroup of M . By the maximality of A and B we conclude that B = A. m 
2,5 .12 N o t a t i o n . Denote the unique maximal abelian normal subgroup of M 
by A (Suprunenko denotes this group by F ) , and let m be the divisor of n such 
that A has order p^"" - 1. Let z be a fixed generator of a fixed Singer cycle of 
GL{m,W), obtained by the method described in Section 2.3, and let IE be the 
field of p^"" elements that is the linear span of the powers of Let z be the block 
scalar matr ix of GL{n, F ) with f running down its diagonal. It is clear from the 
above theorem and Theorem 2.3.3 that A is conjugate to the group generated 
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by Without loss of generality, we replace M by a suitable conjugate so that 
A = {z). 
2.5.13 Theorem. CL{A) = GL{n/m,'E). Furthermore, CL{A) is complemented 
in N7;,(A) by a cyclic group of order m; in particular, \I/CM{A) is cyclic of order 
dividing m. The action of one generator of the complement to is to p^-th power 
each m hy m block of CL{A). 
Proof . The proof of the first statement is routine and so we omit it. Also, it 
is known (see Suprunenko (1976, Theorem 20.1, p. 138)) that NL(A)/CL(A) is 
cyclic of order dividing m. Let a be the m by m matrix constructed by the method 
given in Section 2.3 such that a~^za = and let a be the block diagonal matrix 
of L with a running down its diagonal. It is clear that a normalises CL{A) and 
acts in the way specified in the theorem. It is also clear that a has order m and 
acts faithfully on C i (A) . Therefore (a) is a complement in N£,(A) to CL{A). m 
2.5.14 Notat ion . Denote the Fitting subgroup of CM(A) by F. (Note that 
Suprunenko denotes CM(A) by V and in place of F he chooses another group, 
which he denotes by A: this A turns out to be the Fitting subgroup of CM(A) . ) 
2.5.15 Theorem. Every abelian characteristic subgroup of F is contained in A, 
and therefore 0,(F) ^ 0,(A) YE, where 
1. E is trivial or an extraspecial q-group; 
2. if E is extraspecial and q is odd, then E has exponent q, and; 
3. 02{F) ^ Ds. 
Proof . Since A < M, it follows that CM(A) < M, and therefore F < M. The 
maximality of A gives us that Z{F) = A. The uniqueness of A then impHes that 
every abelian characteristic subgroup of is a subgroup of A. In particular, 
every abelian characteristic subgroup of Oq{F) is a subgroup of Oq{A), and so 
the result follows from Corollary 2.4.5. • 
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The reader should keep in mind that IE is a field of m by m matrices, and 
that A is the scalar group of GL{n/m,]E). It makes sense, then, to ask whether 
subgroups of GL{n/m^ IE) are irreducible when viewed as consisting n/m rows and 
columns of elements from IE. In particular, such a group is absolutely irreducible 
as subgroup of GL{n/m,]E) if and only if its centraliser in GL{n/m,lE) is A. 
2.5.16 Theorem, (see Suprunenko (1976, Theorem 20.1(iii), Lemmas 20.2 and 20.3, 
pp. 138-140)) F is absolutely irreducible as subgroup o / G X ( n / m , IE). • 
The above theorem is very important, because it implies the following very 
useful structure theorem for F. Although Suprunenko (1976) does not prove this 
theorem explicitly, it can be deduced from his results between Theorem 20.3 and 
Theorem 20.8 on pages 141-145. 
2.5.17 Theorem. Let {^i, 92, • • •, 9r} be the set of primes for which the corre-
sponding Sylow subgroups of F are not cyclic. Write Oq-{F) = Oq-{A) y Ei, where 
Ei is extraspecial of order , and set Fi := AEi. Let Fi be an absolutely irre-
ducible subgroup of GL{ql',]E) that is isomorphic to Fi (see Theorem 2A.7). Then 
F is conjugate in GL{n/m^ IE) to Fi ® ... 0 Fr. In particular, n/m = ... qlr, 
and F/A is elementary abelian of order m?Irri^. m 
f! 
2.5.18 Remark, (see Suprunenko (1976, Corollary 20.3.1, p. 141)) If qi is a 
prime that divides n /m , then 0 , . ( F ) is not cyclic, and so for the central product 
Oq^A) Y Ei to make sense in the above theorem, there must be an element of 
order qi in A. Therefore we have the condition that every prime which divides 
n / m must also divide — 1. This gives a useful restriction on the values that 
m may take. 
The proof of Theorem 2 in Isaacs (1975) requires only minor modification to 
become a proof of the following theorem.^ 
2.5.19 Theorem. Let G be a (possibly infinite) group with centre Z, and let H 
be a subgroup of G with the following properties: 
have extended Isaacs' theorem to infinite groups in order to deal with the case when Z is 
the multiplicative group of an arbitrary field, as in the general theory developed by Suprunenko. 
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(I) Z{H) = Z ; 
(ii) [H, G] < Z; 
(Hi) HCG{H)/Z is finite; 
(iv) \B.om{H/Z,Z)\ < \H/Z\. 
Then GjZ = iJ /Z x CG{H)/Z. U 
2.5.20 Corollary. F/A is a completely reducible module for M. 
Proof. Let B/Ahea, subgroup of F/A that is normal in M/A. By the maximality 
of A, we have that Z{B) = A. Then, since B/Ais a, finite abelian group and A is 
a finite cyclic group, we also have that |Hom(5/A, A)| < \B/A\ (as pointed out 
by Isaacs). Therefore, by the above theorem, F/A = B/A x CF{B)/A, and this 
establishes the result. • 
2.5.21 Theorem. Let M\ and M2 he primitive maximal soluble subgroups of L, 
each having A as its unique maximal abelian normal subgroup. Let Fi and F2 be 
the Fitting subgroups O / C M I ( A ) and CM^C^)^ respectively. Then Mi is conjugate 
in L to M2 if and only if • . 
. i 
(i) there is an element x G N£,(A) such that Ff = Fi; 
(ii) Mi/Fi is conjugate in N L ( F I ) / F I to M^/Fi. 
Proof. Suppose that M2 = Mi for some x e L. Since Mi and M2 have the same 
unique maximal abelian normal subgroup A, it follows that x E N£,(A). Since A 
uniquely determines Fi in Mi and F2 in M2, properties (i) and (ii) follow. 
Conversely, suppose that (i) and (ii) hold. If yFi is an element of N L ( F I ) / - F I 
that conjugates M^/Fi to Mi/Fi, then it is clear that y conjugates Mf to Mi. • 
This theorem makes it clear that the group NL{F)/F is of great importance. 
Its structure is known (for the structure of ^GL{n/m,TE){F)/F, See Suprunenko 
(1976, Theorems 20.13-16, pp. 149-151)) but is messy to describe, and we do 
not attempt it. Furthermore, there is no known useful 'construction theorem' in 
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the general case. That is, there is no known practical theorem that tells us how 
to construct a complete set of conjugacy class representatives of the primitive 
maximal soluble subgroups of L. (We can always begin with all maximal soluble 
subgroups of (but how does one find them?) and pull them back, 
but this is not very helpful.) Therefore we introduce a restriction so that the 
presentation can be made complete: we will assume that n/m is a prime power. 
The least value of n for which this assumption could fail is 6; by Remark 2.5.18, 
however, we would also require = 1 mod 6. In particular, the theory we develop 
is sufficient to identify the primitive maximal soluble subgroups of for 
pkn < 76 ^ 117 649. 
2.5.22 Remark. If m = n, then A is a Singer cycle of X, and M is a subgroup 
of its normaliser. By Theorem 2.3.5 that normaliser is soluble, and so equals 
M. A method of constructing the normaliser of a Singer cycle was given in 
Section 2.3. Also, the normalisers of the Singer cycles form a single conjugacy 
class (see Theorem 2.3.3) and therefore it is sufficient to construct just one. 
2.5.23 Notation. Assume n/m = where 5 is a prime divisor oi p^'^ — 1 and 
/ > 0 (that is, m < n). Define E by F = AY E, where E is extraspecial of order 
and exponent q or 4, and where 02{F) ^ Ds-
First we fix a generating set for F. 
2.5.24 Notation. Set £ := and fix a and to be two elements of WIm 
such that a'^  + 13^  = - Im. 
With this notation established, we define the n by n matrices ui, t - i , . . . , m, vi 
as in Section 2.4 (page 20). Recall that the definitions of m and vi may depend on 
the isomorphism type of E. Then, by construction, F is (abstractly) isomorphic 
to (til , u i , . . . , u;, u;, z). By Theorem 2.4.7, we conclude that F is conjugate in 
GL{n/m, IE) to (wi, u i , v i , z). Therefore, without loss of generality, we can 
conjugate M so that F = {ui,vi,... vi, z), and so that M remains a subgroup 
of Nz,(A). 
Before investigating M/F, we must discuss NL{F)/F. 
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2.5.25 Notation. Let a be the matrix of that was constructed in the 
proof of Theorem 2.5.13, and let N be the normaliser in GL{n/m, IE) of F. 
The isomorphism type of N/F is given by Theorem 2.4.12. It is clear that 
< N l ( A ) , and therefore Nz,(F)/ iV is cycHc of order dividing m (see The-
orem 2.5.13). The next theorem shows that the order of this group is in fact 
equal to m. 
2.5.26 Theorem. Nl{F) = iV (a). The action of a is p^-th powering on each 
m by m block of N. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that uf = Ui and vf = vf, except that if F has type 
I l l (b) , then vf — u/. Therefore a normalises F. Since (a) fl Cl{A) is trivial, the 
result follows. • 
2.5.27 Theorem. The centraliser in Nl{F) of F/A is FC(a)(ui,..., u;)-
Proof. Take any element hg € N l ( F ) , where b £ (a) and g G iV, and suppose 
that bg centralises F/A. Then, in particular, bg fixes (set-wise) each Aui. Since 
b fixes Ui, it follows that g fixes Au,-. Now {AviY is a power of Avi, say (Auj)^, 
and therefore {AviY = (Auj)® ^ where by we mean the inverse of s modulo q. 
Then [vi,UiY = [u,-, Since g € Cz,(A) and F' < A, we conclude that 5 = 1, 
that is, both b and g fix Avi. Therefore, 
From Theorem 2.4.13 we deduce that Cn{F/A) = F and it is easy to verify that 
2.5.28 Notation. Define the map p : N l ( F ) GL{2l,q) by 
9 P-= 
/ 
a n f3u . . an 
7ii Sn . • 111 
Oill Ai . • ocu 
in . • 111 ^11 J 
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where 
= . . U; 
. U 
2.5.29 Theorem. T/ie map p is a homomorphism whose kernel is • • •, 
and whose image is a semidirect product: the normal factor of the semidirect prod-
uct IS Sp{2l,q), Sp{2l,2), 0+(2 / ,2 ) or 0-{2l,2), according as F has type I, II, 
III (a) or Ill(b), respectively; the other factor of the semidirect product is the group 
generated by the block diagonal matrix with the matrix 
\ 
1 0 
0 p ' ; 
running down its diagonal. 
Proof. It is routine (but tedious) to verify that is a homomorphism. We 
already know from Section 2.4 that Np equals Sp{2l,q), Sp{2l,2), 0'^{2l,2) or 
0~(2 / ,2 ) , according as F has type I, II, Ill(a) or Ill(b), respectively. From the 
proof of Theorem 2.5.26, it is clear that ap is the block diagonal matrix with the 
matrix 
/ \ 
1 0 
0 ^ 
running down its diagonal, even when F has type Ill(b) (as p is odd in that case). 
Therefore the image of p is as stated. The claim about the kernel of p follows 
from the previous theorem. • 
2.5.30 Theorem. • • •, f / ) < M. 
Proo f . FC(a)(t;i,...,-!;/), being the kernel o f i s normal in Nz,(F), and is clearly 
soluble. Since F <M < N l ( F ) , it follows that MC(<,)(yi, . . . is soluble. The 
result then follows from the maximality of M . • 
2.5.31 Definition. Let F be a vector space admitting a non-degenerate sym-
plectic form. An isotropic subspace of F is a subspace on which the symplectic 
form vanishes. 
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2.5.32 Theorem. Mp is a completely reducible maximal soluble subgroup of imp 
that does not fix any non-zero isotropic suhspace of F/A. 
Proof. Let Pp be a maximal soluble subgroup of im p that contains Mp, and let 
P be the complete inverse image of Pp (that is, P is the subgroup generated by 
all the inverse images of Pp). Since Pp > Mp, it follows that P > M , and since 
both kev p and Pp are soluble, it follows that P is soluble. The maximality of M 
then gives us that P = M. Therefore Mp is a maximal soluble subgroup of imp. 
By Corollary 2.5.20, Mp is completely reducible. Finally, if BjA is an isotropic 
subspace of FjA that is fixed by iV/p, then B is an abelian normal subgroup of 
M . The maximality of A then gives us that B = A. u 
The next two theorems are among the most important in the whole thesis: 
they tell us how to construct a complete set of conjugacy class representatives 
of the primitive maximal soluble subgroups of GL{n,W) whose unique maximal 
abelian normal subgroup has order p^^ — 1, where n / m is a prime power. 
2.5".33 Theorem. Let n — q'm, where I > 0 and q is a prime divisor of p^"^ - 1. 
If q = 2, then suppose in addition that p'^^ = 1 mod 4. Let z be our fixed gen-
erator of a Singer cycle of GL{m,W), and let a he our fixed element of order m 
in GL{m,]F) such that a~'^za = z^". Let a and z be the n by n block diagonal 
matrices with a and z running down their diagonals, respectively. Define the ma-
trices Ui and Vi as above. Let S be the subgroup of GL{21, q) that is generated by 
Sp{2l, q) and the block diagonal matrix with the matrix 
/ \ 
1 0 
running down its diagonal Let D be a completely reducible (not necessarily max-
imal) soluble subgroup of S which does not fix any non-zero isotropic subspace of 
the natural module for Sp{2l,q). Suppose D has generating set {di,...,dr}. Ifdi 
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is the matrix 
7ii 1^1 
ocii i^li 
in ^n 
Gu 
111 
oiii (Sii 
111 ^ 11 
then let Qi be any matrix of GL{n, F) satisfying 
u 
vy = u 
/ 
for some (arbitrary) integers Xj and fij. Let P be the subgroup of GL{n,W) 
defined by 
Then P is the complete inverse image of D under p. Furthermore, P is primitive 
and has a maximal abelian normal subgroup of order p'^^ — 1. Now let V be a com-
plete and irredundant set of S-conjugacy class representatives of the completely 
reducible maximal soluble subgroups of S which do not fix any non-zero isotropic 
subspace of the natural module for Sp{2l, q). Let V be the set of groups P obtained 
by the above method, one for each D, where D runs through the members ofV. 
No two members of V are conjugate in GL(n,IF). If M is a primitive maximal 
soluble subgroup of GL{n^W) whose unique maximal abelian normal subgroup has 
order p^^ — 1, then M is conjugate to a member of V. 
Proof. Denote (z) by A, (ui, u i , . . . , w/, vi, z) by F , and GL{n, IF) by L. We will 
be using several of the theorems about A and F given in this section, but notice 
that they are independent of M . 
There is a matrix gi satisfying the above requirements because di comes from 
im/9. By construction, P is the complete inverse image of p. (It is an inverse 
image, and contains kerp.) No two members of V can be conjugate in L because 
their images under p are not conjugate in S. It is clear that P is soluble. 
First we show that P is irreducible. We know from Theorem 2.5.13 that 
Cl{A) = GL{Q\WJ), and from Theorem 2.4.7 that F is absolutely irreducible 
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as subgroup of Let N be the normalise! in GL{q',]E) of F. From 
Theorem 2.5.26 we have that N l ( F ) = (a,iV). Therefore CL{F) = A, because 
C(a)(-2) = 1. By Maschke's Theorem, F is completely reducible as subgroup of L. 
Let U be the natural FF-module, and suppose that U = V ® W, where V and 
W are non-zero FF-submodules of U. Since the linear span, K , of A is a field, 
and since Z{F) — A, we may view U, V and W as (non-zero) KF-modules. But 
then CL{F) contains (as abstract group) K^ x IK ,^ which equals A x A. This is 
a contradiction to CL{F) = A, except when A = L However, if A = 1, then we 
have a contradiction to ~ !)• Hence F is irreducible as subgroup of L. 
Therefore P is irreducible too. 
Now we prove that A is a maximal abelian normal subgroup of P. Let B be 
an abelian normal subgroup of P containing A. Since A < Z{N) and = I, 
we must have B < N. Then B fl F is an abelian normal subgroup of P between 
A and F. Since {B fl F)/A is an isotropic subspace of F/A that admits JD, we 
conclude that B F] F = A. Since BF is nilpotent (by Fitting's Theorem), and 
A < Z{BF), we have that OQ'{BF) < CL{F). Since CL{F) = A, we conclude 
that BF/F is a g-group. So BF/F is a normal (^-subgroup of D. Since D is 
completely reducible in characteristic Q, we conclude that BF = F, and hence 
B-= A. So A is a maximal al)elian nornial subgroup of P. 
Now we show that P is primitive. (This part of the proof is due to L. G. Kovacs.) 
Suppose that P is imprimitive. Let U be the natural module for P, let V be a 
block of imprimitivity for P, and set H := N p ( y ) . Since U is an irreducible 
WP-module, it follows that V is an irreducible Fif-module. We first show that 
H>A. 
The space V admits H fl A; let W be an irreducible F ( i f n A)-submodule of 
V, and let be the FA-submodule of U generated by W. We will show that 
VF+ is faithful, irreducible and has F-dimension m. Since W is a direct summand 
of Reg(F(iJ n A)) (the regular module for F( i7 n A)), and since 
Ind^n^(Reg(F(if fl A))) ^ Reg (FA) , 
we conclude that is a direct summand of Reg(FA). But of course 
Ind^n^(VF) is isomorphic to PF+, and so is a direct summand of Reg(FA). 
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Since Reg(FA) is multiplicity-free, it follows that W'^ is multiplicity-free. Now 
is a submodule of U\A, and, by construction, U\A is the direct sum of n/m 
pairwise isomorphic faithful irreducible IFA-modules of dimension m. Therefore 
the only multiplicity-free submodules of U\A are the irreducible ones, and hence 
we conclude that W'^ is faithful, irreducible, and has F-dimension m. Now we 
show that IV and W'^ have the same F-dimension. Let r be the F-dimension of 
W- since is isomorphic to W'^, we have that m = r|/i.: H fl A\. Let 
sp{H n A) be the F-linear span of the elements oi H 0 A' this span is a subring 
of the finite field sp(/l) and hence is a field itself, say IL. Then IV is an F ( i / 'n A)-
module of IL-dimension 1. Since W has F-dimension r, it follows that IL is a 
field of elements. Let B be the multiplicative group of IL. Since B < A, we 
see that \A: B\ < \A: H 0 A^ that is, - - 1) < m/r. This implies 
that r = m. Therefore W and W"^ are equal as vector spaces, which means that 
W admits A. So every irreducible W{H H A)-submodule of V admits A. Since 
H 0 A< H, it follows that VlnnA is completely reducible. Therefore V admits 
A, and so H > A. 
Since F is irreducible, we have that P = HF. Now H H F < H, and since 
H N F > A> FJ, we have that HNF< F. Consequently HNF < P. We now 
show that VLNNF is faithful and irreducible. Since U\F is irreducible, and since 
IndJnF(^lHnF) = U\F, it follows that VlnnF is irreducible. By the maximal-
ity of A, we have that Z{H H F) = A. Then by Theorem 2.5.19 we have that 
F = {H N F)CF{H n F). Since the coset representatives oi H R\ F M F centralise 
H n F , \ i follows that IndJnF(^l//nF) 
is the direct sum of pairwise isomorphic 
irreducible W{H H F)-modules. Since U \F is faithful, we have that V {NNF is 
faithful. 
Let B be an abelian characteristic subgroup oi H R\ F-, then B is an abelian 
normal subgroup of P. Since A = Z{H F] F), it follows that BA is an abelian 
normal subgroup of P. By the maximality of A, we have that B < A. There-
fore, every abelian characteristic subgroup of D F is contained in A, that is, 
is cyclic and central. Hence, by Corollary 2.4.5, we may write i f n F = A Y 
where E has order (Q < 5 < /), and if 5 > 0, then E is extraspecial (and has 
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exponent q or 4, and 02{H H F) ^ Dg)- Note that 3 cannot equal I because F 
is irreducible and so cannot normalise V. As mentioned in the third paragraph 
of this proof, we may view t/IF as a KF-module. Since V InnF is a faithful 
irreducible JF{H H F)-module, it is also a faithful irreducible ]K{H fl F)-module. 
We know from Theorem 2.4.7 that the IK-dimension of V {nnF must be q^, 
and therefore the F-dimension of V\HnF is rnq .^ From this and the fact that 
d\mw{U) = FldimF(V) we conclude that q^'' = 1, that is, s = 1. This 
contradiction shows that P must be primitive. 
We have now shown that every member P of "P is primitive and has a maximal 
abelian normal subgroup A of order p^'^ — 1. If P is maximal soluble, then A is 
unique, from Theorem 2.5.1 le. By combining the earlier theorems of this section, 
we get a proof that every primitive maximal soluble subgroup of GL{n, F ) whose 
unique maximal abelian normal subgroup has order p '^^  - 1 is conjugate to a 
member of • 
2.5.34 Remark. Consider the case when n/m = q and q is odd. Then S is the 
subgroup of GL{2,q) that is generated by Sp{2,q) (which equals SL{2,q)) and 
the matrix 
^ 0 \ 
O p ' / 
We need a complete and irredundant set of ^-conjugacy class representatives of 
the completely reducible maximal soluble subgroups of S which do not fix any 
non-zero isotropic subspace of the natural module for Sp{2,q). Clearly a re-
ducible subgroup of this kind will fix a 1-dimensional subspace, which is certainly 
isotropic. Therefore we are restricted to looking for a complete and irredun-
dant set of 5-conjugacy class representatives of the irreducible maximal soluble 
subgroups of S. 
2.5.35 Theorem. Let n = 2'm, and suppose that p'"^ = 3 mod 4. Let z be our 
fixed generator of a Singer cycle of GL{m,W), and let a be our fixed element of 
order m in GL{m,W) such that = Let a and z be the n by n block 
diagonal matrices with a and z running down their diagonals, respectively. For 
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I < i < I — I define the matrices u, and y, as above. Define u/" and uf by 
ur:= 
/ \ 0 Im 
\ L 0 
/ni-i and v7 : = 
and define Ui and U; by 
/ 
uj : = 
0 - L 
\ L 0 
Im 0 
0 - h 
' a ^ 
^ - a 
® /2 i - i , 
•u;/zere a and j3 are two elements of WIm such that a^ + = —Im- L^i D he 
a completely reducible (not necessarily maximal) soluble subgroup of {21,2) or 
0 ~ ( 2 / , 2 ) which does not fix any non-zero isotropic subspace of the natural module 
for the relevant orthogonal group. Suppose D has generating set {di,... ,dr}. If 
di is the matrix 
/ 
a i l /3n . • an 
711 Su . • 111 
an A i . • OLU ^ 11 
[ in <5/1 . • 111 8u] 
then let gi be any matrix of GL{n,W) satisfying 
V 
for some (arbitrary) integers Aj and fij, and where the superscript * is replaced 
by + or —, according as D belongs to 0^{2l,2) or 0~{2l,2), respectively. Let P 
be the subgroup of GL{n,W) defined by 
P '•= (C(a>(yi , • • • .. . . . V*, z ) . 
Then P is the complete inverse image of D under p. Furthermore, P is primitive 
and has a maximal abelian normal subgroup of order p'^'^ — 1. Now let 'D"'" be 
a complete and irredundant set of 0'^{2l,2)-conjugacy class representatives of 
the completely reducible maximal soluble subgroups of O'^ {21,2) which do not fix 
any non-zero isotropic subspace of the natural module for 0 + ( 2 / , 2). Define V~ 
similarly, with 0-{2l,2) in place of 0+{21,2). Let V be the set of groups P 
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obtained by the above method, one for each D, where D runs through the members 
of V^ and V~. No two members of V are conjugate in GL{n,]F). If M is a 
primitive maximal soluble subgroup of GL{n,]F) whose unique maximal abelian 
normal subgroup has order p'^^ — 1, then M is conjugate to a member of V. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem goes exactly the same as that of the previous 
theorem. • 
2.5.36 Remark. Consider the case when njm = 2. Observe that 0"'"(2,2) has 
order 2 and so is soluble but not completely reducible. This tallies with the fact 
that if A has no elements of order 4, then AYDg has an abelian characteristic 
subgroup not contained in A. In other words, F cannot have type Ill(a) in this 
case (and so we can write F = AY Qs). Since 0 - ( 2 , 2 ) = 5p(2,2) and Sp{2,2) 
is soluble, we see that there is at most one conjugacy class of primitive maximal 
soluble subgroups of GL{2m,p'^) whose unique maximal abelian normal subgroup 
has order — 1. 
2.5.37 Remark. Consider the case when n = 4 and m - 1. Then, for S run-
ning through {5^(4,2) , 0+ (4 ,2 ) , 0 " (4 ,2) } , we need a complete and irredundant 
set of S-conjugacy class representatives of the completely reducible maximal sol-
uble subgroups of S which do not fix any non-zero isotropic subspace of the 
natural module for S. The subgroups of 0+(4 ,2 ) and 0~(4 ,2 ) are discussed in 
Appendix B. 
2.5.38 Definition. Any group constructed by the methods in this section (see 
Theorems 2.5.7, 2.5.33 and 2.5.35) will be called a JS-maximal (for Jordan-
Suprunenko) of GL{n,W). We will also use the terms JS-imprimitive and JS-
primitive to denote imprimitive and primitive JS-maximals, respectively. 
Note that every JS-maximal is irreducible and soluble, but not necessarily 
maximal soluble. The smallest value o f / " for which there are JS-maximals that 
are not maximal soluble is 9. In GI (2 ,3 ) there are three JS-maximals, their 
orders being 8, 16 and 48. Since the third is GL{2,3) itself, the first two cannot 
be maximal soluble. For the values of n covered in this thesis it is a general rule 
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that JS-maximals that are not maximal soluble can occur only for the first few 
prime powers . 
We will need a concise way to describe the JS-maximals. For the imprimitives 
we use 
PwvT , 
where P and T are as described in Theorem 2.5.7. For the primitives, we use 
where E is extraspecial of order and exponent q or 4, and D is as de-
scribed in Theorem 2.5.33 or 2.5.35. Of course, there may be many (pairwise 
non-isomorphic) groups with a normal subgroup isomorphic to Cpfcm_x Y E whose 
quotient is isomorphic to D, but we always mean the one obtained by the con-
struction methods in this section. Also, in some cases we find additional structure 
in a JS-primitive that can be easily expressed in a decomposition like that above— 
then we will normally use this second decomposition to denote that group. 
For n < 7, we can provide a numbering of the JS-maximals of GX(n,F) . A 
given irreducible soluble subgroup of GL{n, F ) may be conjugate to subgroups 
of several JS-maximals—to avoid counting such a group more than once in our 
calculations, we associate it with just one JS-maximal. The following definition 
states how we do this; the distinction between prime and non-prime degrees for 
cyclic groups is purely for computational convenience. 
2.5.39 Definition. Let the JS-maximals of GL{n,W) be Mi,..., Mm, and let 
G be an irreducible soluble subgroup of GL{n, F ) . If n is prime and G is cyclic, 
then we define the guardian of G to be that JS-maximal which is the normaliser 
of a Singer cycle. Otherwise the guardian of G is defined to be Mi, where i is the 
least positive integer such that G is GL(n, F)-conjugate to a subgroup of Mi. 
Finally, we discuss what appears to be an error in Jordan's work. Dieudonne 
(1961, p. xxxvii) suggests that Jordan had proved (at least when k = 1) that 
every JS-primitive M is the semidirect product of CM (A) and a cyclic group of 
order m (see Theorem 2.5.13). The following example shows this not to be the 
case. 
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2 . 5 . 4 0 E x a m p l e . Set n = 14 and p'' = 13. We will now determine the JS-
primitives of GL(14 ,13) . By Remark 2.5.18, the permissible values of m are 2. 7 
and 14. Therefore n / m is 1 or a prime, and so our theory is sufficient to deal 
with this group. For m = 14, we get the normaliser of a Singer cycle, a group 
of order 14(13^"^ - 1), the prime factorisation of which is 2'^3.7329?ig2, where the 
qi are large primes. For m = 7, we again get just one group, because 5p(2 ,2 ) is 
soluble. This group has order 7.6.2^(13^ - 1), the prime factorisation of which is 
Clearly neither of these groups can be conjugate to a subgroup of the 
other. Now we treat the case m = 2. Since 13 = - 1 mod 7, we must find the 
conjugacy classes of maximal irreducible soluble subgroups of the subgroup S of 
G X ( 2 , 7 ) generated by Sp{2,7) (which equals 5 Z ( 2 , 7 ) ) and the matrix 
/ \ 
1 0 
^ 0 - 1 ^ 
This group can be easily handled by the C A Y L E Y function lattice (see page 103). 
It shows that there are three conjugacy classes^ of maximal soluble subgroups in 
S. Since their members are 7'-groups, they are completely reducible, and since 
they are non-abelian, they are irreducible. So there are three conjugacy classes of 
maximal irreducible soluble subgroups of S. Choose one group from each ciass, 
and denote them by G i , G2 and G3. The first group is imprimitive and the other 
two are primitive. The third group is a subgroup of SL{2, 7) (it will provide the 
counter-example) but the other two are not. The group Gi has order 24, G2 
has order 32 (it is a Sylow 2-subgroup) and G^ has order 48 (it is the binary 
octahedral group—the double cover of S4 that is not GL{2,3)). So for m = 2, 
there are three JS-primitives: M i , M2 and M 3 , having orders 24.7^(13^ - 1), 
32.72(132 - 1) and 48.72(132 - 1), respectively, that is, 2^3.7^ and 
respectively. Thus there are a total of five JS-primitives in ^1,(14,13) , and, by 
virtue of their orders and the fact that Gi is not conjugate to a subgroup of G3, 
all of them are maximal soluble. But G3 is a subgroup of SL{2,7), and so the 
centraliser in M3 of its unique maximal abelian normal subgroup has index 1, 
^These classes could also be found by intersecting the JS-maximals of GL(2 ,7 ) (which we 
explicitly describe in later chapters) with S, for 5 is a normal subgroup of GL(2 ,7 ) . 
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not 2, as Jordan apparently claims. • 
Note that this counter-example arises precisely because the matrix 
/ l 0 \ 
\ o - i j 
induces an (outer) automorphism of PSL{2,7) that interchanges the two conju-
gacy classes of maximal soluble subgroups isomorphic to S4. This was pointed out 
to me by L. G. Kovacs. The other details of the counter-example are needed only 
to show that the group iV/3 constructed from G3 is actually a maximal soluble 
subgroup of GX(14,13). 
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Chapter 3 
The imprimitive soluble 
subgroups of 
In this chapter we give a theorem that provides a complete and irredundant hst of 
conjugacy class representatives of the imprimitive soluble subgroups of GL{2,p^). 
3.1 The JS-imprimitives of 
Let IF be the field of p^ elements. By, Remark 2.5.5 there are no imprimitive 
soluble subgroups of GZ/(2,2), and so we assume throughout this chapter that 
/ > 2. 
Imprimitive linear groups of prime degree must have a minimal block size 
of 1. Since both G Z ( 1 , F ) and S2 are soluble, it follows that there is exactly one 
JS-imprimitive of GL{2, F ) , namely 
M := GL( l ,F )wr5 '2 . 
This group has order — 1)^, and is generated by the matrices 
a := 
/ \ / \ a 0 
and b := 
0 1 
1 0 
where o; is a generator of the multiplicative group of F . In order to obtain a 
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polycyclic presentation of M we introduce a third element 
c:=b^ = 
/ \ 1 0 
0 a / 
Then a polycyclic presentation for M is 
M := {a,b,c \ a^ = 1, 
= c, bp'-^ = 1, 
c-^  = 6, c^  = c, cP'-^ = 1) . 
Following the usual terminology for wreath products, we call (a) the top group 
and (6, c) the base group. Denote the base group by B. 
3.1.1 Lemma. If G is an irreducible subgroup of M, then M = GB and G H B 
is normal in M. 
Proof. It is obvious from the matrices b and c that B is reducible, and therefore 
G ^ B. Since \M: B\ is prime, we must have that M = GB. It then follows from 
the fact that B is abelian and normal in M that G r\ B < M. • 
This lemma shows that it is important to determine which subgroups of B are 
normal in M. Before proceeding with this, however, we present some notation 
and results that can be put in a more general-context. 
3.2 Miscellaneous results 
3.2.1 Definition. Let X be an fi-group, where 0 is a set of operators on X. 
A subgroup of X is called an Vt-subgroup if it is fixed (set-wise) by Q,. If Y and 
Z are f2-subgroups of X, and Z < F , then we call Y/Z an Vt-section of X. An 
isomorphism from one fi-group to another that commutes with the elements of 
n is called an Q-isomorphism. 
The following theorem will be used in many places in this thesis.^ It is illus-
trated in Figure 3.1. 
^There is a clear treatment of this theorem by Remak (1930), who attributed at least some 
of the theory to Klein and Fricke. Zassenhaus (1958, p. 237, exercise 30) attributed the result 
to Goursat and Lambek. 
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3.2 .2 Theorem, (see Suzuki (1982, 4.19, p. 141)) Let X be an O-group, where 
Vt IS a set of operators, and let U and V be normal n-subgroups of X. The set 
of n-subgroups of X which lie between UnV and UV is bijective with the set of 
o-tuples {UI,UO,VI,VQ,9) which satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) UI and UQ are ^-subgroups of X lying between U ^V and U, and UQ < UY; 
(ii) Vi and VQ are Vt-suhgroups of X lying between U ^V and V, and VQ < Vi; 
(Hi) 9 is an Vt-isomorphism from UI/UQ to VI/VQ. 
The Vl-subgroup of X to which {Ui,Uo,Vi,Vo,9) corresponds under this bijection 
is {uv G UIVI \ UEUI,V EVI, {Uou)9 = VQV}. m 
UNYV = UI 
unY = Uo 
Vi = UYnv 
Vo = Ynv 
Figure 3.1: Illustration of Theorem 3.2.2 
3 .2 .3 Definition. In the notation of Theorem 3.2.2, if UQ is a proper subgroup 
of Ui (and hence V^ ) is a proper subgroup of Vi), then Y lies properly between 
UOVQ and UiVi, and we call Y a diagonal Cl-subgroup of UV. 
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3.2.4 Notation. If G is a group and n is a positive integer, we denote by 
the (characteristic) subgroup of G generated by the n-th powers of the elements 
of G. 
3.2.5 Theorem, (see Huppert (1967, Theorem III.2.6, p. 262)) If H is a non-
trivial normal subgroup of the non-trivial nilpotent group G, then H fl Z{G) ^ 1. M 
3.2.6 Lemma. Let G be a group having a normal subgroup H such that G/H 
is cyclic of order n, say G = {g,H), where g^ G H. If there exists an element 
h G Cnig) such that /i" = g"-, then G splits over H. 
P r o o f . It is clear that gh~^ has order n, and that G = {gh~^,H). • 
3.2.7 Definition. Let n be a positive integer and let ^ be a prime. An n-
extraspecial q-group is a finite non-abelian g-group whose derived group has order 
q and whose centre is cyclic of order A 1-extraspecial 5-group is also called 
an extraspecial q-group (see Definition 2.4.1). 
The following theorem is a slight generalisation of Theorem 2.4.7a. Its proof 
involves no new ideas, and so we do not give it. 
3.2.8 Theorem. Let n and r be positive integers, let q be a prime-, and let IE be 
a field of characteristic different from q. If G and H are isomorphic irreducible 
n-extraspecial q-subgroups o /GL(r , IE), then G and H are conjugate. • 
3.2.9 Proposition. The group is an (n — 2)-extraspecial 2-group. 
Proof. It is obvious from the defining presentation of SA^n (see page 6) that its 
derived group is and that its centre is (P) . • 
3.3 The normal subgroups of M contained in 
the base group 
Let C be a normal subgroup of M contained in B. Since C is abelian, it is the 
direct product of its Sylow subgroups; these subgroups are characteristic in C 
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and so normal in M. Conversely, every set of normal subgroups of M that are 
contained in B and have prime power orders will generate a normal subgroup of 
M contained in B. Therefore the problem of determining all normal subgroups 
of M that are contained in B is equivalent to the problem of determining all 
normal g-subgroups of M that are contained in B, where q runs through the 
prime divisors of — 1. 
Let g be a prime divisor o( p^ — 1. We define Sg to be the integer such that 
q^ q I  (p^ _ and ^e define d^  and e, by 
d, := and e, . 
Then the Sylow ^-subgroup of B is (c?,, e,). We denote this group by T,. If it is 
not necessary to mention q explicitly, then we use s, d, e and T in place of Sq, dg, 
tq and Tg, respectively. 
We wish to determine the Q-subgroups of T, where Vt is the set comprising the 
automorphism of T induced by conjugation by a. Set U := {de~^) and V := (de). 
Clearly U and V are normal O-subgroups of T. The action of a on f / is inverting 
while on V the action is trivial. Note that every subgroup of U and every subgroup 
of V is an H-subgroup of T. Note also that the subgroup lattices of U and V are 
uniserial (that is, linearly ordered by inclusion). 
3.3.1 Theorem, Ifq is odd, then T = U xV, and there are no diagonals in the 
fl-subgroup lattice ofT. 
Proof. Clearly UV contains d"^ and e^, and so if q is odd, UV = T. Since 
u\ = |y| = q' and |r| = it follows that UHV = 1. Hence T = U xV. We 
now use Theorem 3.2.2. There are diagonals in the (^-subgroup lattice of T if 
and only if there are non-trivial fi-sections of U and V that are fi-isomorphic to 
each other. These fi-sections are non-trivial g-groups, and since q is odd, invert-
ing action is never trivial; hence there can be no non-trivial H-sections of U and 
V that are ^-isomorphic to each other. Therefore the H-subgroup lattice of T 
contains no diagonals. • 
We have now determined the fi-subgroup lattice of T, for q odd. An example 
is given in Figure 3.2, where we have set Sg to be 2. 
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1 
Figure 3.2: The lattice of fi-subgroups of T, for q odd and = 2 
Now suppose that q = 2 and that p is odd. 
3.3.2 Theorem. U f\V = U^ = V^ ^^  and is the unique minimal ^-subgroup 
of T. Also, UV is the unique maximal Vt-suhgroup ofT. 
Proof. Obviously t / n y = = = { { d e f " ) . This group is clearly an 
17-subgroup of T, and since it has order 2, it is minimal. It is also clear that 
^ -
UV = e )^ and is an f2-subgroup of T, and since it has index 2, it is maxinfal. 
Let G be a proper non-trivial fi-subgroup of T. Then G is a non-trivial normal 
subgroup of the 2-group (a,T). It is not difficult to verify that the centre of this 
group is V. By Theorem 3.2.5, G n V 1, and so G > Also, if G were not 
a subgroup of UV then GUV would equal T. But then G would contain both 
d and e (it must contain one of these elements, and it is an fi-subgroup) and so 
would be equal to T, a contradiction. Hence G < UV. • 
So apart from the trivial subgroup and T itself, every H-subgroup of T lies 
between t/ n F and UV. We now use Theorem 3.2.2. Let Ui/Uq and Vi/Vq 
be O-sections of U and V, respectively, lying over U fl V. Clearly Ui/Uq is f l -
isomorphic to Vi/Vq if and only if each section has the same order and that order 
is 1 or 2, because inversion of a cyclic 2-group is trivial if and only if that 2-group 
has order 1 or 2. If this order is 1, then the f]-subgroup is UiVi. If the order is 2, 
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then the fi-subgroup is a diagonal between UQVO and Ui\'\. Since there is exactly 
one isomorphism of a group of order 2 with itself, there is only one such diagonal, 
namely 
{{de-YAder\{de-Y~\def-'), 
where UQ = and VQ = V^'. Therefore we have determined the ^-subgroup 
lattice of To. An example is given in Figure 3.3, where we have set 52 to be 3. 
T2 
U V 
Figure 3.3: The lattice of f2-subgroups of T2 when 52 = 3 
3.4 The 2-subgroups of M not contained in B 
In this section we find a complete and irredundant set of F)-conjugacy 
class representatives of the 2-subgroups of M not contained in B. We use d, 
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e and T in place of d2, t^ and r2, respectively. Note that Conlon (1977) has 
determined the non-abelian g-subgroups {q prime) of the general linear group of 
degree q over an arbitrary field. We do not use his results because we wish to 
describe these groups as subgroups of M . 
Let G be a 2-subgroup of M not contained in B. By the proof of Lemma 3.1.1, 
M = GB and G B < M. Let adJ^e"^ be an element of G not contained in B-
then G = {adT e"", G D T). 
3.4.1- Lemma. If G splits over G CiT, then G is conjugate in M to (a, G C\T). 
Proof. If ad'^e^ has order 2, then n = —m. The result then follows from the 
observation that conjugated by e^ equals a. • 
Notice that the conjugate of G by is {ad^'^'^, G fl T). Therefore it suffices 
for our purposes to assume that G = T), for some integer m. Now 
observe that {ad^Y — {de)'^ ^ G r\V. We have four cases to examine: 
1. G n T = 1; 
2. G n r = T ; 
3. C/ n y < G n T < C/y and G n T is not a diagonal; , 
• i 
4. ty^  n y < G n T < [ / y and G n T is a diagonal. 
Case 1: G fl T = 1. In this case we have {de)'^ — 1, and so G = (a). 
Case 2: G n T = T. In this case d"^  G G, and so G = (a, T). 
Case 3: U fW <GnT <UV and G n T is not a diagonal. Suppose that 
G n T = where 0 < i j < s - I . Then {de)^ e 
3.4.2 Lemma. In Case if (de)"^ generates a proper subgroup of V^^ then G 
is conjugate in M to (a, G C\T). 
Proof. If {de)"^ generates a proper subgroup of V^^ then there is an element 
of whose square is [de)'^. Since G centralises V, it then follows from Lem-
mas 3.2.6 and 3.4.1 that G is conjugate in M to (a, G OT). • 
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3.4.3 Lemma. In Case 3, if [de)"' generates then G is conjugate in M to 
{ad^\Gn T), and G is not conjugate in GL{2,]F) to (a,Gn T). 
Proof. Set H {ad'^\GnT). Writing m = where n is odd, we have 
{{def^'') = {{def'). Then it is clear that r = j . Since n is odd, we have that 
H = {{ad?'Y, G n T) . Observe that 
and conjugating this last element by gives ac?^"", which shows that H 
is conjugate to G. 
Some easy calculations show that every element of H that has order 2 belongs 
to GC\T. Therefore the number of elements of order 2'm H equals the number of 
elements of order 2 in G fl T. Since a has order 2, it is clear that (a, G C\T) has 
more elements of order 2 than H. Therefore, these two groups are not isomorphic, 
and so cannot be conjugate in GL{2,W). • 
Case 4: U r\V <GC\T <UV and G n T is a diagonal. Suppose that G f l T 
is the diagonal between f/^' V^^  and U'^ "^ , where 1 < i , j < 5 — 1. Then 
G n r = {{de-'f, {def, {de-'f~' ( d e f ) • 
3.4.4 Lemma. In Case 4, G is conjugate in M to {a,Gn T). 
Proof. Clearly Gf\V If (c/e)"" generates a proper subgroup of V^', then 
the proof of Lemma 3.4.2 also applies here. 
Now suppose that (de)'^ generates Then, by following the first part 
of the proof of Lemma 3.4.3, we can assume without loss of generality that 
G = (ad^^GflT). Since GnT contains (de-'y"\dey'~\ it follows that G 
is generated by G fl T and the element 
ad''(de-Y-'(def" . 
The square of this element is (de^^'''^ which generates a proper subgroup of 
The result then follows from Lemmas 3.2.6 and 3.4.L • 
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By combining all of the lemmas in this section so far, we get the following 
theorem. 
3.4.5 Theorem. For odd p, the following subgroups of M form a complete and 
irredundant set of M-conjugacy class representatives of the 2-subgroups of M not 
contained in B: 
M ; 
{a, N), N U nV < N <UV-, 
{ad?\N), N<M, Ur\V <N <UV, N f]V = ; 
Z ) < M , U {^V <D <UV . 
In this list D and N stand for diagonal and non-diagonal subgroups, respec-
tively. • 
Let us denote by S the set in the above theorem. We now refine S so that 
no two of its members are conjugate in GX(2, F ) . First note that neither (a) nor 
(a ,T) is GZ/(2, F)-conjugate to any other group in S (by virtue of their orders). 
3.4.6 Proposition. LetG and H be members of S which are conjugate in GL{2,W), 
and such that Gn T ^ Hf] T. Then one of G r\T and H is a diagonal and 
the other is the non-diagonal of the same order and to its immediate left in the 
ri-subgroup lattice ofT (writing U on the left, that is, as in Figure 3.3j. 
Proof. Since V is a subgroup of the scalar group, it is fixed element-wise by 
conjugation. Therefore G C W = H^^V. Since G H T and F H T must have the 
same order, the only possibility is that listed in the proposition. • 
3.4.7 Lemma. If Ni and N2 are non-diagonals lying between U OV and UV, 
then {a,Ni) and {ad'^^N^) are not conjugate in G L ( 2 , F ) . 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.4.3 and Proposition 3.4.6. • 
In the next two lemmas we assume that N = 0 < i j < s - 1, and 
that D is the diagonal between ^^^ 1 < m , n < s - 1. We 
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will determine under what conditions any of the groups (a,.V), {a(P\N) and 
{a,D) are GL(2, F)-conjugate. First observe that 
3 .4 .8 L e m m a . If i = s - I, then (a,iV) ^ C2.-J x C2. If i < s - l , then 
{a,N) ^ C2.-. Y D2S-.+1. 
Proof. This is clear. B 
3 .4 .9 L e m m a . If m = n = s — I, then {a, D) = Ds- If m<n = s — I, then 
{a,D) ^ +2• 
P^oof. If m = n = 5 — 1, then the result is easily checked. If m < n = 5 — 1, 
then 
It is straight-forward to check that the element { d e ' ^ y ^ ' ^ d e Y " has order 
25-m+i j^ g conjugate by a equals its ( - 1 + power. • 
3 .4 .10 L e m m a . {a,N) is GL{2,]F)-conjugate to {a,D) if and only if i + 1, j, 
m and n all equal s — I. In this case both groups are isomorphic to Ds-
Proof. Suppose that {a,N) is GL(2, F)-conjugate to {a,D). Then by Propo-
sition 3.4.6, m - I = i < s - 2 and n= j >1. Since (a, N) and (a, D) are con-
jugate, they are also isomorphic. Note that {a,D) can be generated by two 
elements. From Lemma 3.4.8, if {a,N) can be generated by two elements, then 
at least one of i and j equals s - 1. If z = s - 1, then m = 3 and {a,D) is not 
defined. Therefore i < j = s - I. Hence (a,iV) is isomorphic to and 
{a,D) is isomorphic to Ds or according as i equals or is less than 
5 — 2, respectively. Therefore i = s — 2. 
Conversely, suppose that i + 1, j , m and n all equal 5 - 1. Then both (a, N) 
and (a, D) are isomorphic to Ds- These groups, being completely reducible by 
Maschke's Theorem, and non-abelian groups of degree 2, must be irreducible. 
Since Ds is extraspecial, {a,N) and (a, 
D) are conjugate in GL{2,W), by Theo-
rem 2.4.7a. • 59 
3.4.11 Lemma. If j < i = s - 2, then {acP^N) ^ (see page 6). 
Proof. Under the assumptions about i and j, we have 
Denote the first element in this description by y and the second by x. It is 
straight-forward to check that y has order and that its conjugate by x is 
its (1 + 2^~-'')-th power. The result then follows from the fact that xy^' ' ' has 
order 2. • 
3.4.12 Lemma, / / n < m = 5 - 1, then {a,D) = SA2>-n+2. 
Proof. Under the assumptions about m and n, we have 
It is straight-forward to check that the element has order 
and that its conjugate by a equals its (1 -f 2^~")-th power. • 
3.4.13 Lemma. is GL{2,]F)-conjugate to {a,D) if and only if 
(i) m — \ =i = s — 2, and 
(ii) I <n=j <s-2. 
In this case both groups are isomorphic to SA2'-]+2. 
Proof. Suppose that {ad'^\N) is GI-(2, F)-conjugate to {a,D). Then by Propo-
sition 3.4.6, m — l = z < 5 — 2 and n = j > I. Since (ad^^, iV) and (a, D) are con-
jugate, they are also isomorphic. As was mentioned in the proof of Lemma 3.4.3, 
every element of order 2 in {ad'^\N) lies in N. Therefore {ad"^' ,N) contains ex-
actly three elements of order 2, except when N is cyclic, in which case it has just 
one element of order 2. On the other hand, if D is not cyclic, then (a, D) has 
at least four elements of order 2. Hence D is cyclic, which implies that z 1 or 
j equals 5 — L I f j = 5 — 1, then {ad?\N) has exactly one element of order 2, 
whereas (a, D) has at least two. Therefore j < i = s — 2. 
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Conversely, suppose that m — l = i = 5 — 2, and 1 < n = j < s — 2. Then 
both {ad'^\N) and {a,D) are isomorphic to SA2>-j+2. These groups, being com-
pletely reducible by Maschke's Theorem, and non-abelian groups of degree 2. 
must be irreducible. By Proposition 3.2.9, SA2^-j+2 is (5 — j)-extraspecial. Hence 
by Theorem 3.2.8, {a(P\N) and {a,D) are conjugate in GL(2 ,F) . • 
By combining all of the results we have thus far, we get the following theorem. 
3.4.14 Theorem. For oddp, the following subgroups of M form a complete and 
irredundant set of GL[2,W')-conjugacy class representatives of the 2-subgroups of 
M not contained in B: 
{a,N), N<M, UnV <N <UV; 
{ad''\N), N<M, UnV <N <UV, = 
{a,D), D<M, U nV < D <UV, D> . 
In this list D and N stand for diagonal and non-diagonal subgroups, respec-
tively. • 
We have avoided repetition of G i ( 2 , F)-conjugacy classes by placing the 
• i 
stated restriction on D. Alternatively, we could have placed some restrictions 
on N. 
3.5 The irreducible subgroups of M 
If {^1 , . . . , ? J is the set of odd primes that divide p^ - I, then a complete and 
irredundant set of GL{2, F)-conjugacy class representatives of the subgroups of 
M not contained in B is 
S-.= {{G,Pu...,Pr)} , 
where G runs through the members of the list of 2-subgroups in Theorem 3.4.14, 
and each Pi runs through the list of normal g;-subgroups of M , as described in 
Theorem 3.3.1. 
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All that remains to do is to eliminate the reducible groups from S. Every 
irreducible abelian linear group is cyclic, and every irreducible cyclic subgroup 
of GL{2, IF) is conjugate to a subgroup of our fixed Singer cycle; we deal with 
those subgroups in the next chapter, and so can ignore them here. Recognising 
the abelian subgroups of M is easy, as the next proposition shows. 
3.5.1 Proposition. A subgroup of M not contained in B is abelian if and only 
if its intersection with B is a subgroup of {he). 
P r o o f . Let G be an abelian subgroup of M not contained in B. Choose an 
element ah'^c^ of M not in B. This element acts trivially on every element of 
G r\ B, and therefore a also acts trivially on every element oi G r\ B. It is easy 
to check that CM(a) = (&c); therefore G n 5 < (6c). 
Conversely, let i f be a subgroup of M not contained in B whose intersection 
with B is a subgroup of (6c). Since (be) is central in Af, and the central quotient 
of a group cannot have prime order, it follows that H is abelian. • 
If p is odd, then every non-abelian subgroup of M is completely reducible 
by Maschke's Theorem, and since we are in degree 2, the completely reducible 
non-abelian subgroups are irreducible.: 
Finally, we have our desired list of groups: 
3.5.2 Theorem. For odd p, the following is a complete and irredundant set of 
GL{2,]F)-conjugacy class representatives of the non-abelian imprimitive soluble 
subgroups of GL{2,W): 
where G runs through the members of the list of 2-subgroups in Theorem 3.4.14, 
and each P, runs through the list of normal qi-subgroups of M, as described by 
Theorem 3.3.1, and G B ^ (0^262) and/or at least one Pi ^ • 
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Chapter 4 
The primitive subgroups of the 
normaliser of the Singer cycle of 
prime degree 
Let 5 be a prime, and let F be the field of elements. Let A be our fixed Singer 
cycle of GL(g,lF), and let M be its normaliser. A polycyclic presentation for M 
is 
( a , 6 I a ' = l , 
where the matrices a and b are as defined in Section 2.3. In this chapter we give 
a theorem that provides a complete and irredundant list of GL{q, F)-conjugacy 
class representatives of the primitive subgroups and the imprimitive cyclic sub-
groups of M . First we give some preliminary lemmas. 
4 .1 .1 L e m m a , (a) - 1). then - 1). 
(b) Ifq\{p^ - 1); thenqW - - 1), except when q = 2 and p'' = 3 mod 4. 
P r o o f , (a) If q = p, then the statement is trivial, so suppose that q^ p. Then 
by Fermat's Little Theorem, = p'' mod q. The statement then follows by 
observing that p'"} - 1 = - -f - 1). 
(b) If g = 2 and = 1 mod 4, then q f (p^ + 1), as required. Suppose that q > 
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and write = 1 + Iq^  for some positive integer /. Then 
^ = + + + + + 
= {1 + 1 + . . . + 1) + {Iq + 2lq + . . . + {q - l)lq) + nq^, for some n 
= q + lq'{q-l)/2 + nq' 
= q mod q^ , 
thus proving the second statement. • 
4.1.2 Lemma, (a) {a'b')"' = ^^^ ^ positive), 
(h) {a'Vy'^' = ^^ ^ positive). U 
4.1 .3 Lemma. For all integers n, u and v, there exists an integer w such that 
{ah^r''''' = {aV^f'' . 
Proof. It can be checked that setting w — v — — — 1) makes the 
above equation true. • 
Now we organise the subgroups of M into conjugacy classes. Since A is a 
cyclic normal subgroup of M, it follows that each of its subgroups is normal in 
M. 
4.1 .4 Lemma. If G < M, then G is conjugate in M to {a, G A) if and only if 
G contains an element of the form for some integer n. 
Proof. Suppose that G conjugated by a'b^ equals {a^GDA). Then G contains 
a^"'^"', which equals as required. 
Conversely, suppose that G contains aft^ ^P*"^ ). Then G^" contains a. • 
4.1 .5 L e m m a . If G < M and G splits overGf\A, then G is conjugate in M to 
( a , G n A) . 
Proof. Suppose that G = where a^h' has order q. By raising a^h' 
to the inverse of r modulo q, we can reduce the exponent on a to 1. Therefore, 
without loss of generality, we can assume that r = 1. By hypothesis, {ah'Y = 1. 
Since {ah'Y equals b raised to the power of - - 1), it follows that 
(p^ - 1) 15. The result then follows from Lemma 4.1.4. • 
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The subgroups of A are easy to list, so let us now concentrate on the subgroups 
of M not contained in A. Let G be a subgroup of M not contained in .4, and 
set B :•= G nA. As remarked earlier, B < M. Since \G/B\ = q, we can choose a 
g-element alf' G G such that G = Since {ab'^)'' equals b raised to the 
power of we see that {ab"'^ is scalar. Denote the scalar group 
by 5. We have that {{ab^Y) < 0,{B H S). If {{ab^Y) < 0,{B n 5) , then there 
is an element of B which centralises ah^ and whose q-th power equals {ab"')''. 
Then by Lemmas 3.2.6 and 4.1.5, G is conjugate in M to {a,B). Now assume 
that {ab"'y generates Og{B H 5) , say 
( ( a r ) ' ) = 
where i is some integer such that | {p^'^ — !)• — t^i^ n by Lemma 4.1.1a 
i = 0 and ab"^ has order q. If ah^ has order then by Lemma 4.1.5, G is conju-
gate in M to (a, B). So let us assume that g | (p'' - 1) and that (ab'^y ^ 1. Write 
— 1 = q'^l, where ^f then by our assumptions so far we have that 1 < 2 < a. 
We now establish a 'normal form' for a representative of the conjugacy class 
containing G. 
4.1.6 Lemma. G is conjugate in M to {ab^" where 1 <r <q-l. 
Proof. Write m as q^n, where q^n. Since {{ab"")") = it follows that 
j = a - i and that /1 n. Now set 5 := n / / , and let r be the integer between 1 and 
q - 1 such that 5 = r mod q. Let t be the largest divisor of - l)/{p'' - 1) 
that is prime to and choose u and v so that q'-^u = l+vt. Finally, set 
w := v(s — r)/q. Then 
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Let us simplify the exponent on b in the first element of this generating set. If q 
is odd or / = 1 mod 4, or both, then 1| - 1) by Lemma 4.1.1b. Then 
m + - 1)/?' = + 
= q^'-'lis + u(s - r)t) 
= q^'-Uis + [vt + l){s - r) - {s - r)) 
= q^'-'lir + q'-^u{s - r)) 
= q°'-Hr + u{s-r){p^-l)/q. 
li q = 2 and p'^ = 3 mod 4, then a = i = r=:u = l, and u = ty = 0, so 
m + — 1) / q' = m 
= q'^-Us 
= Is 
= U{s-l)l 
= q''-Ur + u{s-r){p^-l)/q. 
So we see that if we conjugate the first element of this generating set by 
then we get as required. • 
4.1 .7 Lemma, Let B be as above, and letl<r<s<q — 1. Denote , B) 
by Gi, and denote {ab'^'"''%B) by G2. Then Gi is not conjugate in M to G2. 
Proof. Note that q must be odd to satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma, and so 
qa+i I (^ pkq _ 1)^  by Lemma 4.1.1b. Suppose that Gi and G2 are conjugate in M. 
Then there is an integer u and an element (by Lemmas 4.1.2b and 4.1.3) such 
that conjugated by equals Therefore 
+ - l)/q' - v{p' - 1) = q^-Us mod - 1). 
In particular, divides 
q^-'lr + - 1)/^' - - 1) - q - U s , 
which equals 
- s)uq^'+'-Ut ~ vqV , 
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where t is the largest divisor of - _ i) pnme to q. Therefore q'^' 
divides 
l{r - s) + uqlt-vq'l, 
which implies that q\{r-s), a contradiction. Hence Gi is not conjugate in M 
to G2. • 
4.1 .8 L e m m a . Let B be as above. Denote (a, B) by Gi, and denote B) 
by G2, where l<r <q-l. Then Gi is not conjugate in GL{q,W) to G2, ex-
cept when B contains the Sylow q-subgroup of A, in which case Gi and G2 are 
conjugate in M. 
Proof . Suppose that B contains the Sylow g-subgroup of A. Then each of Gi 
and G2 contain a Sylow ^-subgroup of M. These two Sylow g-subgroups are 
conjugate in M , and clearly, any element that conjugates the second to the first 
will also conjugate G2 to Gi. 
Suppose that B does not contain the Sylow ^-subgroup of A. Consider the 
subgroups of Gi, and (aft'""'''", of Gj. The first of these 
is abelian but not cyclic, while the second is cyclic. If q is odd or = 1 mod 4, 
or both, then these subgroups are Sylow g-subgroups of Gi and G2, respectively; 
therefore"Gi and G2 are not isomorphic, and so cannot be conjugate in GL{q, IF). 
Now suppose that q = 2 and that p^ = 3 mod 4 (so a = i = r = 1). Then it is 
not difficult to show that G2 contains a unique element of order 2, whereas Gi 
clearly contains at least two such elements. Again, Gi G2, and so the two 
groups cannot be conjugate in GL{2,W). • 
By combining all of the lemmas so far we get the following theorem. 
4.1 .9 T h e o r e m . The following groups form a complete and irredundant set of 
M-conjugacy class representatives of the subgroups of M: 
{B), B<A-
{a,C), C<A-
0,{D nS) = , i ^ 0 , r = 1 , . . . , ? - 1. • 
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Now we must select from this list the primitive groups and imprimitive cyclic 
groups. By Theorem 2.3.3, every cyclic irreducible subgroup of M is GL{q,W)-
conjugate to a subgroup of A. 
4.1.10 Proposition. An irreducible subgroup of A is imprimitive if and only if 
its order divides q{p'^ — 1) but does not divide — 1. 
Proof. Let x G A, and suppose that the subgroup C generated by x is im-
primitive. Since C is irreducible, its order cannot divide p^ — 1, and since the 
degree is prime, the natural module for C must decompose into a direct sum 
of q 1-dimensional subspaces, permuted transitively by x. An abelian transitive 
permutation group of degree q must have order and hence stabilises this 
system of imprimitivity for C. Therefore a;' generates a proper subgroup D of C, 
of index q. By construction, the natural module for D decomposes into a direct 
sum of q 1-dimensional submodules. Therefore D is (conjugate to) a subgroup of 
the diagonal group and so its exponent divides — 1. Since D is cyclic, it follows 
that its order also divides — 1. So the order of C divides q{p^ — !)• 
Conversely, suppose that the order of the irreducible subgroup C generated 
by X divides q{p^ — 1) but does not divide p'^  — I. Since |C'| divides — 1, it 
follows that C is reducible (see Theorem 2.3.2). Since C is irreducii>le, C is 
completely reducible. By Clifford's Theorem, if U is the natural module for C, 
then there is a 1-dimensional subspace V of U which admits C . Then it is easy 
to show that 
U = V ®Vx® Vx''-^, 
from which it is obvious that C is imprimitive. • 
4.1.11 Proposition. A subgroup of A is irreducible if and only if its order does 
not divide p^ — 1. 
Proof. Let B be an irreducible subgroup of A. Since the subgroup of A of order 
p^ — 1 is the scalar group, \B\ cannot divide p'' — 1. 
Conversely, let B he & subgroup of A of order not dividing p^ - 1. Note that 
A is primitive by the above proposition. Then by Clifford's Theorem, the natural 
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module for B is completely reducible and homogeneous. If this module were 
reducible, then B would be scalar (because the degree is prime), a contradiction. 
Therefore B is irreducible. • 
Now we consider the primitive non-abelian subgroups of M. 
4.1.12 Proposition. A subgroup G of M not contained in A is ahelian if and 
only if \G ^ A\ divides - 1. 
Proof. If G n A = (6"), where n \ - 1), then G is abelian if and only if 
[b^Y = Therefore G A must be a subgroup of the scalar group. • 
4.1.13 Proposition. Let G equal {a,B), where B = G n A, and suppose that G 
is non-abelian. Then G is primitive if and only if B is primitive. 
Proof. If B is primitive, then of course G is primitive. Suppose that B = (6") 
and is not primitive. Clearly B cannot be reducible, for then G would be abelian, 
by the last two propositions. Hence B is imprimitive. Then is a proper 
subgroup of B, and scalar. In particular, q \ {p'^'^ — 1) and therefore ? | (p^ " — 1), by 
Lemma 4.1.1a. Hence (a) is reducible by Theorem 2.3.2, and completely reducible 
by Maschke's Theorem. Therefore the natural module for (a) is the direct sum 
of q 1-dimensional submodules. Let V be any one of these direct summands, and 
let U be the natural module for G. Since G is irreducible, it is easy to show that 
U has the vector space decomposition 
t/ = y ® vfe'^  e . . . © . 
This yields a system of imprimitivity for B, because is scalar. Furthermore, 
for each integer i such that 0 < z < ^ — 1, we have 
Yb'^'a = Vaa-H'^'a 
= 
= 
because q \ {p'' - I) and is scalar. Therefore the above decomposition of U 
yields a system of imprimitivity for G. Hence if G is primitive, then so is B. u 
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4.1.14 Proposition. Suppose that q\ip^ — 1), and let p'' - I = q'^l, where q\l. 
Let B be a subgroup of A such that the Sylow q-suhgroup of the intersection of B 
and the scalar group is generated by , where i ^ 0. Let 1 <r<q—\, 
and set G := "''",5). If G is non-ahelian, then G is primitive. 
P r o o f . If G were reducible, then B would be reducible and so scalar, making G 
abelian. So G is irreducible. Suppose that G is imprimitive. Again, B cannot 
be reducible, so is imprimitive, and therefore B'^  is a proper subgroup of and 
scalar. Since G is non-abelian, Z{G) = Since = we have that G' is 
central, and so G is nilpotent. The Sylow subgroups of G corresponding to primes 
other than q lie in B'^ and so are cyclic. If q is odd or = 1 mod 4, or both, then 
we see from the proof of Lemma 4.1.8 that the Sylow g-subgroups of G are also 
cyclic. Then G would be abelian, a contradiction. So q = 2 and = 3 mod 4. 
Also from the proof of Lemma 4.1.8, the Sylow 2-subgroups of G have a unique 
element of order 2. Therefore they are either cyclic or generalised quaternion 
(see Suzuki (1986, 4.4, p. 59)). If they were cyclic, then G would be abelian. 
So the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are generalised quaternion, and imprimitive. But 
from Chapter 3, we know that the imprimitive 2-subgroups of GL{2,p^) when 
= 3 mod 4 are subgroups of C2WVC2, which is isomorphic to Dg. This is 
another contradiction. Hence G is primitive. • 
4.1.15 Proposition. Suppose that 9 | (p^ - 1), and let - 1 = q'^l, where q\l. 
Let B be a subgroup of A such that the Sylow q-suhgroup of the intersection of B 
and the scalar group is generated by where i ^ 0. Let 1 < r < 5 < 9 —1, 
set Gi := and set G2 := B). Then Gi is abelian if and only 
ifG2 is abelian. IfG\ is not abelian, then Gi is not conjugate in GL{q,W) to G2. 
Proof. It is clear that Gi is abelian if and only if B is scalar if and only if G2 
is abelian. Suppose that Gi is not abelian. Since r and s are unequal, q must be 
odd. Therefore all the Sylow subgroups of Gi are cyclic. If Gx were nilpotent, 
then it would be abelian, a contradiction. Hence Gi is not nilpotent, and so 
its Fitting subgroup is B. The same argument applies to G2. Suppose that Gi 
and G2 are conjugate in GL{q,W), say G^ = G2. Then x normalises B. Since 
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Gi is non-abelian, \B\ cannot divide p^ - 1. Therefore (see Theorem 2.3.5) the 
normaliser in GL{q,]F) of B is M. So x e M, a contradiction, because G-[ and 
G2 are not conjugate in M , by Lemma 4.1.7. • 
By combining all of the results of this chapter we get the following theorem. 
4 .1 .16 T h e o r e m . The following groups form a complete and irredundant set of 
GL{q,]F)-conjugacy class representatives of the primitive subgroups and cyclic 
imprimitive subgroups of M: 
{B), B<A, \B\UP'-1)-, 
0,{D nS) = {b^p"'-')/^'), z V 0 , r = 1, . . . , < ? - ! . • 
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Chapter 5 
The irreducible soluble 
subgroups of GL{2,p^) 
Let F be the field of p^ elements. Since GL{1,W) and S2 are soluble, there is 
exactly one JS-imprimitive of F ) , namely 
MI:=GL{1,W)WIS2 
Theorem 3.5.2 provides a complete and irredundant list Ci of GL{2, F) -conjugacy 
class representatives of the non-cyclic irreducible subgroups of M^. 
N'ow consider the JS-primitives of The unique maximal abelian 
normal subgroup of such a group has order either p^ '^  — 1 or — 1. There is just 
one JS-primitive of the first kind, namely 
M2 : = >1 C2 , 
the normaliser of a Singer cycle. Theorem 4.1.16 provides a complete and ir-
redundant list C2 of GL{2, F)-conjugacy class representatives of the primitive 
subgroups and imprimitive cyclic subgroups of M2. 
There are JS-primitives whose unique maximal abelian normal subgroup has 
order - 1 if and only if p is odd. By Remark 2.5.36, they can be written as 
Ms YQs)^0-(2,2), / = 3 m o d 4 , 
a/4 Y g 8 ) H 5 ' p ( 2 , 2 ) , p'= = l m o d 4 . 
In this chapter we give theorems which provide complete and irredundant lists 
Ci, z = 3,4, of G'X(2, F)-conjugacy class representatives of the primitive soluble 
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subgroups of GL{2,]F) whose guardian is M,. Then the combination of Ci, 
and gives us a complete and irredundant list of GZ(2, F)-conjugacy class 
representatives of the irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{2, F ) . 
We mention in passing which of the above JS-maximals are maximal soluble 
subgroups of G I ( 2 , I F ) . Both Jordan (1871a, Table A, p. 288) and Suprunenko 
(1976, footnote on p. 165) knew the following result; it is easily proved using 
elementary number theory and some basic structural properties of the groups 
concerned. 
5 .0 .1 Proposition, (a) Mi is a maximal soluble subgroup of GL{2,W) ex-
cept when = 3 (in which case Mi is conjugate to subgroups of both A/2 
and Mz) and when = 5 (in which case Mi is conjugate to a subgroup of 
M4). 
(h) M2 is a maximal soluble subgroup of GL{2,W) except when = 3 (in 
which case M2 is a subgroup of Mz)-
(c) Mz is a maximal soluble subgroup of GL{2,W). 
(d) M4 is a maximal soluble subgroup of GL{2,]F). • 
5.1 Miscellaneous results 
5 .1 .1 Proposit ion. Let V be a vector space, and let A be the scalar subgroup of 
GL{V). Let G be a subgroup of GL{V) containing A, and suppose that G = NA 
for some subgroup N of G. Let H be a subgroup of G containing N H A. Then 
(a) H is irreducible if and only if N Cl HA is irreducible; 
(b) H is primitive if and only if N H HA is primitive. 
Proof . By Dedekind's Modular Law we have that H A ^ { N n HA)A. Since 
multipHcation by scalars does not affect the reducibility or primitivity of a group, 
the result now follows. • 
5 .1 .2 Definition. The Burnside lattice, C, of a group C is a lattice with the 
following properties. 
(i) Each element of C represents a conjugacy class of subgroups of G, and each 
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conjugacy class is represented exactly once in 
(ii) If C and D are elements of then we write C < D if and only if at least 
one group in the conjugacy class represented by C is a subgroup of at least one 
group in the conjugacy class represented by D. 
5.1.3 Notation. We draw the Burnside lattice £ of a group G according to the 
following rules. 
(i) We represent elements of C by small black discs. 
(ii) If an element of C represents a conjugacy class containing a single group 
(which is therefore normal in G), we draw a circle around the disc representing 
that element. 
(iii) We label each disc with either the isomorphism type or the order of the 
groups in the conjugacy class it represents. 
(iv) We represent the relation C < D hy placing the disc representing C lower 
on the page than the disc representing D and by drawing a line between those 
two discs. However, v/e suppress inclusions that are implied by the reflexiveness 
and transitivity of < . 
5.1.4 Definition. Let m > 2 and n > 3. We will denote by (the I standing 
for 'inversion') any group isomorphic to the following soluble group of order 2mn: 
(a,6 I = 
5.1.5 Definition. We will denote by 51(2,3) any group isomorphic to the fol-
lowing soluble group of order 24: 
(a,6, c I a^ = 1, 
= c, = c2, 
5.1.6 Definition. We will denote by ^1(2,3) any group isomorphic to the fol-
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lowing soluble group of order 48: 
,2 _ a" = 1, 
b^  = 62, 63 = 1, 
c- = d^^ c^  = c^  = 
cf- = cd\ d^ = cd, d' = d\ = 1). 
The Burnside lattice of GL{2, 3) is pictured in Figure 5.1. This can be checked 
via CAYLEY, or in the tables of Neubiiser (1967) where GL{2,3) has the num-
ber 48.49. 
GI (2 ,3 ) 
Figure 5.1: The Burnside lattice of GL{2, 3) 
5.1.7 Definition. We will denote by BO (for binary octahedral) any group iso-
morphic to the following soluble group of order 48: 
{a^b,c,d I a^ = d"^, 
b- = b\ 9 = 1, 
= d\ c' = d, = d\ 
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The Burnside lattice of BO is pictured in Figure 5.2. This can be checked via 
CAYLEY, or in the tables of Neubiiser (1967) where BO has the number 4S.50. 
BO 
Figure 5.2: The Burnside lattice of BO 
5.1.8 Def init ion. We will denote by NS (for 'ninety-six') any group isomorphic 
to the following soluble group of order 96: 
( a, 6, c, d, e a^ — e, 
= 62, 63 = 1, 
c'' = de^, c^ = d, c2 
e" = e, .h _ e" = e, e*^  = e, e" = d _ e, e 4 _ = 1 ) 
The Burnside lattice of N S is pictured in Figure 5.3. This can be checked via 
CAYLEY. 
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C4 wr S2 
C4 X C4 
C4 X C2 
C4 
C,ySL(2,3) 
Figure 5.3: The Burfiside lattice of NS 
5.2 Generating sets for Mg and M4 
Jordan (1868, p. 112) and Suprunenko (1976, pp. 162-164) have already each 
given generating sets for M3 and 7 V / 4 , but they do not give corresponding sets 
of defining relations. In this section we derive polycyclic presentations for M3 
and iV/4. We will find that in both of these groups the scalar group has a proper 
supplement. This does not seem to have been noted before. 
5.2.1 A generating set for AI3 
Recall that M3 is only defined when = 3 mod 4. We construct a generating 
set for iV/3 by the methods described in Section 2.5. Let r^ be a generator for the 
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scalar group, and define u and v by 
' o 
u : — 
1 0 
and V := 
/ \ ' 3 -a 
where a and /? belong to the prime subfield of IF, and a^ + = —1. Then 
{u, V, z} generates the Fitting subgroup of M3. To extend this set to a generating 
set for A/a, we first require a generating set for 0 " ( 2 , 2). The set we use comprises 
the two elements 
ap : = 
\ 1 0 
and cp := 
/ 
/ \ 1 1 
0 1 
These matrices satisfy the conditions 
{apf = I2, {apcpf = I2, {apcpf = {apcpf . 
By the theory in Section 2.5, there exist matrices a and c of GL{2, F ) satisfying 
the conditions 
u" = Xiv, 
v" = i^iu, 
U'^ = A2UU, 
V^ = 
for some scalars Ai, A2, and 
Let 6 be an element of F such that 
- 2 if / = 3 mod 8, 
2 if = 7 mod 8 . 
Setting Ai = = — 1, we find that one solution for a is 
a := 8 - 1 
cv /3 + 1 
/?- 1 - a / 
Then a has determinant —1 or 1, and its square is I2 or —I2, according as is 
congruent to 3 or 7 modulo 8, respectively. Setting A2 = //2 = - 1 , we find that 
one solution for c is 
c -1 
^ -/? a + 1 ^ 
a - 1 13 
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the minus or plus being chosen according as p^ is congruent to 3 or 7 modulo S, re-
spectively. Then c has determinant - 1 or 1, and its square is I2 or - I 2 , according 
as p^ is congruent to 3 or 7 modulo 8, respectively. Set b := ac. Then 
b = 2 1-1 
^ a-/3-l a + / 3 - l ^ 
/ 
and 6 has determinant 1 and order 3. Furthermore, h" = We then have the 
following presentation for Mz\ 
{ a, b, u, v,z a' = ±/2, 
b'^ = b\ b' = h, 
u"' = —U, U^ = U, u^ 
u® = —u, v^ = uu, u" 
^a 
= = Z, = 
-h. 
-V, V^ = -72, 
the plus or minus being present in the first relation according as p^ is congruent 
to 3 or 7 modulo 8, respectively. This is clearly a polycyclic presentation for iV/3 
(after replacing - h by From this presentation we see that 
M3 = (z) Y {a,b,u,v) 
= (z^) X {a,b,u,v) 
' _ J C'(p'=-i)/2 X G-L{2,3) if / = 3 mod 8 , 
C'(p*-i)/2 X BO a p^ = 7 mod 8 . 
Note that Wilson (1972, Theorem 3.2, p. 36) also observed that M3 spHts over its 
Fitting subgroup when IF has a square root of —2 (that is, when = 3 mod 8). 
It is easy to show that (a,6, is the unique minimal supplement to the 
scalar group, and that 
{b,u,v) if = 3 mod 8 , 
{a,b,u,v) ifp^ = 7 m o d 8 
5 L ( 2 , 3 ) i f / = 3 m o d 8 , 
BO if / = 7 mod 8 . 
Finally, we investigate the action of field automorphisms on M3. 
5 . 2 . 1 T h e o r e m . Every automorphism ofW, acting entry-wise on the elements 
of Mz, normalises M3. 
M3nSL{2,W) = 
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P r o o f . Let 9 be an automorphism of F . By looking at the entries of the matrices 
in our generating set for A/a, it is clear that the effect of 9 on Ms is determined 
by S9 (remember that a and belong to the prime subfield of F ) . Clearly b, u 
and V are fixed by 9 and a9 is a or —a (and of course z9 is some power of itself). 
Therefore 9 normalises M3. u 
5.2.2 A generating set for A/4 
Recall that M4 is only defined when = 1 mod 4. We construct a generating 
set for M4 by the methods described in Section 2.5. Let z he Bi generator for the 
scalar group, and define u and v by 
u : = 
1 0 
and V := 
/ \ 
1 0 
0 - 1 
Then {u,v,z} generates the Fitting subgroup of M4. To extend this set to a 
generating set for 7V/4, we first require a generating set for Sp{2,2). We choose 
this set to consist of the two elements 
/ \ 
[ O i l r o 
ap := 
[ 1 Oy 
and bp := 
i j 
These matrices satisfy the relations ' 
{apf = 72, {bpf = h, {bpr = {bp)' • 
By the theory in Section 2.5, there exist matrices a and b of GL{2, F ) satisfying 
the conditions 
= Alt;, 
v'' = piu, 
u^ = A2U, 
for some scalars Ai, A2, and 112-
Let a; be a primitive 4-th root of unity in F , and let 8 be an element of F 
such that 
- 2 if = 1 mod 8, 
0 :— { 
-2u j if / = 5 mod 8 . 
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Setting Ai = = - 1 , we find that one solution for a is 
a 
/ \ 1 - 1 
- 1 - 1 
If = 1 mod 8, then a has determinant 1 and its square is —I2. Up'' = 5 mod 8, 
then a has determinant -uj and its square is w/o. Setting A2 = 1 and = we 
find that one solution for b is 
I \ 
io — 1 u; + 1 
v UJ — 1 —UJ — 1 
Then b has determinant 1 and order 3, and b"^ — b'^. 
We then have the following presentation for M4: 
{ a , 6 , I a^ = (7/2, 
u" — —V, u'' — U, tf^  = 12, 
— —U, V^ = LOUV, V^ = —V, V 
Z'^ = z, Z- = Z, = = 12}, 
where cr is —1 or a;, according as p'' is congruent to 1 or 5 modulo 8, respectively. 
Since b does not normalise it is more convenient to work with {uju,ll)v). 
Setting X := oju and y := ujv, we then have 
{ a , b , x , y , z | a^ = <7/2, 
b- = b^ = /2, 
= - h , 
'' - xy, y"" = - y , y^ = - I 2 , 
x" = - y , = y, 
= -2:, y 
= z, = Z, = h 
which is clearly a polycyclic presentation for i\U (after replacing - I 2 by 
and, if necessary, mh by From this presentation we see that 
M , = { z ) Y { a , b , x , y ) 
' { z ) \ { a , b , x , y ) i f / = l m o d 8 , 
< 
{z'^) X {a,b,x,y) i f = 5 m o d 8 
C p k . ^ Y B O i f / = 1 mod 8, 
X NS if = 5 mod 8. 
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It is easy to show that (a, 6, x, y) is a minimal supplement to the scalar group. 
U p^ = 0 mod 8, then it is the unique such supplement. If = 1 mod 8, then 
there is just one other minimal supplement to the scalar group; it is {usa, 6, a;, y), 
which is isomorphic to GZ(2,3). Note that Wilson (1972, Theorem 3.2, p. 36) 
also observed that M4 spHts over its Fitting subgroup when IF has a square root 
of —2 (that is, when p^ = 1 mod 8). 
Also, we have that 
M 4 n 5 ' L ( 2 , F ) = 
(a, b, X, y) \{ p^ = l mod 8 , 
{h,x,y) if = 5 mod 8 
BO = I mod 8 , 
51 (2 ,3 ) if / = 5 mod 8 . 
Finally, we investigate the action of field automorphisms on iV/4. 
5.2.2 Theorem. Every automorphism 0/IF, acting entry-wise on the elements 
of M4, normalises M^. 
Proof. Let 9 be an automorphism of F . By looking at the entries of the matrices 
in our generating set for M4, it is clear that the effect of 9 on A/4 is determined 
by (jj9 and 89. It is not difficult to check that, in any case, x9 is ± x , y9 is ±?/, a9 
is ±u}a, and b9 is b or by (and of course z9 is some power of itself). Therefore 9 
normalises M4. • 
5.3 The primitive subgroups of M3 and M4 
5.3.1 Theorem. (L. G. Kovacs) If G is an abelian-by-nilpotent primitive sub-
group of GL{n,lF), then G normalises a Singer cycle. 
Proof. If G is abelian, then it is cyclic, and the result follows from Theorem 2.3.3. 
Now assume that G is not abelian. Let A be maximal among the abelian normal 
subgroups of G whose quotient is nilpotent. Set C := CGL{n,w){G). Since G is ir-
reducible, we have that C is the multiplicative group of a field, say IK = 
where m I n. Then CGLCn.F)!^^) = GX(n/m, E\), and G is primitive and absolutely 
irreducible as subgroup of GL{n/m,]K). 
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Under a suitable extension IL of K , A becomes diagonalisable and so nor-
malises each member of a certain set of n/m 1-dimensional IL-spaces which gen-
erate the vector space V'(n/m, IL). Since G is absolutely irreducible as subgroup 
of GX(n/m,I\), it follows that G permutes these spaces transitively. Therefore, 
by the Orbit-StabiHser Theorem, \G: A\ > n/m. 
Since G is primitive as subgroup of GL{n/m, K ) , it follows that the K-linear 
span of A is a field, say IE = GF^p^^" )^, where There is a homomorphism 
from G to the Galois group of E over K whose kernel is Cg(A). In particular, 
G/Cg(A) is cyclic of order dividing I. From Theorem 3.2.5, and from the maxi-
mality of A, we deduce that Cg(A) = A. Therefore \G\ A\ < I. This shows that 
n/m = \G:A\ = I. In particular, E = and so the multiplicative group 
of E is a Singer cycle of GL{n,W). Since G normalises A, it also normalises E . 
This completes the proof. • 
5.3 .2 Corollary. A primitive subgroup of GL{2,W) is conjugate to a subgroup of 
the normaliser of a Singer cycle if and only if it is cyclic or has a cyclic subgroup 
of index 2. m 
5.3.1 The case = 3 mod 8 
Recall that M3 = C(p;c_i)/2 x GL{2,3). 
5 .3 .3 Theorem. The following is a complete and irredundant list o/GX(2,E)-
conjugacy class representatives of the primitive soluble subgroups of GL{2,W) 
whose guardian is M3: 
where the last row of groups exists if and only i/3 | (p^ - 1). 
Proof. Let C be a primitive subgroup of M3 which is not conjugate to a subgroup 
of the normaliser of a Singer cycle. Let A be the scalar group, set B := 02'(A) = {z'^) 
and set N := {a, h, u, v). Then N ^ GL{2,3) and iV/3 = N x B. By Theorem 3.2.2, 
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we can parametrise G by the triple {Ni /Nq , Bi/Bo,d), where Ni =NnGB, 
No = N no, Bi = NG nB, BQ = Gn B, and 9 is an isomorphism from Ni/No 
to BI/BQ. From Proposition 5.1.1, Ni is primitive. Refer to Figure 5.1 for the 
Burnside lattice of N. If Ni were abelian, then G would be abelian and so con-
jugate to a subgroup of a Singer cycle, a contradiction. So Ni is not abelian. 
Suppose Ni is Dii- Then D12 is primitive, and so its subgroup isomorphic to CQ 
is irreducible, by CHfFord's Theorem. In particular, SKp'^ — 1). This implies that 
DI2 X B has a cychc subgroup of index 2. But then G is conjugate to a subgroup 
of the normaliser of a Singer cycle, a contradiction. Therefore Ni is not Du- The 
same argument prevents Ni from being S3, SDie, Ds or Qs- So Ni may be either 
GL(2,3) or 5Z(2,3) . Each of these groups is irreducible and does not have an 
abelian subgroup of index 2, and consequently is primitive and not conjugate to 
a subgroup of the normaliser of a Singer cycle. 
Suppose that N-^ is GX(2,3). Then No is GL{2,3), as this is the only normal 
subgroup of GX(2,3) whose quotient is cyclic of odd order. Then BQ = Bi, and 
G — GL{2,3) X Thus G belongs to the first row of groups in the statement 
of the theorem. 
Suppose that Ni is 51(2,3) . Then NQ is either SL{2,3) or Qs, as these are 
the only normal subgroups of SL{2, 3) whose quotients are cyclic of odd order. 
If No is 5Z(2,3) , then BQ = Bi, and G = SL{2,3) x Bi. Thus G belongs to 
the second row of groups in the theorem. If A^ o is Qs, then 3 | (p* - 1), and G is 
one of the two diagonals between Q^ x BQ and 5Z(2,3) x Bi, where \BXIBQ\ = 3. 
However, these two diagonals are conjugate in M3, because the elements of order 3 
in GL{2,2)) lie in a single conjugacy class. Thus, without loss of generality, G 
belongs to the third row of groups. 
We have proved that the above list is complete. The information in Table 5.1 
shows that no two groups on it are conjugate in GL(2, F ) . In this table we use 
the notation Gij to mean the group from row i with parameter j. • 
5.3.2 The case / = 7 mod 8 
Recall that M3 ^ x BO. 
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G G G n 5 I ( 2 , F ) G n A 
Gu 2 4 ( / - l)/z 51(2 .3 ) ( p ' - l ) / ^ 
Gij - I)/J S'i:(2,3) - i ) / j 
G31 - l)/l Qs ( / - l ) /3 / 
Table 5.1: Information on some primitive subgroups of A/s, = 3 mod 8 
5.3.4 Theorem. The following is a complete and irredundant list o / G Z ( 2 , F ) -
conjugacy class representatives of the primitive soluble subgroups of GL{2,]F) 
whose guardian is M^: 
where the last row of groups exists if and only if3\{p^ ~ 
Proof. This proof is entirely similar to that of Theorem 5.3.3. Note that the 
elements of BO of order 3 lie in a single conjugacy class. The relevant table is 
Table 5.2. • 
G • G Gf\SL{2,W) G n A 
- l)/^ BO ( / -1 ) /^ ' 
G2j 1 2 ( / - 1)13 51(2 ,3 ) {p' - i ) / i 
Gzi - 1)11 Qs {p' -1)/3/ 
Table 5.2: Information on some primitive subgroups of M3, p^ — 7 mod 8 
5.3.3 The case = 1 mod 8 
Recall that A'U = Y BO. 
5.3.5 Theorem. If G is a primitive subgroup of M4 which does not contain the 
scalar matrix -I2, then G is conjugate to a subgroup of the normaliser of a Singer 
cycle. 
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P r o o f . Let G be a primitive subgroup of M4 which does not contain the scalar 
matrix -I2. From the Burnside lattice of BO (see Figure 5.2) we see that there 
are only two classes of subgroups of BO that do not contain the centre; they are 
the trivial group and the cyclic groups of order 3. Hence G n BO is trivial or a 
C3. U G n BO = 1, then G is cyclic and therefore conjugate to a subgroup of a 
Singer cycle. Suppose that GnBO = H, where \H\ = 3. Then H < G, and so 
by Clifford's Theorem, H is irreducible or scalar. But of course it is not scalar, 
and so H is irreducible. Then Cg{H) is cyclic, and has index 1 or 2 in G because 
Aut(i/) = 2. The result now follows from Corollary 5.3.2. • 
5 . 3 . 6 T h e o r e m . The following is a complete and irredundant list of GL{2,W)-
conjugacy class representatives of the primitive soluble subgroups of GL{2, IF) 
whose guardian is M4: 
{b,x,y,z^), / | ( / - l ) / 2 ; 
{bz'-^x^y), m l ( / - l ) / 6 , 
where the last row of groups exists if and only ifS\{p'' — 1). 
P r o o f . This proof is entirely similar to that of Theorem 5.3.3. Note that since 
= 1 mod 4, it follows that the JS-imprimitive discussed in Chapter 3 is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of GL{2, IF), and so the 2-subgroups of BO are imprimitive. Note also 
that the elements of BO of order 3 lie in a single conjugacy class. The relevant 
table is Table 5.3. • 
G G G n A 
Gu 2 4 ( / - l)/z BO 
G2: 12(p' - 1)1 j 5 1 ( 2 , 3 ) - l )/2i 
Gzi 1 2 ( / - 1)// 5 1 ( 2 , 3 ) [P' - 1)// 
G^ra 4 ( / - l)/m Qs - l)/3m 
Table 5.3: Information on some primitive subgroups of M4, p = 1 mod 8 
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5.3.4 The case p^ = 5 mod 8 
Recall that A/4 ^ C^pk.^)/^ x NS. 
5.3 .7 T h e o r e m . The following is a complete and irredundant list o / G I ( 2 , F ) -
conjugacy class representatives of the primitive soluble subgroups of GL{2,W) 
whose guardian is M4: 
where the groups in the third and fifth rows exist if and only if^Hp'^ — 1). 
P r o o f . This proof is entirely similar to that of Theorem 5.3.3. Note that since 
= 1 mod 4, it follows that the JS-imprimitive discussed in Chapter 3 is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of GL{2, IF), and so the 2-subgroups of N S are imprimitive. Note also 
that the elements of NS of order 3 lie in a single conjugacy class. The relevant 
table is Table 5.4. • 
G G GnSL{2,w) GnA 
G^i HP' -1)/^' SL{2,3) ip' - l)l^ 
12(p^ - i)/j 51 (2 ,3 ) ( / - 1)/J 
G31 Qs [p' - l ) / 3 / 
G^rn e{p' - l ) / m 51 (2 ,3 ) (p'^  - l ) / 2 m 
Gsn 2{p' - l)/n ( / - l ) / 6n 
Table 5.4: Information on some primitive subgroups of AU, p^ mod 8 
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Chapter 6 
Some irreducible soluble 
subgroups of q>2 
If q is an odd prime, then the only numbers of the form p'^ that are less than 256 
are 2^, 3^, 5^, 2®, 3® and 2^. By Remark 2.5.5, there are no imprimitive subgroups 
of GL{q, 2), and by Remark 2.5.18, the only JS-primitive of GL{q,p) for the above 
values of p and q is the normaliser of a Singer cycle. In Chapter 4 we gave a list of 
all the primitive subgroups and irreducible cyclic subgroups of that JS-primitive. 
Therefore, it remains only to determine the imprimitive soluble subgroups of 
GZ(3,3) , GL{3,5) and GL{5,3). We carry out those determinations later in this 
chapter, after discussing some general aspects of the JS-maximals of GL{q,p^). 
Also in this chapter we obtain a generating set for one of the JS-primitives of 
GL{'i,p^). This set is used in Chapter 9 to obtain a generating set for one of the 
JS-primitives of GL(6,2). 
6.1 The JS-maximals of GL{q,p^) 
In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we gave theorems which provide a complete and irredun-
dant list of conjugacy class representatives of the irreducible soluble subgroups 
of GL{2,p^). In this section we discuss how far we can extend those methods to 
cover the irreducible soluble subgroups of other prime degrees. 
Let q be an odd prime. By Remark 2.1.7, there is a unique conjugacy class 
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of transitive maximal soluble subgroups of namely Hol(C,). Therefore there 
is just one JS-imprimitive of namely, 
If G is an irreducible subgroup of Mi, then the projection of G into the top group 
contains C,. Consequently, G contains a normal subgroup H that is conjugate to 
a subgroup of wr Cq. Since the degree is prime, it follows from Clifford's 
Theorem that H is irreducible. So the analysis of the irreducible subgroups of 
Ml should begin with the analysis of the irreducible subgroups of wr Cg. 
The methods of Chapter 3 should extend to this group without too much trouble. 
The difficulty of finding the irreducible subgroups of Mi that are not contained 
in GL{l,p^) wv Cq clearly depends on the prime factorisation of ^ — 1. For the 
first few primes, one should be able to obtain the desired list, and by so doing 
one may find a method of providing a list for all q. Note that Conlon (1977) has 
determined the non-abelian g-subgroups of the general linear group of degree q 
over an arbitrary field. 
There is one JS-primitive of GL{q,p^) whose unique maximal abelian normal 
subgroup has order p^ ^ — 1, namely, 
the normaliser of a Singer cycle. From Chapter 4, we have a complete and irredun-
dant list of GL(g,p'')-conjugacy class representatives of the primitive subgroups 
and imprimitive cyclic subgroups of this group. 
The remaining JS-primitives of GL{q,p^) have the scalar group A as their 
unique maximal abelian normal subgroup, and are written as 
(AYF)^D, 
where £ is extraspecial of order q^ and exponent q, and D is a maximal irreducible 
soluble subgroup of Sp{2,q). As pointed out by Suprunenko (1976, p. 165), 
the maximal irreducible soluble subgroups of Sp{2, q) are found by intersecting 
Sp{2, q) with the maximal irreducible soluble subgroups of GL(2, q). Suprunenko 
(1976, pp. 165-167) calculates the orders of these intersections, and finds that the 
only primes they involve are divisors of g — 1 or g + 1. 
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6.1.1 T h e o r e m . Let q be an odd prime dividing p^ - 1, and let M be one of the 
JS-primitives of GL{q,p^) that we describe as 
where A is the scalar group, E is extraspecial of order q^ and exponent q, and D 
is a maximal irreducible soluble subgroup of Sp(2,q). Then M can also be written 
as 
AY{E>iD). 
P r o o f . Refer to Figure 6.1. In Section 6.5 this theorem is proved by construction 
for g = 3, so let us assume that q > 3. Let n be the order of Z ,^ so that the order 
of M is — 1). As mentioned above, Suprunenko shows that the only primes 
involved in n are divisors of g - 1 or ^ + 1. Set A'' := M fl SL{q,p''); note that 
N > E (by inspection of the matrices used to generate E). It is clear that \M: N 
is p^ - 1 or (p^ - l)/q. If the former were true, then AN would be a subgroup 
of M of index q that contains AE', this contradicts the fact that n and q are 
coprime. Therefore |A/:A'l = (p^ - l)/q, and i\I = A YiV. It then follows from 
the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem that N = E >i D. • 
Note that the order oi E "X D is independent of p^. .Therefore we can use the 
methods of Chapter' 5 to find the primitive subgroups of M in the above theorem: 
if we know the primitive subgroups oi E X D and some structural information, 
such as their normal subgroups with cyclic quotients, and the number of conjugacy 
classes of elements of certain orders, then we know all the primitive subgroups 
of M, Hence we essentially have (modulo investigation of the groups E X D, 
and finding generating sets for them) a list of the primitive soluble subgroups of 
GL{q,p'^). Of course, this list depends on the structures of the groups E x D and 
so we need a different list for each q. 
6.2 The imprimitive soluble subgroups of GL(3, 3) 
Let M be the JS-imprimitive of GL(3,3), that is, 
M : = G I ( l , 3 ) w r 5 3 . 
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A 
1 
Figure 6.1: Part of the lattice of M 
This group has order 48, and is generated by the matrices 
/ 
0 1 
\ 
0 (o 1 
\ 
0 
/ 
2 0 
\ 
0 
a := 1 0 0 , h:= 0 0 1 and c := 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 , 0 0 1 
In order to obtain a polycyclic presentation for M we introduce the elements 
/ \ 
1 0 0 
0 2 0 
0 0 1 
and e := d = 
/ \ 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 2 
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Then a polycyclic presentation for M is 
{ a, 6, c,d,e \ a^  = I^, 
= d, & = d, c2 = /s, 
d'' = c, d'' = e, = (i, cf^  = /3, 
e'^  = e, e^  = c, e^  = e, e^  = e, e^  = /a } . 
Note that 
M = (cc/e) X (a, 6, ce, (ie) 
^ C2XS4. 
6.2.1 Theorem. /I complete and irredundant list of GL{3,3)-conjugacy class 
representatives of the irreducible subgroups of M is: 
{a,b,c,d,e), ^ C 2 X 5 4 ; 
(a, b, ce, de), = S4 ; 
{acde,b,ce,de), = S4] 
{b,c,d,e), ^ C2XA4; 
(b,ce,de}, = A4. 
Proof. It is not difficult to show that the irreducible subgroups of {a,b,ce,de) 
are and A4. The proof now proceeds in the same way as that of Theorem 5.3.3. 
It is easy to verify the claims about the isomorphism types of the groups listed. 
Therefore, to show that the list is irredundant, we only need to establish that 
the second and third groups are not conjugate in GL{3,3). This can be seen by 
looking at the determinants of the matrices in their respective generating sets: 
the third group in the theorem is clearly a subgroup of 5X(3,3) , whereas the 
second group is not. • 
6.3 The imprimitive soluble subgroups of GL(3, 
Let M be the JS-imprimitive of G'L(3,5), that is, 
M := GL{1,5)wtS3. 
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This group has order 384, and is generated by the matrices 
( 
0 1 
\ 
0 
/ 
0 1 
\ 
0 
/ 
2 0 
\ 
0 
a : = 1 0 0 0 0 1 and c : = 0 1 0 
0 \ 0 1 / 0 0 0 
In order to obtain a polycyclic presentation for M we introduce the element; 
/ \ 
1 0 0 
0 2 0 
0 0 1 
and e := / = 
/ \ 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 2 
Then a polycyclic presentation for M is 
{ a , 6, c, d,e 2 _ 
Note that 
a 
= 
c" = 
d'' = 
e"^  = 
M = 
h , 
d, = C^ = / 3 , 
c, d^ = e, d" = d, d^ 
d e, e^  = c, e'^  = e, e" 
/3, 
e, e ' = l 3 } 
{cde) X {a{cde)'^,b,ce~^,de~^) 
= {cde) x { M n S L { 3 , 5 ) ) . 
6 . 3 . 1 T h e o r e m . A complete and irredundant list of GL{3,5)-conjugacy class 
representatives of the irreducible subgroups of M is: 
{ a { c d e f , h , ce -\ d e ' ^ , (crfe)O, i = 1,2,4; 
{a { cde f+ ' , 6, ce -\de-^) , i = 1,2; 
{ h , c e - \ d e - \ { c d e f ) , k = 
{ a { c d e ) \ b, i c e - ' ) \ { d e - ' f , { c d e ) ' ) , / = 1,2,4; 
{a{cde)^+^,b, {ce- ' ) ' , {de- ' )^) , m = 1,2; 
{ b , { c e - y , { d e - ^ ) \ { c d e ) - ) , n = 1,2,4. 
Proof. Set B := {cde) and N := M n 51(3 ,5) . We use the CAYLEY function 
lattice to obtain the subgroup lattice of N. If a subgroup of N is irreducible, then 
its projection into the top group must be transitive. Therefore the 2-subgroups of 
N are reducible. This leaves just six conjugacy classes of subgroups to consider. 
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the groups in those classes being isomorphic to one of N, 48.52 (this is the number 
of that group in the tables of Neubiiser (1967)), 54, A4, 53 or C3. It is not difficult 
to show, then, that the only irreducible subgroups of N are N, 48.52, 54 and A4. 
The proof now proceeds in the same way as that of Theorem 5.3.3. Note that 
none of these groups has a normal subgroup of index 4, and that 48.52 has no 
subgroup of index 2. The relevant table is Table 6.1. • 
G G G 0 5 1 ( 3 , 5 ) G^B 
Ci. 384/i N All 
192/j 48.52 2/j 
Gzk 192/ib 48.52 4/k 
Gil 96// 54 A/1 
Gsm 48/m A4 2/m 
Gen 48/n ^4 4/n 
Table 6.1: Information on the imprimitive soluble subgroups of GL{3,5) 
6.4 The imprimitive soluble subgroups of 3) 
Let M be the JS-imprimitive of GL{5,3), that is, 
M : = G L ( l , 3 ) w r Hol(C5). 
By the same methods as m the previous two sections we can write down a poly-
cyclic presentation for M , namely M = (a, 6, c, cf, e, /, g), where 
a ' = /5, 
c^ = d, = d, c' = h, 
= e' = f , = = e, e^ = h, 
g' = c, g-= g, g^ = g^ g ^ = g ^ g f ^ g ^ g'^ = h • 
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We do not write down the matrices referred to in this presentation, as it is obvious 
what they are. We mention, however, that 6 has determinant 1 and that the other 
members of the generating set have determinant 2. Note that 
M = {cdefg) x {acdefg, 6, cd, de, e / , fg) 
= {cdefg) X {M nSL{5,3)). 
6.4.1 Theorem. A complete and irredundant list of GL{o,3)-conjugacy class 
representatives of the irreducible subgroups of M is: 
{acdefg,b,cd,de,efjg,{cdefgy), z = 1,2; 
{a,b, cd, de.ef, fg); 
{a\b,cd,de,ef,fg,icdefgy), j = 1,2; 
{a'^cdefg, b, cd, de, e / , fg); 
{b,cd,de,efjg,{cdefg)'), k = 1,2. 
Proof. Set B := {cdefg) and N := {a,b,cd,de,ef, fg). We use the CAYLEY 
function lattice to obtain the subgroup lattice of N. If a subgroup of N is ir-
reducible, then its projection into the top group must be transitive. Therefore 
the 2-subgroups of N are reducible. This leaves just six conjugacy classes of sub-
groups to consider, the groups in those classes being isomorphic to one of N, 
3 
(meaning the unique subgroup of N of index 2), \N (meaning the unique sub-
group of N of index 4), Ho^Cs), I>io or C5. It is not difficult to show, then, that 
the only irreducible subgroups of N are N, \N and \N. The proof now proceeds 
in the same way as that of Theorem 5.3.3. The relevant table is Table 6.2. • 
G \G GnSL{5,3) GnB 
Cx. m/i N 2/i 
320 1 
320/i IN 2 / j 
G4 160 1 
Gsk m/k 2/k 
Table 6.2: Information on the imprimitive soluble subgroups of GL{o,3) 
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6.5 A g e n e r a t i n g set for a J S - p r i m i t i v e of GL{3,p^ 
Let W be the field of p^ elements, where = 1 mod 3. Since Sp{2, 3) is soluble, it 
follows tha t there is at just one JS-primitive of G I ( 3 , F ) whose unique maximal 
abelian normal subgroup has order — 1, namely 
where E is extraspecial of order 27 and exponent 3. In this section we derive a 
polycyclic presentation for from which we see that M = Cpk_i Y 5p(2, 3)). 
This provides a constructive proof of Theorem 6.1.1 in the case g = 3. We also 
need this presentation in Chapter 9 when we derive a presentation for one of the 
JS-primitives of GL(6,2) . 
We construct a generating set for M by the methods described in Section 2.5. 
Let z be a generator for the scalar group, and define u and v by 
/ 
0 0 
\ 
1 
/ 
1 0 
\ 
0 
u : = 1 0 0 and V := 0 £ 0 . 
0 
\ 
1 0 \ 0 
where £ is a primitive cube root of unity in F . Then {u^v^z] generates Fit(7V/). 
To extend this set to a generating set for M , we first require a generating set for 
5p(2, 3). The set we use consists of the three matrices 
/ 
1 
\ 
1 
/ \ 
[ 2 1 \ 
ap := , hp := and cp := 
1 
\ 
These matrices satisfy the following relations: 
= 1, 
[hpyo = CP, [hpf = (cp)^ 
{cpyo^hpcp, {cpy'' = {cp)\ {cpy = i . 
By the theory in Section 2.5, there exist matrices a, h and c of G L ( 3 , F ) such 
tha t 
u" = Aiuu^, u'' = X2UV, u" = Xzu^v, 
v" = fliV, V^ = , v" = P3UV, 
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where the A,- and ^^ are scalars. Setting A3 = = s ' we find that one solution 
for c is 
c : = (1 V-l 
/ \ 
1 £ c 
£ 1 c 
1 1 \ - - - / 
Then c has determinant 1 and order 4. Setting A2 = 1 and = we find that 
one solution for b is / \ 1 £ 1 
6 : = ( 1 - £ ) 
\ 
1 1 
£ £ £2 
Then b has determinant 1, = c^  and c^  = c^. Setting Ai = pi^ = I we find that 
one solution for a is 
/ \ 
1 0 0 
a := 0 1 0 
0 0 £ \ / 
Then a has determinant £ and order 3, and b^ = c and d^ = be. Then we have 
that M = (a, b, c, u, u, z), where 
a^ = /3, 
6- = c, = 
C^ = be, c^ = c^ c^ = 73, 
u'^ = uv"^, u^ = uv, u C - U^ = /s, 
v"' = V, v^ = v^ = e^uv, u" = ev, v^ = I3, 
= 2:, = 
This yields a polycyclic presentation for M (after replacing £ by z^^" From 
this presentation we see that 
M = (z) Y {a,b,e,u,v) 
We also have that 
if / = 1 mod 9 , 
{b,e,u,v) ifp'^^lmodO. 
Finally, we investigate the action of field automorphisms on M. 
MnSL{3,W) = 
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6.5.1 Theorem. Every automorphism of W, acting entry-wise on the elements 
of M, normalises M. 
Proof. Let 9 be an automorphism of F . By looking at the entries of the matrices 
in our generating set for A/, it is clear that the effect of 6 on M is determined by 
e9. If eO = c, then a, h, c, u and v are fixed by 9 (and 2 is of course mapped to 
some power of itself), and so 9 normalises M. If £9 = then some calculations 
show that 
a9 = a^ b9 = c^, c9 = bc\ u9 = u and v9 = v^ . 
Again, 9 normalises M. • 
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Chapter 7 
The imprimitive soluble 
subgroups of GL(4,2) and GL(4,3) 
7.1 The JS-imprimitives of 
Recall from Chapter 5 that we number the JS-maximals of GL{2,p^) as follows: 
Ml ( 2 , / ) 
i 
A f 4 ( 2 , / ) 
:= Cp2k_i >i C2 , 
:= Y p s ) H5'j9(2,2), p^ = l m o ( i 4 . 
The JS-imprimitives of are listed below. 
M 3 ( 4 , / ) 
M2(2,p^)wr52, 
:= M3(2, wr 52, = 3 mod 4, 
:= M4(2, P^) wr 52, = 1 mod 4. 
In contrast to the JS-imprimitive of prime degree, not even the base group of 
any of these four groups seems to admit a straight-forward analysis. In respect 
of the first group, the 2-subgroup structure of wr (C2 x C2) needs to 
be understood; it requires only a little thought to see what a complicated lattice 
is involved here. On the other hand, each of the other three groups has the 
advantage that there is very little wreathing action, but the disadvantage that 
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the base group is non-abelian. We do not attempt a general analysis of any of 
these groups. Instead, we find the imprimitive soluble subgroups of GL{\,'2) by 
an easy theoretical argument, and those of GL(4,3) by making extensive use of 
CAYLEY. The JS-primitives of permit a more general discussion, and 
so are treated in a separate chapter (Chapter 8). 
7.2 T h e imprimitive soluble subgroups of GL(4, 2) 
There is one JS-imprimitive of GI.(4,2), namely 
A/2 := GL(2 ,2 )wr52 . 
A polycyclic presentation for M2 is: 
{ a, 6, c, (f, e I a^  = 1, 
= 9 = 
c" = e, c^  = c2, c^  = 1, 
d'' = 6, = d'' = d, (P = 1, 
e" = c, e^  = e, = e, e'' = e ,^ e^  = 1 } . 
We do not write down the matrices referred to in this presentation, as it is obvious 
what they are. 
7.2.1 Theorem. A complete and irredundant list of GL{A,2)-conjugacy class 
representatives of the irreducible subgroups of M2 is: 
(a, 6, c, d, e), {ah, c, e), (a, bd, c, e), (a, c, e) . 
Proof. Let G be an irreducible subgroup of M2. Since M2 has order and we 
are in characteristic 2, it follows that G is not a 2-group. So the Sylow 3-subgroups 
of G have order 3 or 9. Suppose that the Sylow 3-subgroups of G have order 3. 
Then G meets the base group of M2 in a subgroup of order 3, 6 or 12 (which is 
normal in G), and G has order 6, 12 or 24, respectively. Every group of order 12 
has a non-trivial characteristic 2-subgroup, and therefore G cannot have order 12 
or 24. Clearly G cannot be and since every faithful irreducible representation 
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of 53 over GF{2) has degree 2, G cannot be 53 either. Therefore G contains 
the unique Sylow 3-subgroup of M2. So we seek those subgroups of M. which 
contain (c, e) and which are not subgroups of the base group, {b, c, d, e). Since tlie 
quotient of M^ by (c, e) is Dg, it is not difficult to see that the subgroups of M2 
which satisfy these requirements are those hsted in the theorem, plus {abd.c.e); 
this group is conjugate in M^ to and so need not be considered. The 
four groups listed in the theorem are pairwise non-isomorphic, and so all that 
remains to do is show that they are irreducible. Since each contains the third 
and/or fourth group listed, it suffices to estabhsh the irreducibility of those two 
groups. This follows easily from the fact that the natural module for (c, e) is the 
direct sum of two non-isomorphic irreducible submodules which are interchanged 
by a. • 
7.3 Computing the imprimitive soluble subgroups 
of GL(4,3) 
In this section we outline an algorithm for finding one representative from each 
: G I ( 4 , 3)-conjugacy class of imprimitive soluble subgroups. This algorithm is 
discussed with reference to CAYLEY, in which it has been implemented. A 
brief description of CAYLEY is given in Section 1.2, and the notation we use 
for its features can be found in Section 1.3. The code for some of the CAYLEY 
procedures mentioned below is listed in Appendix C. 
Before describing the algorithm, we give some details of the procedure ISOTEST, 
as we use this procedure frequently in this and the next two chapters. ISOTEST 
takes as input a group, whose order it then calculates. If this order is sufficiently 
'small' (to be explained below), then ISOTEST calculates as many invariants of 
the group as are needed to distinguish it from all other groups of that same order. 
Then the group is assigned an identifier (which consists of a number and, where 
possible, a meaningful name) and this information is returned. (Actually, some 
groups are so difficult to distinguish that the identifier passed back can refer to 
a family of groups rather than a single group.) ISOTEST deals with groups of the 
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following orders: 
1. any order that is the product of three or fewer primes; 
2. order Sq, where q is an odd prime; 
3. order where p and q are distinct primes; 
4. orders 16, 32, 48, 64 and 81. 
ISOTESTis based on the procedure ISOMTESTin the C A Y L E Y library T W O G P S 
of Newman and O'Brien (1989). That procedure deals with the groups whose or-
der divides 64 (but does not assign names to them), and for these groups we use 
the numbering provided by the T W O G P S library. For the orders dividing 81, I 
use the numbering of a 3-groups library developed by Baldwin (1987). For or-
der 48, I use the numbering of Neubiiser (1967). For the groups of the other orders 
listed above, I use my own numbering. (The groups of these orders have been 
determined in the literature, but I carried out an independent determinatiori—my 
numbering reflects the way in which I did this.) The format for the numbering of 
a group is its order, followed by a symbol (usually followed by some numbers 
and possibly some letters. For example, 8 # 3 is the identifier of Ds- Note that 
we use the numeric identifier in the text only when ISOTEST does not provide a 
name for the group. 
7 . 3 . 1 R e m a r k . ISOTEST will be used implicitly in many places in this and the 
next two chapters. If no justification is given for a claim about the isomorphism 
type of a group, or for a claim that several groups are pairwise non-isomorphic, 
then that claim is proved by applying ISOTEST. 
Now we describe an algorithm for obtaining a complete and irredundant set 
of G I ( 4 , 3)-conjugacy class representatives of the imprimitive soluble subgroups 
of GL(4 ,3 ) . 
1. Every imprimitive soluble subgroup of GX(4 ,3 ) is conjugate to a subgroup 
of M l , M2 or Mz- So it is only necessary to examine the subgroups of these 
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three groups. Note that M^ is monomial whereas the other two are not. 
and that M2 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of GL{4,3). Let M be one of M^, M. 
or Ms. Write down a polycyclic presentation for M as abstract group, and 
input this to CAYLEY. 
2. We invoke the CAYLEY function lattice on M. The output, l a t say, of 
this function is a sequence of subgroups of M with the property that every 
subgroup of M is conjugate to exactly one member of l a t . A generating 
set is also stored for each member of l a t . 
3. At this point we require an explicit isomorphism if from (the finitely pre-
sented) M to an irreducible subgroup of GL{i,3). The procedure GETIRR 
finds all members of l a t whose image under is irreducible and places 
them in a set, irred say. 
4. Irred is a complete and irredundant set of vVf-conjugacy class represen-
tatives of the irreducible subgroups of M. We now partition irred into 
two sets, keep and throw. When the algorithm terminates, keep will be a 
complete and irredundant set of representatives of the GX(4,3)-conjugacy 
classes of imprimitive soluble subgroups whose guardian is M. 
5. We have to transfer to throw each member of irred whose guardian is not 
M . An imprimitive soluble subgroup of 0 1 ( 4 , 3) whose guardian is Mi can 
be recognised because Mi is monomial: when M is M2 or Ms, we use the 
procedure RIDMON to transfer the monomial groups in irred to throw. A 
subgroup of G'X(4,3) whose guardian is M2 can be recognised because M^ 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G I ( 4 , 3): when M = Ms, we transfer the 2-groups 
of irred to throw. 
6. Now every member of irred has M as its guardian. If two or more members 
of irred are GL{i, 3)-conjugate, then we transfer one of them to keep and 
the rest to throw. If a member of irred is not GI(4,3)-conjugate to any 
other member of irred, then we transfer this group to keep. We use a 
variety of theoretical and computational techniques to deal with these two 
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possibilities. At the completion of this step, keep has the desired properties. 
and the algorithm terminates. 
7.4 The irreducible subgroups of Mi(4,3) 
Recall that Mi = GL{l,3)\vv S4 and has order 2^3. GETIRR returns a complete 
and irredundant set i r red of A/i-conjugacy class representatives of the irreducible 
subgroups of Mi; i r r e d contains 22 groups, and we must now partition it into 
keep and throw. 
The orders of the 22 groups in i r red are as follows: three have order 16, seven 
have order 32, six have order 64, one has order 96, one has order 128, three have 
order 192 and one has order 384. The three groups of order 16 are pairwise non-
isomorphic, and so we place them in keep. Of the seven groups of order 32 there 
are five distinct isomorphism types, the only duplications being the occurrence 
of three groups isomorphic to 32#6. 
7.4.1 Proposition. Let F be the field of 3 elements and let G be the group 32#6. 
Then there is exactly one isomorphism type of ^-dimensional faithful irreducible 
JFG-module. 
• i 
Proof. There are two pieces of structural information we need about G. The 
first is that it has an elementary abelian normal subgroup of order 8 (the Frattini 
subgroup), H say, and the second is that its centre has order 2. By Theorem 3.2.5, 
Z{G) is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. In particular, Z{G) < H. 
Observe that H has seven maximal subgroups, and exactly three of them contain 
Z{G). Because Z{G) is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G, the other four 
maximal subgroups of H must lie in a single G-conjugacy class. 
Let 6'' be a 4-dimensional faithful irreducible FG-module (such a module exists 
because we have explicitly found one above). By Clifford's Theorem, U\H is the 
direct sum of G-conjugate irreducible Fi7-modules. The irreducible Fif -modules 
are of course 1-dimensional, and so U\H is the direct sum of four 1-dimensional G-
conjugate F/f-modules, say UH = V i ® . . T / 4 . Since HomFiy(?7|/f, Vi) ^ 0, we 
have by Nakayama's Lemma that HomFG(^7, V^) ^ 0. Since V;^ has dimension 4, 
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we conclude that U ^ i f . The kernels of the V, are G-conjugate subgroups of II. 
which must intersect trivially because U is faithful. As the quotient of H by any 
such kernel is cyclic, the kernels cannot have order 2; hence they must be exactly 
the four maximal subgroups of H which do not contain Z{G). This proves our 
claim. • 
Therefore we place two of the groups of i rred isomorphic to 32#6 in throw 
and the other five groups of order 32 in keep. Now consider the six groups of or-
der 64 in i rred . There are exactly four distinct isomorphism types among them. 
There are two groups isomorphic to C2wr(C2 x C2) and two groups isomorphic 
to C2 wr C4. When we analyse the irreducible subgroups of A/2 in the next sec-
tion we will find that there is just one irreducible subgroup of each of these two 
isomorphism types in iV/2, which is a Sylow 2-subgroup of GZ/(4,3). Therefore 
we place in keep a certain four groups of order 64 from irred and we place the 
other two in throw. There is only one group of each of the orders 96, 128 and 384 
in i r red , and so we put these three groups in keep. This leaves only the three 
groups of order 192, which ISOTEST cannot identify. However, the groups can 
be seen to be pairwise non-isomorphic by the isomorphism types of their Sylow 
2-subgroups and the orders of their derived groups. So we put these three groups 
in keep. 
Thus we have established that there are exactly 18 GI(4,3)-conjugacy classes 
of irreducible soluble subgroups whose guardian is Mi, and we have obtained a 
complete and irredundant set of representatives of these classes. 
7.5 The irreducible subgroups of M2(4,3) 
Recall that M2 = S'Diewr^s, and has order 2^ This is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
GI (4 , 3). GETIRR returns a complete and irredundant set i rred of A/2-conjugacy 
class representatives of the irreducible subgroups of M2] there are 63 such groups. 
RIDMON transfers to throw the monomial groups, leaving 41 in irred. 
The six groups of order 256 in i r red can be seen to be pairwise non-isomorphic 
by using ISOTEST on their derived groups and derived quotients. The nine groups 
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of order 128 in irred can be seen to be pairwise non-isomorphic by using ISOTEST 
on their derived groups and Frattini subgroups, and by counting their conjugacy 
classes of elements. This leaves us only with groups that can be identified by 
ISOTEST. The isomorphism types which are represented more than once by the 
groups in i r r e d are: Qie, Q16YC4, 32#8, 32#44, 64#37 and 6-4#137. By 
looking at the irreducible subgroups of M3, we find a single iV/3-conjugacy class 
of 32#8, 64#37, and 64#137, so that eliminates three cases. 
7.5.1 Proposition. Let F be the field ofZ elements, and let G he the group Qie-
Then there is exactly one isomorphism type of faithful irreducible WG-module, 
and it has dimension 4. 
Proof. Let be a 4-dimensional faithful irreducible FG-module (such a module 
exists because we have explicitly found one above). The endomorphism algebra 
of U cannot have F-dimension 4 because the Singer cycles are self-centralising, 
and it cannot have F-dimension 1 because absolutely irreducible groups of prime 
power order are monomial. Therefore there are exactly two copies of U in any 
direct decomposition of Reg(FG) . The centre of 0 is the unique minimal normal 
subgroup of G, and G/Z{G) has order 8. It now follows that 
Reg{WG) = Reg{W{G/Z{G)))®UeU. m 
7.5.2 Proposition. The irreducible subgroups o /GL(4,3) that are isomorphic 
to QIQ Y C4 lie in a single conjugacy class. 
Proof. Denote G i ( 4 , 3 ) by L. Let G\ and G2 be irreducible subgroups of L 
that are isomorphic to Qiq YC4, and let Hi and H2 be subgroups of Gi and G2, 
respectively, that are isomorphic to Qie- Since Hi is monolithic and completely 
reducible, the previous proposition shows that Hi is irreducible. Therefore Hi 
and H2 are L-conjugate. Since Hi is irreducible, we have that CL{Hi) is cyclic, 
and so contains a unique cycHc subgroup of order 4, which of course is Cg, (i^i). 
Since Gi = H^Co^iHi), it follows that any matrix which conjugates Hi to H2 
must also conjugate Gi to G2. • 
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7.5.3 Lemma. Let F be the field of 3 elements, and let G be a monolithic group 
containing a subgroup H that is cyclic of order 8 m which all four elements 
of order 8 are G-conjugate. Then every '{-dimensional faithful irreducible F G -
module is absolutely irreducible. 
Proof. Suppose that is a faithful irreducible EG-module, where IE is an al-
gebraically closed field containing F . Let c be an element of H of order 8. In 
G the elements c, c^, c^  and c^ are pairwise conjugate. Therefore the matrix 
representing the action of c on ?7 has at least four distinct eigenvalues, implying 
that dim(C/) > 4. Since G is monolithic, it now follows that every 4-dimensional 
faithful irreducible FG-module is absolutely irreducible. • 
7.5.4 Proposition. Let F be the field of 3 elements, and let G be the group 
32^^44. Then there is exactly one isomorphism type of faithful irreducible F G -
module, and it has dimension 4. 
Proof. Let i7 be a 4-dimensional faithful irreducible FG-module (such a module 
exists because we have explicitly found one above). Since G contains a self-
centralising normal subgroup isomorphic to Cg, we see that the four elements of 
order 8 in this subgroup are G-conjugate. The centre of G has order 2 and so is 
< 
the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. Then by Lemma 7.5.3, U is absolutely 
irreducible. It now follows that 
Reg(FG) = R e g ( F ( G / Z ( G ) ) ) eU®U®U@U. u 
Using the above propositions, we transfer eight of the 41 groups in i rred to 
throw, and transfer the other 33 to keep. 
Thus we have established that there are exactly 33 GL(4, 3)-conjugacy classes 
of irreducible soluble subgroups whose guardian is M2, and we have obtained a 
complete and irredundant set of representatives of these classes. 
7.6 The irreducible subgroups of M3(4,3) 
Recall that M3 = GZ(2, 3) wr and has order 2^3 .^ GETIRR returns a complete 
and irredundant set i r r e d of Mg-conjugacy class representatives of the irreducible 
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subgroups of A/a; there are 70 groups in irred. Transfering the 2-groups of i r red 
to throw leaves just 15. Using RIDMON shows that none of these are monomial. 
So the 15 groups left in i rred are not conjugate to subgroups of Mi or A/2. 
Of the 15 groups in irred, two have order 48, five have order 96, one has 
order 192, two have order 384, one has order 768, one has order 1152, two have 
order 2304, and one has order 4608. ISOTEST shows that the two groups of 
order 48 are not isomorphic. So the only orders for which there may be GZ(4, 3)-
conjugate groups in i r red are 96, 384 and 2304. The two groups of order 2304 
cannot be conjugate because their derived quotients are not isomorphic. The 
two groups of order 384 cannot be conjugate because their derived groups have 
different orders. Using ISOTEST on the Sylow 2-subgroups of the five groups of 
order 96, we find four isomorphism types. Hence we are left with just two groups 
of order 96 to discuss. In fact these two are GZ/(4,3)-conjugate, as we now prove. 
7.6.1 Lemma. The two remaining groups of order 96 in irred are isomorphic. 
Proof. Using CAYLEY we find that each of the two groups has a normal GL{2, 3) 
which is complemented by a C2, and that this C2 centralises the 5'X(2,3) in 
Gi (2 ,3 ) , but does not centralise the GZ(2,3). Let G be any group with these 
• i t 
properties. Then we can write G = {a,b,S), where S = SL{2,3), b has order 2, 
(5, S) = GL{2,3), a has order 2, b^ ^ 6, and a centralises S. So b'^ = bs, for some 
non-trivial 3 6 5. It follows that s has order 2. Since S contains a unique element 
of order 2, we see that there is exactly one group of order 96 with these properties. 
Therefore the two groups in question are isomorphic. • 
7.6.2 Lemma. The two remaining groups of order 96 in irred are GZ/(4,3)-
conjugate. 
Proof. Let IF be the field of 3 elements, let G be a group isomorphic to one 
of these groups, and let H be its unique subgroup isomorphic to GL(2,3). Let 
U he a, 4-dimensional faithful irreducible FG-module (such a module exists be-
cause we have explicitly found one above). The centre of G has order 2 and is 
the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. Also, G contains a cyclic subgroup 
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of order 8 in which all four elements of order 8 are conjugate. Therefore, by 
Lemma 7.5.3, U is absolutely irreducible. By CHfford's Theorem, U\H is the 
direct sum of G-conjugate irreducible IFiJ-modules. Every normal subgroup of 
H is characteristic in H and so normal in G. Since U is faithful, U\H is a direct 
sum of faithful irreducible FF-modules. By Huppert and Blackburn (1982, Ex-
ercise Vn.3.4, p. 43) there are exactly two such modules, each of dimension 2. 
So U\H= © V2, where the V- are faithful irreducible Fi7-modules. Since U is 
absolutely irreducible, it follows from Nakayama's Lemma that ^ V2. Also by 
Nakayama's Lemma, U = V-^. Hence there is just one isomorphism type of 4-
dimensional faithful irreducible IFG-module, and this shows that our two groups 
of order 96 are conjugate in G L ( 4 , 3 ) . • 
Thus we have established that there are exactly 14 GL(4,3)-conjugacy classes 
of irreducible soluble subgroups whose guardian is 1VI3, and we have obtained a 
complete and irredundant set of representatives of these classes. 
7.7 Summary 
There are 65 G i ( 4 , 3)-conjugacy classes of imprimitive soluble subgroups. We 
have picked exactly one representative from each of these classes. Table 7.1 
details how many groups of each order there are in this set of representatives. 
order number order number 
16 5 256 6 
32 12 384 3 
48 2 512 1 
64 12 768 1 
96 5 1152 1 
128 10 2304 2 
192 4 4608 1 
Table 7.1: The imprimitive soluble subgroups of GI (4 ,3 ) 
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Chapter 8 
The primitive soluble subgroups 
of 
8.1 The JS-primitives of 
There is one JS-primitive of whose unique maximal abelian normal 
subgroup has order — 1, namely 
the normaliser of a Singer cycle. 
There is one JS-primitive of GL{4,p^) whose unique maximal abelian normal 
subgroup has order p^ ^ — 1, namely 
As described in Section 2.5, we think of the field of elements here as the field 
of 2 by 2 matrices that is the linear span of our fixed Singer cycle of GL{2,p^). 
Now we come to the JS-primitives of whose unique maximal abelian 
normal subgroup is the scalar group. Let M be such a group. There are three 
cases to examine. 
Case 1. Assume that = 3 mod 4 and that the Fitting subgroup F of M is 
Cpk_i Y Ds y Ds- Then M/F is isomorphic to a completely reducible maximal 
soluble subgroup of 0"''(4,2) that does not fix any non-zero isotropic subspace 
1 1 0 
of the natural module for 0 + ( 4 , 2 ) . However, 0 + ( 4 , 2 ) is isomorphic to . ^ w r . ^ , 
so in particular it is soluble. Therefore = 0+ (4 ,2 ) . So in this case we find 
exactly one JS-primitive, 
:= Y D s Y D s ) H 0+(4,2) . 
Case 2. Assume that = 3 mod 4 and that the Fitting subgroup F of M is 
Cpk_i Y Ds Y Qs. Then M/F is isomorphic to a completely reducible maximal 
soluble subgroup of 0~(4,2) that does not fix any non-zero isotropic subspace 
of the natural module for 0" (4 ,2 ) . It is shown in Appendix B that there is a 
unique (4,2)-conjugacy class of such groups and that each group in this class 
is isomorphic to Ho^Cs). Therefore M/F = Hol(C5). So in this case we find 
exactly one JS-primitive, 
iV/8(4,/) := YDsYQs) H HoKCs). 
Case 3. Assume that = 1 mod 4. Therefore we can write the Fitting subgroup 
F of M as Y DsY Ds- Then M/F is isomorphic to a completely reducible 
maximal soluble subgroup of 5p(4,2) that does not fix any non-zero isotropic 
subspace of the natural module for 5p(4,2). By methods analogous to those in 
Appendix B it can be shown that every such subgroup is S'p(4,2)-conjugate to 
either 0"''(4,2) or Ho^Cs). So in this case we find exactly two JS-primitives, 
M9(4,P^) Y A Yi^8)HO+(4,2), 
Although M 9 ( 4 , / ) and Mio(4,p^) admit the same description as M7(4,p 
and M8(4,p^), respectively, they arise in different ways and so are given different 
numbers. 
Jordan (see Appendix A) claims that there are five conjugacy classes of max-
imal irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{4,3), but there are only four. The JS-
maximals of GL{A,3) are M i , M2, M3, Ms, Mg, iV/7 and Ms- Of these, M3, M5, 
Mt and Mg are maximal soluble, while Mi and Me are conjugate to subgroups 
of M7, and M2 is a conjugate to a subgroup of M3. 
I l l 
8.2 A generating set for 
Recall that MQ = X C2. We already have a polycyclic presentation 
for From the proof of Theorem 5.2.2, we see that an extra element of 
order 2 needed to generate MQ^^.P'^) can be chosen so that it acts p-th poweringly 
on a generator of the centre of and trivially on each of the other 
members of our canonical generating set for This suggests the next 
result. 
8 .2 .1 Proposition. = ® , where i is 3 or 4 accord-
ing as p^ is congruent to 3 or \ modulo 4; respectively. 
Proof. Set G M 2 ( 2 , / ) ® Then iG| = - 1). Let A be our 
fixed Singer cycle of GL{2,p^). It is not difficult to see that A^h is the 
unique maximal abelian normal subgroup of both G and M6(4,p^). There-
fore G < Ngl(4,p '=)(^) = (this last equality because Sp{2,2) is soluble). 
Since |G| = iMej, the result follows. • 
It is now easy to write down a polycyclic presentation for M6(4,p^). 
i : , i 
8.3 A generating set for M7(4,p^) 
Recall that M7 = (Cp;c_i YL>8 YjDg) H 0 + ( 4 , 2 ) . Let F be the Fitting subgroup 
of iV/7. We could find a generating set for Mr by the methods given in Section 2.5, 
but the following structure theorem yields a much simpler way. 
8.3.1 Theorem. Mj is conjugate to (g) M2,{2,p^))y\S2, where the non-
trivial element of the S2 is the permutation matrix that interchanges the tensor 
factors. 
Proof. Let G be the group ® MZ{2,p^)) >3 S2, as defined in the state-
ment of the theorem. Then Fit(G) is the tensor square of Fit(M3(2,p ' ' ) ) , and 
so Fit(G) S Y ^ s V g g . Since Qg is absolutely irreducible in it 
follows from the Outer Tensor Product Theorem that Fit(G) is irreducible. Then 
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by Theorem 2.4.7, Fit (G) is conjugate to F. So G is conjugate to a subgroup 
of the normaliser in GL{i,p^) of F , namely M-. Since |G| = I.U7I. the result 
follows. • 
We now rede£ne M7{4,p^) to be (A/3(2,/) ® A/3(2,/)) >1 52. It is then easy 
to write down a polycyclic presentation for A/7. 
Note that 
MT S 
Y(Gi : (2 ,3 )cr52) i f / = 3 mod 8, 
Gp._i Y (BO cr S2) if / = 7 mod 8 , 
where by G cr T we mean the crown product of the group G and the transitive 
permutation group T. In our case the crown product can be defined (abstractly) 
as the quotient of the wreath product by the unique diagonal central subgroup 
of the base group. 
Obviously it is important to find the primitive subgroups of GL(2,3) cr S2 
and BO 0x82- Let N be either of these groups, let A be the centre of N (the 
scalar subgroup of order 2) and let E be the Fitting subgroup of iV. Then E/A 
is a symplectic space on which N/E acts in the natural way as G"'"(4,2). The 
following theorem identifies those primitive subgroups of iV which contain E. 
8.3.2 Theorem, let G be a subgroup of N that contains E. Then G is imprirn-
itive if and only ifG/E normalises a maximal isotropic subspace of E/A. 
Proof. We know that G is irreducible because E is already irreducible. Suppose 
that G/F normahses a maximal isotropic subspace oi E/A. This subspace of E/A 
corresponds to an abelian normal subgroup of G that is not cychc (as its quotient 
by A is not cyclic). Consequently G cannot be primitive (see Theorem 2.5.8). 
Now suppose that G is monomial. Let U be the natural module for G, let V 
be a 1-dimensional block of imprimitivity for G and let ff be the normaliser in G 
of V. Clearly V is also a block of imprimitivity for E, and H D E is the normahser 
in E of V. Therefore ff D E > A, jE: H D Ej = 4 and Ind|nE(^lHn£;). Let 
K be the kernel of V\HNE. Since U\E is faithful, it follows that K is F-core-
free. This shows that H r\ E cannot be isomorphic to Ds or Qs- Since E has no 
subgroup isomorphic to Gg, we see that H r\ E must be isomorphic to G4 x C2 
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or the elementary abelian group of order 8. Each of these corresponds to a 
maximal isotropic subspace oi E I A . Since E is irreducible, we have that G = H E . 
Therefore H r \ E because H r \ E < E . Consequently, G I E normalises a 
maximal isotropic subspace of E /A . (Note that since = Z mod H E cannot 
be C4 X C2.) 
Finally, suppose that G is imprimitive but not monomial. Let U be the natu-
ral module for G, let V be a 2-dimensional block of imprimitivity for G and let H 
be the normaliser in G of V . Clearly V is also a block of imprimitivity for E , and 
H n E is the normaliser in E of V . Therefore B D E > A , jE: B f l E j = 2 a n d 
U\e= Indfn£(^|Hn£)- Let K be the kernel of V\HnE- Since U\e is faithful, it fol-
lows that K is jE-core-free. Each subgroup of E of index 2 is isomorphic to either 
D s X C 2 or D s ^ C ^ . Suppose that H r \ E ^ D ^ ^ C^- Then H E is monolithic, 
and since U\e is faithful, it follows that V \ H n E is faithful. Furthermore, V \ H n E is 
irreducible because of Maschke's Theorem and the fact that H ^ E \s not abelian. 
So there must be an irreducible Ds YC4 in GL{2,p^). From our knowledge of 
the'irreducible soluble subgroups of for = 3 mod 4, we see that this 
is impossible. Therefore H 0 E = D g x C ^ . As in the previous case, H 0 E < G . 
Observe that Ds x C2 has a characteristic C4 x C2, which is then normal in G . 
Again, G ! E normalises a maximal isotropic subspace of E / A (whose preimage in 
is C4 X C2). • 
The subgroups of are discussed in Appendix B. 
8.4 A generating set for 
Let IF be the field of p'^  elements, where = 3 mod 4. We construct a generating 
set for Ms by the methods described in Section 2.5. Let z be a generator for the 
scalar group, and define Ui, Ui, U2 and V2 by 
' 0 i \ 
) 
/ 
ui : = I2 
Vi := I2 
0 
/ \ 1 0 
0 - 1 
U2 : = 
/ 
V2 : = 
0 
/ ^ \ 
a (3 
- a 
/2 , 
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where a and l3 belong to the prime subfield of F , and a* + J- = - i . Then 
generates the Fitting subgroup F of M^. To extend this set to 
a generating set for A/g, we first require a generating set for Ho^Cg). Actually, 
it is more convenient to choose a generating set for 0 - ( 4 , 2 ) . We choose this set 
to consist of the three matrices f p , gp and hp defined below. 
f p : = 
^ 1 0 0 0 ^ 
1 1 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
gp •= 
^ 0 1 0 0 ^ 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
hp : = 
^ 0 1 0 0 ^ 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 
(See Appendix B for an explanation of how these matrices were found.) Setting 
bp := hpfp and ap := {gpfp^hpgp, we find that ap has order 4, bp has order 5, 
and {bp)'"' = {bp^, so that {ap,bp) = Hol(C5). There are two reasons we work 
with f p , gp and hp. One reason is that each is an involution; this means that 
the solutions to the linear equations we must solve are less complicated. The 
other reason is that each of these matrices has mainly zeros in its last column; 
experience shows that calculations not involving V2 are much simpler. It is also 
useful that the first three rows of gp and hp are the same. 
By the theory in Section 2.5, there exists a matrix / of F ) such that 
u{ = 
vi = 
U2 = 
vl = 
Xiui, 
P1U1V1V2 
\2U1U2, 
where the Xi and p,j are scalars. Setting Ai = A2 = U^i = 1 and = - 1 , we find 
that one such matrix is 
f : = 2 -1 
1 - a 1 + a 
- 1 - a -1 + a 
1 + a 1 - a 
-1 + a - 1 - a 
Then / has determinant 1, and its square is —I^. 
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Let S be an element of F such that 
- 2 if = 3 mod S , 
2 if / = 7 mod 8 . 
By the theory in Section 2.5, there exists a matrix g of GX(4, F ) such that 
w? = Aiui, 
V{ = l l i U i , 
U2 = A2 U2, 
v l = H2V2 , 
where the Aj- and /Zj are scalars. Setting Ai = = — 1 and A2 == = 1, we find 
that one such matrix is 
/ . - . . \ 
- 1 
1 0 - 1 0 
0 1 0 - 1 
- 1 0 - 1 0 
0 - 1 0 - 1 
Then g has determinant 1, and its square is or I 4 , according as is congruent 
to 3 or 7 modulo 8. 
• By the theory in Section 2.5, there exists a matrix h of G L { 4 , 1 F ) such that 
= 
XiVi, 
^ l U i , 
A2W2, 
1^2U2V2 , 
where the A^- and fij are scalars. Setting A2 = —1 and Ai = yUi = /t2 = 1, we find 
that one such matrix is 
h : = 2 - 1 
a - ^ a + a - / ? a + 
a + l3 • - Q + Z? a + ^ - a + (3 
a - (3 a + 13 • - 0 . + d - a - (3 
a + ^ • - a + /9 • - a - / ? a - / 3 
, and its square is - h . 
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Now set h hf. Then 
6 = 2"^ 
- a - /? a - 3 - a - ^ cx - ^ 
a - ^ a + 13 a - 13 a + P 
1 1 -1 _i 
- 1 1 1 - 1 
Also, b has determinant 1 and order 5. The action of 6 on F is given by the 
matrix 
/ \ 1 1 0 1 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 
Now set a := { g f f h g . Then 
a = 6 
- 3 
l + a - 0 
+ + ^ 
- l - a + /3 
1 - a - i 3 
l + a + /? 
l - a + /3 
•l-^a- /3 
•l + a - / 3 
• l - a - / 3 
• l + a - ( 3 
•l-a-l3 
•1 + a - f 3 
l + a - i 3 
•l + a + (3 
1 + a - /3 
•l + a +f3 ) 
Also, a has determinant 1 and its fourth power is —I4. Furthermore, b'^ = b'^. The 
action of a on F is given by the matrix 
ap = 
^ 0 1 0 0 ^ 
1 1 1 0 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 
Finally we have that M s = (a, b, Ui,Vi,U2, U2, z). Set N : = (a, 6, i^i, U2, V2). 
It is clear that N = Ms f) 5^(4 , F ) and that Ms = N Y {z). The given elements, 
without form a polycyclic generating sequence for iV, and the corresponding 
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relations are: 
b- = b\ b' = A , 
U^ = -Ui, u\ = U1V1V2, ul = U, 
Vi = U1V1U2, vl = Ul, = -Vi, vl - I4, 
b _ U'2 = —V1V2, U2 = —U1U2, = U2, = Uo, = 
= U1U2U2, V\ = -UIU2V2, V2^=V2, = V^^ = -V2, = 
Note that each of these relations is independent of the value of p^ modulo 8. It 
can be checked via CAYLEY that N does not split over N n F. 
8.5 The primitive subgroups of 2) and M5(4, 3) 
Recall that Ms{4,p' ' ) = Cpik_i x C4, the normaliser of a Singer cycle. A polycyclic 
presentation for M5 is 
(a, 6 I a'^ = 1, 
This group has a rather simple structure. By applying the methods of Chapter 4 
to this group it should be reasonably straight-forward to obtain a complete and . 
irredundant list of its primitive subgroups. Instead of giving a general treatment, 
we concentrate on the cases of direct relevance to the thesis, that is, when p^ is 2 
or 3. 
8.5.1 Theorem. A complete and irredundant list of GL{4:,2)-conjugacy class 
representatives of the primitive subgroups o/Af5(4,2) is: 
(a,6), (a2,6), (6), (6^). 
Proof. Set M := M5(4,2). Note that M has order 60. Clearly (a, 6^) is a Hall 
{2, 3}-subgroup of M , and so all subgroups of M of order prime to 5 are conjugate 
in M to a subgroup of {a,b^). Since (a^) is a non-trivial normal 2-subgroup of 
that group, we conclude that all 5'-subgroups of M are reducible. Let G be a 
primitive subgroup of M. Then G contains the unique Sylow 5-subgroup of M. 
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This Sylow 5-subgroup is certainly irreducible, and is also primitive, because it 
has no proper subgroup of index dividing 4. So we seek those subgroups of M 
that contain (b^). Since the quotient of M by {P) is it is not difficult to see 
that the subgroups of M which satisfy these requirements are those listed in the 
theorem, plus {ab^, b^) and b^)-, both of these are conjugate in M to (a, P), 
and so need not be considered. The six groups listed in the theorem are pairwise 
non-isomorphic, and so no two of them can be conjugate in GZ,(4,2). • 
8.5.2 Theorem. There are exactly 21 GL{4:,3)-conjugacy classes of primitive 
soluble subgroups that have M5(4,3) as their guardian. 
Proof. Set M := M5(4,3). To find the primitive subgroups of M we use CAY-
LEY and methods similar to those detailed in the previous chapter. The 2-
subgroups of M are not primitive. We define prim to be the set of all members of 
lat which are not 2-groups. There are 21 such groups. ISOTEST shows that the 
groups in prim of order dividing 40 are pairwise non-isomorphic. There are nine 
groups in prim whose order does not divide 40: five have order 80, three have 
order 160, and one has order 320. All of these differ in their Sylow 2-subgroups, 
except two groups of order 80. However, these are not isomorphic, because one 
is cyclic and the other is not. So we have established that there are exactly 21 
GZ(4,3)-conjugacy classes of primitive soluble subgroups that have iV/5(4,3) as 
their guardian, and we have obtained a complete and irredundant set of repre-
sentatives of these classes. • 
8.6 Some primitive subgroups of 
Recall that = M2(2,p^) O where i is 3 or 4, according as p^  
is congruent to 3 or 1 modulo 4, respectively. Also recall that 
BO i fp^ = ± l m o d 8 , 
GX(2,3) i f / = 3 m o d 8 , 
NS if / = 5 mod 8. 
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Therefore, since the scalar group is the subgroup that is amalgamated in the 
tensor product, we may write 
= >3 C2) Y 
BO if = ± 1 mod S, 
GX(2,3) i f / = 3 m o d 8 , 
NS if p^ = 5 mod 8 . 
The subgroup amalgamated in this central product is of order 2, except when 
p^ =5 mod 8, in which case it has order 4. In this central decomposition of A/e, 
denote the first central factor by A" and the second hy Y. In this section we 
determine some primitive subgroups of Me{4:,p'') by using our knowledge of X , 
F , and of the subgroups of central products (see Theorem 3.2.2). 
8 .6 .1 Propos i t ion . Every primitive subgroup c»/M6(4,p^) contains the scalar 
matrix —I4, 
P r o o f . The proof when p^ = ±1 mod 8 is sufficient to indicate the method. Let 
G be a subgroup of M6(4,p^) that does not contain - J 4 . By examining the 
Burnside lattice of BO in Figure 5.2, we see that GC\Y must be of order 1 
or 3. Therefore G < X ® Cq. Observe that X ®Cq = X x Cz. If p = 3, then 
this group is reducible, and if p ^ 3, then it is not primitive, because it has a 
non-cyclic abelian normal 3-subgroup. • 
We now specialise to the case = 3 mod 8. Then Y = GL{2,3). Let G be a 
primitive subgroup of Then G > X f\Y, and so by Theorem 3.2.2, 
we can parametrise G by the triple [XijXq,YxIYq,9), where Xi =XnGY, 
Xo = X nG,Yi = XGnY,Yo = GnY and 0 is an isomorphism from Xi/Xq to 
Y i / Y q . Since G is primitive, it is clear (from elementary properties of the tensor 
product) that both Xi and must be primitive. The primitive subgroups of X 
were discussed in Chapter 4, and the primitive subgroups of Y were discussed in 
Chapter 5. 
8 .6 .2 L e m m a . The only possibilities for the pair {Yi,Yo) are ( G I ( 2 , 3 ) , GZ(2, 3)), 
( G L ( 2 , 3 ) , 5 I ( 2 , 3 ) ) , {GL{2,3),Qs), ( 5 1 ( 2 , 3 ) , 5Z(2 ,3 ) ) and (5X(2 ,3 ) , Qs). 
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P r o o f . Refer to Figure 5.1 for the Burnside lattice of GZ(2.3). If Y'l did not 
contain 5L(2,3) , then G would be a subgroup of A' ® SDIQ or A' 0 D12. The 
first of these obviously has a non-cyclic abelian normal 2-subgroup and so cannot 
be primitive. If p = 3, then X (S) D12 is reducible, and if js ^ 3, then 3 | {P'^ — 1) 
and so X (g) D u cannot be primitive, because it has a non-cyclic abelian normal 
3-subgroup. Hence Yi > 51(2 ,3) . Since A is metacycHc. it follows that XJXQ 
is metacyclic. Therefore YI/YQ must be metacycHc too. • 
8.6.3 T h e o r e m . Let G be a subgroup of MQ such that GnY > 5L(2,3). If B 
is an abelian normal subgroup of G, then B < X. 
P r o o f . Without loss of generality we can assume that B > {—H). Clearly BOY 
is an abelian normal subgroup of G fl y , which is SL{2,3) or GL{2,3). Therefore 
B NY = {-H)- Also, GR\Y must normahse XB n Y. The only subgroups of 
(?I/(2,3) that are normalised by 5'L(2,3) are the normal subgroups of G'i(2,3). 
Since B is abelian, we conclude that XB fl F is {—H) or Qs- Since B is normal 
in G, we have from Theorem 3.2.2 that 
{X n BY)/{X n B) {XB n Y)I{B n Y) , 
« • 
where is the set of automorphisms of A ® y induced by the elements of G 
acting by conjugation. Since the 3-eIements of SL{2,3) act trivially on A but 
non-trivially on Q s / i - h ) , we conclude that B cannot be a diagonal subgroup of 
X 0Y, and thus B <X. M 
8.6.4 T h e o r e m . If Xi is a primitive subgroup of X, then Ai (8)51(2,3) is a 
primitive subgroup of MQ. 
P r o o f . Set G XI® SL{2,3). Let U be the natural module for G, and suppose 
that U is not primitive. Since is irreducible and 5L(2,3) is absolutely irre-
ducible, it follows from the Outer Tensor Product Theorem that G is irreducible. 
Therefore G is imprimitive. Suppose that U is induced from a 2-dimensional mod-
ule for a subgroup H of index 2. Then H < G. Refer to Figure 8.1. Since SL{2,3) 
has no subgroup of index 2, we conclude that H > h ® 51(2,3) . Therefore we 
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SL{2,3) 
1 
Figure 8.1: First case in Theorem 8.6.4 
may write H = K ® 5L(2, 3), where {-h) < K < Xi. Since X^ is primitive and 
K ^ X i , it follows that K is completely reducible and homogeneous. If K were 
irreducible, then by the Outer Tensor Product Theorem, K (g) SL{2,3) would be 
irreducible, contradicting the reducibility of H. Therefore K is reducible. Since 
the degree of K is prime, we conclude that K is scalar. This forces Xx to be 
abelian (the centre of a group cannot have prime index), and therefore cyclic. 
Then by Proposition 4.1.10, X i is imprimitive, a contradiction. 
Therefore U is induced from a 1-dimensional module V for a subgroup H of 
index 4. This implies that G has an abelian normal subgroup B of exponent 
dividing — \ such that {—I4) ^ B < H and GjB is isomorphic to a transitive 
subgroup of 54. By Theorem 8.6.3 we have that B < Xi. Clearly G/Xi = A4. 
Since S4 does not have A4 as a quotient, we must have that B = Xi. So Xi is 
abelian of exponent dividing p^  — I, contradicting the irreducibility of X i . • 
8.6.5 Corollary. If Xi is a primitive subgroup of X, then Xi ^ GL{2,3) is a 
primitive subgroup of Me. • 
8.6.6 Theorem. If Xi is a primitive subgroup of X, then the diagonal between 
Xo ® SL{2,3) and Xi ® GL{2,3) is primitive. 
Proof. Let G be the diagonal between XQ®SL{2,Z) and X i (g) 3), and 
suppose that G is not primitive. If XQ were reducible, then it would be completely 
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reducible and homogeneous, that is, scalar. But then X j would be imprimitive, 
a contradiction. Therefore XQ is irreducible, and hence G is irreducible. So G is 
imprimitive. Let U be the natural module for G. 
Suppose that U is induced from a 2-dimensional module for a subgroup H 
of index 2. Then H < G, and so H contains every element of G of odd or-
der. Since 51(2,3) can be generated by elements of order 3, it follows that 
H > 51(2,3) . If H contained XQ, then H would equal XQ ® 5L(2,3), contra-
dicting the reducibility of H. Therefore H ^ XQ, and so G = XQH. It then 
follows that XIH n GL{2,3) = GL{2,3) and that n H.GL{2,3) has index 2 in 
XI. Every subspace of U that is normalised by H ® GL{2,?>) is also normalised 
by H ® SL{2,3). Clearly 7^|c?l(2,3) (respectively U\SL{2,3)) is the direct sum of two 
isomorphic absolutely irreducible modules for GL{2,3) (respectively 5i (2,3) ) . 
Therefore they normalise the same set of subspaces of U. Since 5L(2, 3) < H, 
it follows that I2 (8) GL{2, 3) normalises the same subspaces that H normalises. 
Hence H.GL{2^3) is reducible. But, as already mentioned, XI fl H.GL{2,3) has 
index 2 in Xi . By the same argument as that applied to XQ, this subgroup of 
index 2 must be irreducible. We have reached a contradiction. 
Suppose that U is induced from a 1-dimensional module for a subgroup H 
of index 4. Then G has an abelian normal subgroup B of exponent dividing 
— 1 such that {—I4) < B < H and GJB is isomorphic to a transitive subgroup 
of 54. By Theorem 8.6.3 we have that B < XQ. Clearly G'/XQ = ^4. Hence 
B = XQ. Therefore XQ is abehan of exponent dividing - 1, contradicting the 
irreducibility of XomGL{2 ,p^) . m 
Now we specialise to the case = 3. We have 
M6(4,3) = M2(2,3)(8)M3(2,3) 
The primitive subgroups of SDXQ are SD^Q, QA and CG- When Xi = XQ, we get 
six groups, all of which are primitive by Theorem 8.6.4 and Corollary 8.6.5. When 
X i / X o has order 2, we get five groups, all of which are primitive by Theorem 8.6.6. 
ISOTEST shows that among these eleven groups there are ten distinct isomorphism 
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types of Sylow 2-subgroups. The two groups whose Sylow 2-subgroups are iso-
morphic have derived groups of different orders. Therefore these eleven groups 
are pairwise non-isomorphic. None of these groups is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of jV/5(4,3) because that group is metacyclic. 
So there are exactly 11 GZ(4,3)-conjugacy classes of primitive soluble sub-
groups whose guardian is MQ. 
8.7 The primitive subgroups of Af7(4,p^) when 
p^ = 3 mod 8 
We assume throughout this section that p^ = 3 mod 8 and that IF is the field of 
p^ elements. Also, we denote G J L ( 4 , F ) by L. We established in Section 8 .3 that 
= X (GX(2,3)cr52) . 
Denote by N the second direct factor in this decomposition. We must find the 
primitive subgroups oi N. 
8.7.1 Proposition. Let M be a finite field, and let A and G be subgroups of 
G Z ( N , I E ) with A abelian and G primitive soluble. If G normalises A, then G 
is contained in a primitive maximal soluble subgroup of GL{n, IE) whose unique 
maximal abelian normal subgroup contains A. 
Proof. Denote GX(n,IE) by L. Since A is an abelian normal subgroup of the 
primitive soluble group GA, it follows that A is homogeneous and cyclic. Con-
sequently, CL{A) = GL{n/m,'K), for some divisor m of n, and where IK is a 
field extension of IE of degree m. Then B := Ci;,(CL(/l)) is isomorphic to the 
multiplicative group of IK, and contains A. Since G normalises A, it follows that 
G normalises B. Let M be a maximal soluble subgroup of NL{B) that contains 
G. It follows from the theory in Section 2.5 that M is also a maximal soluble 
subgroup of L. m 
8.7.2 Theorem. If G is a primitive subgroup of N that is not conjugate to a 
subgroup of Ms{4,]F) or Meii.W), then G contains Fit(iV). 
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Proof. (L. G. Kovacs) Let G be a primitive subgroup of A' that is not conjugate 
to a subgroup of M-, or MQ. The 2-subgroups of L are not primitive, and thus 
G contains a non-trivial 3-element. The Sylow 3-subgroups of N are elementary 
abelian of order 9. Since they are not cyclic, it follows that 03(G) is of order 1 or 3. 
Suppose the latter were true. Since 0^{G) would not be scalar, it would follow 
from Proposition 8.7.1 that G is conjugate to a subgroup of a JS-maximal whose 
unique maximal abelian normal subgroup is not scalar. The only such groups are 
A/S and MQ, SO we have reached a contradiction. Therefore 03(G) = 1. 
We have shown that Fit(G) is a 2-group. Since 0+(4,2) (that is, A7Fit(.V)) 
has no non-trivial normal 2-subgroups, it follows that Fit(G) = G fl Fit(iV). By 
Corollary 2.5.9, every abelian characteristic subgroup of Fit(G) is cyclic. If a 
subgroup of Dg Y Dg has this property, then it is isomorphic to one of 1, G2, O4, 
Dsi Qs, O4 YDg and D^ YDg- Since G is not a 2-group and Fit(G) is a 2-group, 
it follows that Out(Fit(G)) is not a 2-group. Therefore Fit(G) is isomorphic to 
Qs, O4 Y Ds or Dg Y Z)g. Suppose the second were the case. Then Z{G) would be 
cyclic of order 4, yet not scalar. Then by Proposition 8.7.1, G would be conjugate 
to a subgroup of M^ or Me, a contradiction. 
Now suppose that Fit(G) ^ Qg. Then G/Fit(G) is O3 or Sz (because Out(g8) 
\ i 
is isomorphic to S3). There are only two subgroups of Fit(iV) that are isomorphic 
to Qs, and so G normalises both of them. Therefore G is a subgroup of the base 
group GL{2, 3) Y GX(2, 3) of N. Denote these central factors by X and F. Refer 
to Figure 5.1 for the Burnside lattice of GL{2,S). Without loss of generality 
we can assume that Fit(G) = Fit(y). Since G/Fit(G) has order dividing 6, it 
follows from Theorem. 3.2.2 that X n GY has order dividing 12. If this group 
were not {-I4), then G would normalise an abelian subgroup of X that was not 
scalar—this would imply that G were conjugate to a subgroup of Ms or Mg, a 
contradiction. On the other hand, if X fl GY were equal to {-h), then G would 
be a subgroup of Y and so reducible, another contradiction. Hence Fit(G) ^ Qs-
This completes the proof. • 
It remains only to consider the subgroups of N that contain Fit(iV). The 
subgroups of 0+(4,2) are discussed in Appendix B. From this appendix we find 
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that there are 13 conjugacy classes of primitive subgroups of N that contain 
Fit(:V). Five of these classes contain subgroups of Ms or A/e; the other eight 
do not. Thus there are eight GI(4,p^")-conjugacy classes of subgroups of .V 
whose guardian is M7. In particular, there are eight G I ( 4 , 3)-conjugacy classes 
of primitive soluble subgroups whose guardian is M7. 
8.8 The primitive subgroups of Ms{4:,p^) 
We established in Section 8.4 that 
Ms = X {{Ds Y Qs) H HoKCs)) . 
Denote by N the second direct factor in this decomposition. We wish to find the 
primitive subgroups of N. The 2-subgroups of N are not primitive. Using the 
CAYLEY function lattice we find that there are exactly seven conjugacy classes 
of subgroups of N which are not 2-groups. The sublattice generated by these 
seven classes in the Burnside lattice is shown in Figure 8.2. 
640 
Figure 8.2: The Burnside lattice of the non-2-subgroups of N 
Note that each subgroup of N of order 40 is metacyclic. If such a group 
is primitive, then by Theorem 5.3.1 it is conjugate to a subgroup of 
Consequently, if G is a primitive subgroup of Mg that is a subdirect product of a 
group of scalars and a subgroup of N of order dividing 40, then the guardian of G 
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is Ms. This leaves just three subgroups of N to consider. From Appendix B, the 
cyclic subgroups of 0 - ( 4 , 2) of order 5 do not fix any non-zero isotropic subspace 
of the natural module for 0 - (4 ,2 ) . Therefore, by Theorem 2.5.35, each of the 
three remaining groups is primitive. In each of these three groups, we need to 
know the normal subgroups with cyclic quotients of odd order. The information 
in Table 8.1 shows that there are very few such normal subgroups. 
G G' G/G' 
Yg8)HHol(C5) {Ds Y Qs) H Cs c. 
(Dg YQ8)HC5 C2 
Ds^Qa Cs 
Table 8.1: The cyclic quotients of some primitive subgroups of N 
By imitating the methods of Chapter 5, we could now write down the primitive 
subgroups of Ms{4:,p'^) that are not conjugate to subgroups of Ms{A,p^). It 
remains only to show that none of these groups is conjugate to a subgroup of 
or M7(4,p^). This follows from the fact that neither IMg: Fit(M6)| nor 
Mj-. Fit(M7)| has 5 as a divisor. 
In particular, there are exactly three GI(4, 3)-conjugacy classes of primitive 
soluble subgroups whose guardian is Mg. 
8.9 Summary 
There are 108 GX(4,3)-conjugacy classes of irreducible soluble subgroups: 65 
consist of imprimitive groups and 43 of primitive ones. We have picked exactly 
one representative from each of these classes. Tables 7.1, 8.2 and 8.3 give details 
about how many groups of each order there are in this set of representatives. 
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order number order number order number 
5 1 96 4 384 1 
10 2 160 4 576 3 
20 4 192 6 640 1 
40 5 288 1 1152 3 
80 5 320 2 2304 1 
Table 8.2: The primitive soluble subgroups of GZ(4,3) 
order number order number order number 
5 1 80 5 384 4 
10 2 96 9 512 1 
16 5 128 10 576 3 
20 4 160 4 640 1 
32 12 192 10 768 1 
40 5 256 6 1152 4 
48 2 288 1 2304 3 
64 12 320 2 4608 1 
Table 8.3: The irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{4:,Z) 
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Chapter 9 
The irreducible soluble 
subgroups of GI/(6,2) 
In this chapter we determine a complete and irredundant set of conjugacy class 
representatives of the irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{6, 2). We use the com-
putational methods presented in Chapter 7. 
9 . 1 T h e J S - m a x i m a l s o f G L { 6 , p ^ ) 
Recall from Chapter 5 that we number the JS-maximals of GL{2,p^) as follows: 
: = Cp2k_i XI C2, 
: = Y Q s ) H 0 - ( 2 , 2 ) , / = 3 m o d 4 , 
Y Q 8 ) H 5 p ( 2 , 2 ) , p^ = l m o d 4 . 
Recall from Chapter 6 that we number the JS-maximals of as fol-
lows: 
= Cp3k_i X C3 , 
AU{2,p') 
= Y E 2 7 ) H 5 K 2 , 3 ) , / = l m o d 3 . 
The JS-imprimitives of are listed below. 
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Msie.p') 
= .U3(2, p^) wr 53 , p^ = 3 mod 4 , 
= A /4 (2 , / - )wr53 , p'= = l m o d 4 , 
i\ /7 (6 , / ) := M3(3,P^)wr52, p^ = 1 mod 3 . 
The fact that every transitive maximal soluble subgroup of Sq is conjugate to 
52 wr^s or Ssvri S2 follows from Theorems 2.1.3 and 2.1.4. 
The JS-primitives of GL{6,p^) are listed below. 
= Cp6fc_i XI Ce , 
= M3(2,p3^)>iC3, pSk = 3 mod 4 , 
Mio(6,p^) = 1 mod 4 , 
Mn(6,p^) = M3(3 ,p2^)xC2 , = 1 mod 3 , 
Mi2(6,P^) = M3(2 ,P^)0M3(3 ,P^) , = 7 mod 12 , 
= M4(2,P^)®M3(3,P'=), = 1 mod 12 . 
We have not given sufficient theory in this thesis to justify the presence and 
form of Mi2 and M13 in this list, and we will not do so, as neither of these 
groups occurs in GL{Q, 2). The interested reader is referred to Suprunenko (1976, 
Theorem 20. l f , p. 152). : 
When = 2 there are exactly four JS-maximals, namely M3, Me, Ms and 
Mil- In order to obtain their irreducible subgroups we will use the computational 
techniques outlined in Chapter 7. 
9 . 2 A g e n e r a t i n g s e t f o r M i i ( 6 , p ^ ) 
Let F be the field of p^ elements, let + /ix + A be a primitive polynomial over 
F , and set 
/ \ / 
0 1 
—A —fi 
Then i has order 2, f has order p^^ — 1, and z^ = z^'' (see Section 2.3). Let IE be 
the field of order p^^ that is the linear span of the powers of Then i acting by 
conjugation induces an automorphism of IE of order 2 v/hich fixes IF element-wise. 
t := 
1 0 
- 1 
 
and 2 
/ V 
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Recall that A/u(6,F) = i\/3(3,IE) x C2. Let c be a primitive cube root of 
unity in IE, say . From Section 6.5, we have that -^3(8, E ) = (a. 6, c. u, i\ z), 
where 
/ \ / 
h £ h 
s h h 
/ \ /2 0 0 
a : = 0 /2 0 
0 0 £ 
/ \ / 
c:={l2-e) 
I2 0 e 
s h e 
12 h h I2 e^ 
u •.— 
/ \ 
0 0 I2 
/2 0 0 
0 /o 0 
/ 
h 0 
\ 
0 
/ 
0 
\ 
0 
V : = 0 £ 0 and := 0 y 0 
0 
\ 
0 
/ 
0 
\ 
0 ^) 
It then follows that iV/u(6,F) = {t,a,b,c,u,v,z), where 
t := 
/ _ \ t o o 
0 t 0 
0 0 t 
\ / 
T h e action oft on M3(3,]E) is given in the proof of Theorem 6.5.1: if / = 1 mod 3, 
then t acts trivially on" a, 6, c, u and v, otherwise ive have 
a' = a\ = c' = hc\ u'= u and v'= 
In the case when p^ = 2, we have A = ^ = 1 and so 
t = 
/ \ 
1 0 
1 1 
2 = 
0 1 
1 1 
and £ = z. Furthermore, { h - e)"^ = ^^ e^ now have a polycyclic generating 
sequence for Mii (6 ,2) . 
9.3 T h e irreducible subgroups of M3(6, 2) 
Recall that 
M3(6,2) = iV/2(2,2)wr53 
= G I ( 2 , 2 ) w r 5 3 . 
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Therefore M3 has order Applying lattice and then GETIRR shows that there 
are 19 A/a-conjugacy classes of irreducible subgroups of iV/3. Let i r r e d be a 
set of representatives of these classes. The orders of the groups in i r r e d are 
as follows: one each of orders 9, 18, 81, 108 and 1296, two each of orders 27 
and 324, three each of orders 162 and 648, and four of order 54. The two groups 
of order 27 are not isomorphic and so not GL{6,2)-conjugate. The two groups of 
order 324 have derived groups of different orders. The three groups of order 162 
have pairwise non-isomorphic derived groups. The three groups of order 648 are 
pairwise non-isomorphic because they differ in the orders of their derived groups 
and their numbers of conjugacy classes of elements. This leaves the four groups 
of order 54. Denote by E27 the extraspecial group of order 27 and exponent 3. 
By calculating the derived groups of the four groups of order 54, we see that one 
has Cg, one has E^ T and two have C3 x C3. These last two have E27 for Fitting 
subgroup. We know from the theory that leads to the construction of A/ii(6,2) 
that 
Ngl(6,2)(^27)/£:27 = Afn /F i t (Mn) 
^ G I ( 2 , 3 ) . 
Since GZ(2,3) contains a unique conjugacy class of non-central involutions, we 
conclude that the last two groups in i r r ed are conjugate in GX(6,2). 
Thus there are exactly 18 Gi/(6,2)-conjugacy classes of irreducible soluble 
subgroups whose guardian is M^. 
9.4 The irreducible subgroups of 
Recall that 
A/6(6,2) = Af2(3,2)wr52 
= (C7 X C3) wr 52 . 
Therefore MQ has order 2.3^7^. Applying lattice and then GETIRR shows that 
there are six iV/g-conjugacy classes of irreducible subgroups of MQ. Let i r r e d be 
a set of representatives of these classes. The orders of the groups in i r r e d are 
as follows: one each of orders 14, 42, 98 and 882, and two of order 294. The two 
groups of order 294 have derived groups of different orders. So these six groups 
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are pairwise non-conjugate in GI(6,2) . Furthermore, none can be conjugate to 
a subgroup of M3 because A/s does not contain any non-trivial 7-elements. 
Thus there are exactly six GZ(6,2)-conjugacy classes of irreducible soluble 
subgroups whose guardian is MQ. 
9.5 The irreducible subgroups of Afs(6,2) 
Recall that M8(6,2) = Ces CQ. Therefore Mg has order 2.3^7. Applying lattice 
and then GETIRR shows that there are 14 Mg-conjugacy classes of irreducible sub-
groups of Ms. Let i rred be a set of representatives of these classes. Five members 
of i r red are Mg-conjugate to a group of order 54 in irred. This group has for 
its Fitting subgroup an extraspecial group of order 27 and exponent 9. This kind 
of Fitting subgroup is not allowed for primitive groups (see Corollary 2.5.9), and 
so these five groups are imprimitive. Each of the remaining nine groups in irred 
contains a cyclic group of order 21, which is primitive because it doesn't appear in 
our lists for M3 or Me. Thus these nine are primitive. The orders of these groups 
are as follows: one each of orders 21, 42, 189 and 378, two of order 126 and three 
of order 63. The two groups of order 126 have derived groups of different orders. 
ISOTEST shovv?s that the three groups of order 63 are pairwise non-isomorphic. 
Thus there are exactly nine GL(6,2)-conjugacy classes of primitive soluble 
subgroups whose guardian is Ms. 
9.6 The irreducible subgroups of Mii(6,2) 
Recall that 
Afn(6,2) = Af3(3,4)xC2 
= {E2TR'SP{2,3))YIC2. 
Therefore M u has order 2-^31 Applying lattice and then GETIRR shows that there 
are 20 Mu-conjugacy classes of irreducible subgroups of Mu- Let irred be a set 
of representatives of these classes. Of the 20 groups in irred, 13 are contained 
in a group of order 324 which is clearly imprimitive because its Fitting subgroup 
is C3WTC3. This leaves seven groups to consider. Each of these groups contains 
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a subgroup that is A/n-conjugate to a particular group of order 108 in i rred . 
There is only one imprimitive group of this order on our list. Comparing Sylow 
2-subgroups shows that these two groups are not isomorphic. Therefore the group 
of order 108 in i r red is primitive, which implies that the remaining seven groups 
in i r red are also primitive. The orders of these groups are as follows: one each 
of orders 108, 432, 648 and 1296, and three of order 216. Comparing Sylow 2-
subgroups shows that the three groups of order 216 are pairwise non-isomorphic. 
None of these seven groups can be conjugate to a subgroup of Ms because the 
primitive subgroups of Ms have non-trivial 7-elements. 
Thus there are exactly seven GI-(6, 2)-conjugacy classes of primitive soluble 
subgroups whose guardian is Mn. 
9.7 Summary 
There are 40 GJL(6, 2)-conjugacy classes of irreducible soluble subgroups: 24 are 
imprimitive and 16 are primitive. We have picked exactly one representative from 
each of these classes. Table 9.1 details how many groups of each order there are 
in this set of representatives. Note that Harada and Yamaki (1979) also find 40 
G-L(6,2)-conjugacy classes of irreducible soluble subgroups. However, they give 
no indication of what the groups are or how they found them. 
order number order number order number 
9 1 81 1 324 2 
14 1 98 1 378 1 
18 1 108 2 432 1 
21 1 126 2 648 4 
27 2 162 3 882 1 
42 2 189 1 1296 2 
54 3 216 3 
63 3 294 2 
Table 9.1: The irreducible soluble subgroups of GL(6,2) 
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Chapter 10 
Conclusion 
As discussed in Section 1.1, the thesis has two main objectives. One of these is 
to develop algorithms that take as input a positive integer n and a prime p, and 
produce a list of the irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{n,p). The other main 
objective is to execute these algorithms for those n and p for which < 256, and 
to provide electronic access to the list of groups so obtained. The first section of 
this chapter summarises the results which allow construction of such a list. In 
the second section we discuss a CAYLEY library which provides access to the 
primitive soluble permutation groups of degree less than 256. In the last section 
* I ' , 
we discuss work in progress on finding the conjugacy classes of irreducible soluble 
subgroups of G-L(8,2). 
10.1 Summary of results 
In this section we indicate for which n and p we can produce the list of irreducible 
soluble subgroups of GL{n,p), that is, the primitive soluble subgroups of Spn. 
GL{l,p) 
This is a trivial case because GL{l,p) is cyclic. See Remark 2.1.7. 
01(2, p) 
There are four kinds of JS-maximals of GL{2,p). The JS-imprimitive is 
discussed in Chapter 3. The normaliser of a Singer cycle is discussed in 
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Chapter 4. The other two JS-primitives are discussed in Chapter 5. Com-
bining the results of these three chapters yields a complete and irredundant 
set of conjugacy class representatives of the irreducible soluble subgroups 
of GL{2,p). 
GL{q, 2), q prime 
By Remark 2.5.5, there are no JS-imprimitives of GL{q, 2). By Remark 2.5.18, 
the only JS-primitive is the normaliser of a Singer cycle. In Chapter 4 we 
give a complete and irredundant set of conjugacy class representatives of the 
primitive subgroups and imprimitive cyclic subgroups of this JS-primitive. 
The JS-maximals are defined in Section 6.1. When p is 3 or 5 the only JS-
primitive is the normaliser of a Singer cycle. The primitive subgroups of that 
group are determined in Chapter 4. The imprimitive soluble subgroups of 
GL(3,3) are determined in Section 6.2. The imprimitive soluble subgroups 
of G-L(3,5) are determined in Section 6.3. 
In Chapter 7 we define the JS-imprimitives of GL(4,p), 'and determine the 
imprimitive soluble subgroups of GJL(4,3). The JS-primitives of 
are discussed in Chapter 8. Some work on determining their primitive 
subgroups is presented, in particular for the case p = 3 mod 8. Specific 
determinations are carried out for p equals 2 and 3. 
The JS-maximals are defined in Section 6.1. When p is 3 the only JS-
primitive is the normaliser of a Singer cycle. The primitive subgroups of 
that group are determined in Chapter 4. The imprimitive soluble subgroups 
of GX(5,3) are determined in Section 6.4. 
Gm^p) 
In Chapter 9 we define the JS-maximals of GL{6,p), and determine the 
irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{6,2). 
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Table 10.1 summarises the application of these results by listing the number of 
conjugacy classes of primitive soluble permutation groups of degree less than 256. 
Permutation Group No. of conj. classes Imprim- Prim-
degree of irred. sol. subgps itives itives 
4 GL{2,2) 2 0 2 
8 GL{3,2) 2 0 2 
9 01(2,3) 7 2 5 
16 GL(4,2) 10 4 6 
25 GL{2,5) 19 6 13 
27 GX(3,3) 9 5 4 
32 GL(5,2) 2 0 2 
49 GL{2J) 29 12 17 
64 GL{6,2) 40 24 16 
81 GL{4,3) 108 65 43 
121 GL(2,11) 42 . 12 30 
125 GL{3,5) 22 16 6 
128 GI (7 ,2 ) 2 0 2 
169 GL{2,13) 60 32 28 
243 GL{5,3) 16 8 8 
Total: 370 186 184 
Table 10.1: The primitive soluble permutation groups of degree less than 256 
10.2 Provision of electronic access to the groups 
I plan to release a CAYLEY library, IRREDSOL, in the near future that pro-
vides access to one representative of each conjugacy class of irreducible soluble 
subgroups of GL{n,p), p prime, f o rn > 1 and p" < 256. At a later stage the list 
of groups may also be released as part of GAP. 
The library comprises 15 files containing descriptions of the groups, and one 
other file, IRREDSOL, which contains on-line help procedures and procedures 
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for manipulating the groups of the library. 
The group information is stored in files called GLnp (where n and p have 
specific values, for example, GL23). There are three CAYLEY objects in each 
such file: fd , maxgens and gps. Fd is the field of p elements. Maxgens is a 
sequence: the i-th member is a consistent polycyclic generating sequence for the 
z-th JS-maximal of GL{n,p). Gps is a sequence: the z-th member is a sequence 
of integers, and represents an irreducible soluble subgroup of GL{n,p)-, we call 
this sequence the compact description of that group. The members of gps, when 
converted to the groups they represent, form a complete and irredundant set of 
conjugacy class representatives of the irreducible soluble subgroups of GL{n,p). 
Each such group is stored as a subgroup of exactly one JS-maximal, namely its 
guardian (see Definition 2.5.39). 
The following information is stored for each group G: 
1. the (linear) degree n; 
2. the characteristic, p, of the field over which G is defined; 
3. the position G has in gps (see below for the way in which gps is ordered); 
4. whether the group is imprimitive, and, if so, its; minimal block size; 
5. the position in maxgens of the polycyclic generating sequence X of the 
guardian of G; 
6. the number of defining generators of G\ 
7. the normal forms with respect to X of the defining generators of G. 
The compact descriptions are organised according to the following criteria: 
1. the order of the group; 
2. the number of its guardian. 
We now summarise some of the procedures in IRREDSOL that can be used 
to manipulate the groups of the library. 
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GETGP is a procedure that converts a compact description into the correspond-
ing irreducible soluble subgroup of GL{n,p). GPINFO takes as input a compact 
description, and prints out a summary of the information stored for the corre-
sponding group. ISIRRED takes as input a matrix group over a finite field, and 
returns the value true if the group is irreducible. The code for ISIRRED is listed 
in Appendix C. SEMIDIR takes an irreducible matrix group G acting on an n-
dimensional vector space V defined over a field of prime order p, and returns 
the permutation group E of degree that is the semidirect product of G and 
v . The group B acts on the set { 1 , . . . and G is isomorphic to each of the 
point stabilisers. From Theorem 2.1.6, H is primitive, and every primitive per-
mutation group with soluble socle arises in this way. Therefore IRREDSOL also 
provides access to the primitive soluble permutation groups of non-prime degrees 
less than 256. 
10.2.1 Construction of the library 
The following is a summary of how the files GLnp in IRREDSOL were made. 
GL2p and GLq2 
I have written a program that takes as input .a prime p or g, computes 
maxgens and gps, and outputs the CAYLEY library file GL2p or GLq2. 
GL33, GL35, GL42 and GL53 
The information in these files was obtained by using a combination of typed-
in data and mechanically generated data. A program then collects and 
massages this information and outputs the library file. 
GL43 and GL62 
Maxgens was typed in. The imprimitives were machine generated. For 
each JS-primitive, the minimal primitives were typed in, and verband (see 
Section 10.3) was used to find those subgroups containing them. A program 
then collects and massages this information and outputs the library file. 
Part of the massaging procedure mentioned above is the conversion of the 
groups to their compact descriptions. The normal forms of the defining generators 
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of a group are computed using a simple collection procedure; the remainder of 
the stored information is trivial to compute. 
Finally, we indicate the resources used in the construction of IRREDSOL. 
The timings given below are for a Sun SPARCstation 1+ with 24 megabytes 
of RAM. The computations have been repeated using a number of versions of 
CAYLEY, the most recent of which is Version 3.8-531. None of the computations 
used a significant amount of resources. Therefore we provide details only for the 
largest group, which was M3(4,3). The order of this group is 4608, the prime 
factorisation of which is Lattice can compute the lattice of M3(4,3) using a 
workspace of 4 megabytes, and takes about 17 minutes to do so. There are 20 598 
subgroups, divided into 541 conjugacy classes. The size of the data file containing 
this lattice is about 3 megabytes. The rest of the algorithm, from the beginning 
of GETIRR to the output of the 14 compact descriptions, takes about 6 minutes. 
IRREDSOL is about 72 kilobytes in size. The time taken to construct the library 
is about 15 minutes. Note that this does not include the time taken to construct 
the lattices of the JS-maximals of GL{6,2) and GX(4,3). 
10.2.2 Accuracy of the data 
t 
The information in the library has been checked in a number of ways. Firstly, the 
primitive soluble permutation groups of degree less than 81 have been determined 
in the literature (see Appendix A), and my count agrees with those. Secondly, 
each of the compact descriptions in IRREDSOL has been converted to a group 
by GETGP and verified to be irreducible and of the correct order. Finally, I have 
matched the groups of (permutation) degree less than 64 on my list with those 
on a list in the CAYLEY library PRMGPS due to Sims. This library contains 
exactly one representative of each conjugacy class of primitive subgroups of Sm 
for every m < 50. The matching of the two lists, for degree p" say, was done in 
the following way. 
1. Determine which of the groups on Sims' list are soluble. This can be done 
by using the CAYLEY boolean-valued function so luble . 
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2. We use SEMIDIR to convert the groups on my list to permutation groups 
and also to convert GL{n,p) to the permutation group AGL{n,p). Then 
each of the groups on my list is a subgroup of this one, and the socles of all 
these groups are the same. 
3. Each of the groups on my list has the same socle, N^ say. Each of the 
groups on Sims' list has the same socle, N2 say. We look for a permutation 
TT that conjugates N2 to Ni. This was done by ad hoc means. The typical 
computational step was to look in Cs^niNi D N2) for a permutation that 
conjugates an element of N2\{Ni H N2) to an element of Ni. 
4. Conjugate the groups on Sims' list by tt so that they become subgroups 
of AGL{n^p). Now use the CAYLEY boolean-valued function conjugate to 
test whether those groups are conjugate in AGL{n,p) to the groups on my 
list. 
We conjugate the socles for the following reason: AGL{n,p) is a much smaller 
group than Spn, and, consequently, testing for conjugacy in the first is much faster 
than in the second. 
10.3 The irreducible soluble subgroups of GL(8,2) 
There are three JS-maximals of GI(8,2); some information about them is given 
in Table 10.2. 
group order factorisation 
GL{2,2)wtS4 31104 
{C,s>iC,)wvS2 7 200 2^3252 
C255 Cs 2 040 2^3.5.17 
Table 10.2: The JS-maximals of GX(8,2) 
The third of these groups has smaller order than ^3 (4 ,3 ) , and so presents 
no problems different from those encountered in Chapter 7. The second of the 
groups is about 50% larger than 3) and so may present some computational 
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difficulties. However, the first of these groups is the most challenging from the 
point of view of finding its irreducible subgroups, so let us concentrate on that 
group, call it M. In order to deal with A/, I propose to refine the algorithm 
outlined in Chapter 7. The second step of this algorithm, namely the computation 
of the lattice of M, may not be feasible. Since such a step would yield a very large 
number of subgroups, most of which will be reducible, it is more appropriate to 
use the function verband. This function, which permits construction of the partial 
lattice generated by selected subgroups, is described in detail in Cannon (1987). 
Therefore, I propose the following revised algorithm for finding the irreducible 
subgroups of M. 
1. If G is an irreducible subgroup of M, then 02(G) = 1 because we are in 
characteristic 2. Since 3 is the only other prime divisor of |M|, it follows 
that Fit(G) — 03(G). Since G is irreducible, 03 (0 ) cannot have order 1 
or 3. Use verba nd to build the lattice of 3-subgroups of M whose order 
exceeds 3. 
2. Clearly G < NM(Fit(0)) . For each 3-subgroup F found in the previous 
step, compute its normaliser N in M. Use I SIRRED to check whether N is 
irreducible. If it is, then add N to the lattice. 
3. Using verband, add to the lattice all subgroups of N which contain F. 
4. The lattice now contains every irreducible subgroup of M. Apply GETIRR 
to select a set i r red of M-conjugacy class representatives of the irreducible 
subgroups. 
5. Use ad hoc methods to select a subset keep of i r red that is a complete and 
irredundant set of 0L(8,2)-conjugacy class representatives of the irreducible 
subgroups of M. 
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Appendix A 
Historical notes 
A . l Determining all permutation groups of a 
given degree 
For this section only, we adopt the following conventions. 
1. The early researchers in this area adopted the convention that the degree 
of a permutation group is the number of points in the set on which it acts 
minus the number of orbits of length 1. For example, the copy of 53 in 54 
• ^ 
(a point stabiliser) was counted as a group of degree 3, not 4. 
2. When we say 'all' permutation groups, we mean up to permutational iso-
morphism, with the definition of degree as given above. 
3. We use the word 'group' to mean 'permutation group'. 
4. Whenever a range of degrees is given, it is an inclusive one. 
5. W e make no claims on the accuracy of others' results unless explicitly stated. 
However, we adopt four benchmarks with which to compare all other results: 
(a) for all groups up to degree 7 we take the enumeration produced by the 
C A Y L E Y function lattice; 
(b) for the imprimitive groups up to degree 11 we take the list of Butler 
and McKay (1983); 
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(c) for the imprimitive groups of degree 12 we take the list of Royle (1987); 
(d) for the primitive groups up to degree 50 we take the list of Sims, which 
first appeared in full in version 3.5 of CAYLEY, released in 1987. 
Tables containing these figures appear at the end of the section. 
The first work in this area is probably due to Ruffini (1799), who gives the 
possible orders of the groups of degree 5. This theme is taken up again by 
Cauchy (1845), who determines the possible orders of the groups of degree up 
to 6. Mathieu (1858) continues Cauchy's work, determining the possible orders 
of the groups of degrees 7 and 8. Miller (1896a) suggests that Ruffini's work is 
incomplete, and cites an omission in Cauchy's list for degree 6. 
Serret (1850) determines all subgroups of and Ss- Miller (1896a) says that-
this work is correct. 
Kirkman (1862-3) lists the transitive groups of degrees 3 to 10. Miller (1896a) 
says that this list is correct up to degree 7, has missing six groups of degree 8, 
another six of degree 9, and is highly inaccurate for degree 10. 
Jordan (1871a), using the theory that was discussed in Chapter 2, gives a 
table containing the numbers of conjugacy classes of primitive maximal soluble 
groups of degree less than 10®. He claims there are five such classes of degree 81, 
but there are only four, as is pointed out in Chapter 8 (see page 111). This error 
is likely to lead to errors for larger degrees. Also, the second and third entries 
in the last row of this table should be swapped. In the same paper, Jordan also 
gives a table containing the numbers of conjugacy classes of transitive maximal 
soluble groups of degree up to 10 000. (This is an astounding achievement if for 
no other reason than the amount of counting required to prepare it. For example, 
if p is a prime greater than 3, Jordan claims that the number of conjugacy classes 
of transitive maximal soluble groups of degree is 8306.) Again, the error in 
the first table is likely to lead to errors in this one too. Jordan (1872) counts all 
the primitive groups of degrees 4 to 17. His count matches that of Sims except 
that Jordan has one less for degrees 9, 12 and 15, eight less for degree 16 and two 
less for degree 17. These errors are pointed out by Miller (1894b, 1895c, 1897a, 
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1897b and 1900a). Jordan (1874) states that every transitive group of degree 19 
is either alternating, symmetric or affine. This agrees with Sims" list. 
Veronese (1883) determines all groups of degree up to 6. Miller (1935) cites 
several errors for degree 6. 
Askwith (1890a) and Cayley (1891) determine the groups of degree 6 and get 
the same answers. Their count of the intransitive ones is correct but they un-
dercount the transitive groups by three, as Cole (1893a) points out. As Kirkman 
(1862-3) had already (successfully, according to Miller) determined the transi-
tives, degree 6 was then complete. 
Askwith (1890a) and Cayley (1891) also arrive at the same determination of 
the groups of degree 7. They undercount both the transitives and intransitives by 
one, as Cole (1893a) points out. With Kirkman's transitives and Cole's additional 
intransitive, degree 7 was then complete. 
Askwith (1890b) and Cayley (1891) determine the groups of degree 8, but 
this time they differ; Cayley points out a number of errors in Askwith's list. 
Cole (1893a) exhibits 40 groups missing from Cayley's list, 20 transitive and 20 
intransitive. Askwith's list is similarly inaccurate. However, Miller (1894a) points 
out that two of the 'new' groups of degree 8 giVen by Cole are equal, and also 
produces an imprimitive group of degree 8 that he claims is neither on Cayley's 
list nor Cole's. Miller (1894b) produces a second group of degree 8 (a primitive 
one) that he claims both Cayley and Cole missed. He says that this group can 
be found in both Kirkman (1862-3) and Jordan (1871b). No further corrections 
have been made to the lists for degree 8; their number stands at 200, with 50 
being transitive, and 7 primitive. 
Askwith (1893) determines the transitive groups of degree 9. Cole (1893b and 
1893c) determines the groups of degree 9, and finds 12 more transitive ones than 
Askwith. Cole's numbers for the transitive groups agree with those of Butler 
and McKay (1983) and Sims (1970). Miller (1894b) gives two intransitive groups 
that are not on Cole's list. No further corrections have been made to the lists for 
degree 9; their number stands at 258, with 34 being transitive, and 11 primitive. 
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Cole (1895) lists the transitive groups of degree 10. Miller ( lS95a) shows 
that Cole's list of imprimitive groups has six repetitions. With these corrections, 
Cole's numbers for the transitive groups agree with those of Butler and McKay 
(1983) and Sims (1970). Miller (1895b) gives a list of the intransitive groups of 
degree 10; it contains 994 such groups. Miller (1900b) gives what he considers a 
formal derivation of the primitive groups of degree 10. 
Cole (1895) determines the transitive groups of degree 11. His list agrees with 
that of Sims (1970). Miller and Ling (1901) determine the intransitive groups of 
degree 11; they find 1492 such groups. 
Miller (1895c and 1896b) determines the transitive groups of degree 12. His 
count for the primitives matches that of Sims (1970), but for the imprimitives it 
differs from that of Royle (1987) in several places. 
Miller (1897a, 1897b, 1898a, 1898b and 1900a) determines the primitive groups 
of degrees 13 to 17. His enumerations agree with those of Sims (1970). In (1898a) 
he also determines the imprimitive groups of degree 14, obtaining 59. 
Miller (1898b) correctly gives a table of the numbers of soluble primitive 
groups of degree up to 24. 
Burnside (1897) determines all primitive groups of degrees 3 to 8. His work 
is correct, except that he obtains two non-existent primitive groups of degree 8, 
their construction having been left as an exercise. This error also occurs in the 
second edition (1911) of his book, despite Miller (1899) having pointed it out. 
Martin (1901) and Kuhn (1904) determine the imprimitive groups of de-
gree 15; they both find 70. 
Martin (1901) determines the primitive groups of degree 18; her list agrees 
with that of Sims. 
Bennett (1912) determines the primitive groups of degree 20; her list agrees 
with that of Sims. 
There does not seem to be any more literature on this topic until Sims (1970) 
lists all primitive groups of degrees up to 20. He says that he took the list from 
the literature and verified it partly by hand and partly by machine. He later 
extended this list to degree 50. Although the full list has never been published, it 
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was made available in version 3.5 of CAYLEY, released in 19S7, as the CAYLEY 
library P R M G P S . 
In Harada and Yamaki (1979), there is an undated reference to a master's 
thesis by Mizutani; the title of the thesis is "The classification of primitive per-
mutation groups of degree less than 49". No material from this thesis seems to 
have been published. 
Pogorelov (1980 and 1982) lists, up to isomorphism, all primitive groups with 
insoluble socle for degrees 21 to 64. This work was done by hand using M. Hall's 
classification of simple groups of order less than 10® and various theorems on 
simple groups and primitive groups. Unfortunately he does not tabulate his 
results and so it is difficult to compare his list with that of Sims. 
Butler and McKay (1983) determine, with the help of CAYLEY, all imprim-
itive groups up to degree 11. Royle (1987) makes considerable use of CAYLEY 
to determine all imprimitive groups of degree 12. In version 3.6 of CAYLEY, 
released in 1987, Royle provides a library, T R N G P S , containing all transitive 
groups of degree up to 12. For the primitive groups he relies on Sims' list, but 
for the imprimitive groups he uses the methods he developed for degree 12. He 
says that his list matches that of Butler and McKay. 
Tang and Wang (1988) determine by hand the primitive groups of degrees 21 
to 30. Their count agrees with that of Sims. 
Il'in and Takmakov (1986) determine the simple primitive groups of degree 
up to 1000. Dixon and Mortimer (1988) list the primitive groups of degree less 
than 1000 that have insoluble socle. Their calculations are done by hand, but 
depend on the classification of finite simple groups, and on the detailed informa-
tion in the Atlas (Conway et al. (1985)). They point out some errors in the list 
of Il'in and Takmakov. 
The following two tables give the numbers of permutation groups of various 
kinds from degree 1 to 50. The figures up to degree 7 are those produced by 
lattice, the figures for degrees 8 to 12 are those of Royle (1987) from TRNGPS, 
and the figures for degrees 13 to 50 are those of Sims from PRMGPS. 
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Degree Total Primitive Imprimitive Intransitive 
1 1 0 1 0 
2 1 1 0 0 
3 2 2 0 0 
4 7 2 3 2 
5 8 5 0, 3 
6 37 4 12 21 
7 40 7 0 33 
8 7 43 
9 11 23 
10 9 36 
11 8 0 
12 6 295 
Table A.l: The number of permutation groups of degrees 1 to 12 
A.2 Determining irreducible subgroups of lin-
ear groups over finite fields 
There have been numerous papers devoted to determining certain subgroups of 
certain linear groups (especially the projective special linear groups), but we 
mention only those that might help us understand the irreducible subgroups of 
general linear groups over finite fields, symplectic groups over finite prime fields, 
and orthogonal groups over the field of 2 elements. Throughout this section p is 
a prime and A; is a positive integer. 
As was mentioned in the previous section, Jordan (1871a) essentially gives a 
table containing the numbers of conjugacy classes of maximal irreducible soluble 
subgroups of GL{n,p) for p" < 10®. He claims there are five such classes in 
GL{4,3), but there are only four, as was pointed out in Chapter 8 (see page 111). 
This error is likely to lead to errors for larger degrees. Also, the second and third 
entries in the last row of this table should be swapped. 
Dickson (1901, Chapter 12, pp. 260-287) determines all subgroups of P5p(2,p^) 
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Degree Primitive Degree Primitive Degree Primitive 
13 9 26 7 39 2 
14 4 27 15 40 8 
15 6 28 14 41 10 
16 22 29 8 42 4 
17 10 30 4 43 10 
18 4 31 12 44 4 
19 8 32 7 45 9 
20 4 33 4 46 2 
21 9 34 2 47 6 
22 4 35 6 48 4 
23 7 36 22 49 40 
24 5 37 11 50 9 
25 28 38 4 
Table A.2: The number of primitive permutation groups of degrees 13 to 50 
(for a determination in modern terminology, see Huppert (1967, Chapter 2, Sec-
tion 8, pp. 191-214)) and in (1904) he determines all subgroups of P5p(4,3). 
Mitchell (1914) determines the maximal subgroups of PSp{4,p^) for odd p. 
Liskovec (1973) classifies the maximal irreducible {p, g}-subgroups of ^ ( r ^ p ) , 
where q and r are primes and q is odd. 
Conlon (1977) determines the non-abelian g-subgroups {q prime) of GL{q,p^) 
and the non-abelian 2-subgroups of Sp[2,p^). 
Harada and Yamaki (1979) count the irreducible subgroups of GL{n,2) for 
n < 6. They do not describe their methods, and the only groups they list are the 
insoluble ones for n = 6. Their count for the soluble groups of these degrees is 
correct. 
Kondrat'ev (1985, 1986a, 1986b and 1987) determines the irreducible sub-
groups of GL{7,2), the insoluble irreducible subgroups of GL{S,2) and GI(9 ,2) , 
and the insoluble primitive subgroups of GL{10,2). 
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Appendix B 
The subgroups of 0+(4,2) and 
0-(4,2) 
This appendix contains some facts about the subgroup structure of 0+ (4 ,2 ) and 
0~(4 ,2 ) . These facts are used in Chapter 8 in our analysis of the primitive soluble 
subgroups of GL{4:,p''). 
Recall that we are using the notations 5^(4,2), 0+ (4 ,2 ) and 0 " ( 4 , 2 ) to refer 
to specific subgroups of GL(4,2). See Notation 2.4.18. 
B . l The subgroups of 0+(4,2) 
First we describe how to find a generating set for 0+(4 ,2 ) . CAYLEY has a built-
in function which sets up a symplectic group of dimension 4 over the field of 2 
elements. However, it is not the symplectic group we want, so first we conjugate 
the given generating set by a suitable matrix (which is easy to find) so that we 
have 5^(4,2). This group has order just 720 and so it is easy to search through 
all of its elements and locate those which satisfy the requirements to be a member 
of 0' '"(4,2). Note that 0"'"(4,2) is isomorphic to S3WTS2 and so has order 72. 
We think of 0"'"(4,2) as the outer automorphism group of E := Dg Y Dg. 
Then the natural module for 0+(4 ,2 ) is E/A, where A is the centre of E. In 
this context, we then say that the preimage of a subspace B/A of E/A is the 
subgroup B of E. Denote 0"'"(4,2) by L. It turns out that two subspaces of E/A 
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are in the same X-orbit if and only if they have the same preimage. Table B.l 
lists all preimages together with the normaliser of a corresponding subspace. In 
this table, if there is more than one conjugacy class of subgroups (abstractly) 
isomorphic to 'NL{B/A), then we list the number of that class (in CAYLE\'s 
enumeration via Isttice) in square brackets. 
preimage B X-orbit length 
C2 1 0+(4 ,2 ) 
c . 6 Du 19 
C2 X C2 9 Ds 
C4 X C2 9 Ds 
Ds 18 C2 X C2 [9] 
Qs 2 S s X [: 24] 
C 2 X C 2 X C2 6 DI2 [18 
Ds X C2 9 Ds 
Ds YC4 6 Dn [19 
Ds YDs 1 0+(4 ,2 ) 
Table B . l : Subspace normalisers in 0' ' ' (4,2) 
• i 
Let 5 be a complete and irredundant set of X-conjugacy class representatives 
of the subgroups of L. The cardinality of S is 26. We need to determine the 
members of S which normalise a maximal isotropic subspace (see Theorem 8.3.2). 
The maximal isotropic subspaces are those whose preimages are abeHan of order 8. 
The normaliser of such a subspace is Dg or D12 [18]. There are 13 groups in S 
which lie in one of these groups. These correspond to the subgroups of N that are 
imprimitive, where iV := ^ H L. Therefore the other 13 groups in <5 correspond 
to the subgroups of N that are primitive. Five of these are subgroups of Du [19], 
and the other eight are supergroups of C3 x C3. 
Consider the five subgroups of D ^ [19]. These normalise a 1-dimensional 
subspace whose preimage is C4. Therefore the corresponding subgroups of N 
normalise a C4, which is not scalar. By Proposition 8.7.1, these groups must be 
conjugate to subgroups of ^5(4,^^) or Meii^p''). 
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Consider the eight supergroups of C3 x C3. The corresponding subgroups of 
N have 9 as a divisor of the index of their Fitting subgroup. The Fitting subgroup 
of .1/5(4,p'^) has index dividing 4, and the Fitting subgroup of Me^i^p^) has index 
dividing 12. Therefore these eight subgroups of N are not conjugate to subgroups 
of MS or MQ. 
Thus there are eight GL(4,p^)-conjugacy classes of subgroups of N whose 
guardian is Mj . 
B.2 The subgroups of 0-(4,2) 
We find a generating set for 0~ (4 ,2 ) in the same way as we did for 0"'"(4,2). The 
following three matrices generate 0~ (4 ,2 ) : 
FL 0 0 
/ ^ 0 1 0 ( 0 1 0 
\ 
0 
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 
5 
0 0 1 0 
J 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 j 
Note that 0 ~ ( 4 , 2 ) is isomorphic to 3$ and so has order 120. 
We think of 0~ (4,2) as the outer automorphism group of E := DS^ Y QS- Then 
the natural module for (9~(4,2) is E/A, where A is the centre of E. Denote 
(9~(4,2) by L. It turns out that two subspaces of E/A are in the same Z-orbit if 
and only if they have the same preimage. Table B.2 lists all preimages together 
with the normaliser of a corresponding subspace. 
Since L is not soluble, we must determine its completely reducible maximal 
soluble subgroups that fix no non-zero isotropic subspaces (see Theorem 2.5.32). 
Let <5 be a complete and irredundant set of Z-conjugacy class representatives 
of the subgroups of L. The cardinality of S is 19. We find that there are just 
five members of S which fix no non-zero isotropic subspace: they are C 5 , DIO, 
Ho1(C5), AS and (9~(4,2). One of these is maximal soluble, namely Hol(C5). This 
justifies the existence of A/8(4,p^). 
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preimage B X-orbit length 
C2 1 0 - ( 4 , 2 ) 
c. 10 DI2 
C2 X C-2 5 s. 
C4 X C2 15 Ds 
Ds 10 
Qs 10 Du 
Q 8 X C 2 5 s. 
Ds YC4 10 ^ Di2 
DsVQs 1 0 - ( 4 , 2 ) 
Table B.2: Subspace normalisers in 0 (4,2) 
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Appendix C 
Program listings 
The code for ISOTEST is about 2800 lines long. Instead of listing it all, we 
give an example of a procedure called by ISOTEST, namely the procedure which 
identifies the groups of order where p and q are distinct primes. The other 
procedures are of a similar nature. Note that Holder (1893) was the first to 
correctly determine the groups of order p^q. These groups are also listed by 
Neubuser (1967). 
"This is a procedure for identifying groups of order p~2q, where p 
and q are distinct primes. I divide the non-abelian groups into 
families. Not all families are defined for all values of p ajxd q. 
If a family consists of a single group, then its naicie is 
of the form p''2q#xy, where x is the generator number, and y is a 
letter. If the family consists of more than one group, then I 
append the character * so that the name is p'"2q#xy*. 
The fajnilies, with their existence criteria, are as follows: 
#2a p l ( q - l ) 
#2b p~2|(q-l) 
#2c pICq-l) 
#2d q l ( p - l ) 
#2e ql(p-l) 
#2f* q <> 2, q!(p-l) family of (q-l)/2 groups 
#2g q <> 2, q| (p+1) 
#3a ql(p-l)" 
"Take the group GP of order P~2*q, where P and Q are distinct 
primes, and return the family number FAMNMR and, if possible, the 
name NAME, of GP." 
procedure isop2q( gp, p, q; famnmr, name ); 
famnmr = ''; 
neuae = ' ' ; 
if cyclic( gp ) then 
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name = 'C(p"2q)'; 
return; 
end; 
if abelianC gp ) then 
name = 'Ab(pq,p)'; 
return; 
end; 
if q mod p eq 1 then 
der = derived group( gp ); 
if not cyclicC der ) then 
famnmr = 'p~2q # 2g'; 
name = 'A(4)'; 
return; 
end; 
if not cyclicC gp/der ) then 
famnmr = 'p"2q # 2c'; 
if p eq 2 then 
name = 'D(4q)'; 
else 
name = 'pq#2a x C(p)'; 
end; 
return; 
end; 
if order( centraliser( gp, der ) ) eq q then 
famnmr = 'p"2q # 2b'; 
if ( p eq 2 ) and ( q eq 5 ) then 
name = 'Hoi C(5) ' ; 
end; 
else 
famnmr'= '•p~2q # 2a'; 
if p eq 2 then 
name = 'I(q,4)'; 
end; 
end; 
return; 
end; 
if ( q ne 2 ) and ( p mod q eq ( q - 1 ) ) then 
famnmr = 'p"2q # 2g'; 
return; 
end; 
der = derived group( gp ); 
if cyclicC der ) then 
if cyclicC centraliserC gp, der ) ) then 
famnmr = 'p"2q # 2d'; 
if q eq 2 then 
name = 'DC2p^2)'; 
end; 
else 
famnmr = 'p''2q # 2e' ; 
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i f q eq 2 then 
i f p eq 3 then 
name = 'S(3) x C ( 3 ) ' ; 
e l se 
name = 'D(2p) x C ( p ) ' ; 
end; 
e l se 
name = 'qp#2a x C ( p ) ' ; 
end; 
end; 
e l se 
i f length( minimal normals( gp ) ) eq 2 then 
"This i s a family of ( Q - l ) / 2 groups that have ident i ca l 
subgroup l a t t i c e s . Consequently, we do not attempt to 
dist inguish them." 
famnmr = 'p"2q # 2 f * ' ; 
e l se 
famnmr = 'p"2q # 3 a ' ; 
end; 
end; 
end; " isop2q" 
Now we list the code for ISIRRED, the procedure used to test whether a matrix 
group is irreducible or not. 
"Take the matrix group GP defined over a f i n i t e f i e l d , determine 
whether i t is_ i r reduc ib l e , euid return the (boolean) ajiswer as 
IRRED. The tes t of i r r e d u c i b i l i t y i s done by computing-the o r b i t s 
of the 1-dimensional vector subspaces under the act ion of GP, ajid 
then looking at the dimensions of the submodules generated by 
these o r b i t s . " 
procedure i s i r r e d ( gp; i rred ) ; 
n = s i z e ( gp ) ; 
matorb = matrix o r b i t s ( gp, true ) ; 
len = lengthC matorb ) ; 
i rred = true ; 
i = 0; 
while ( i rred ) and ( i I t len ) do 
i = i + 1; 
subgens = matrix o r b i t ( gp, matorb[ i ] , true ) ; 
submod = < subgens >; 
i rred = dimension( submod ) eq n; 
end; 
end; " i s i r r e d " 
Finally, we list the code for GETIRR. We mention that the Burnside matrix of 
a partial lattice of subgroups of a group is a matrix whose (z,i)-th entry is the 
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number of groups in the z-th conjugacy class of subgroups that contain or are 
contained in the representative of the j - th conjugacy class. 
"Take a finitely presented group GP, its lattice LAT, its Burnside 
matrix BURN, a sequence BIGRED of subgroups of GP, a matrix group 
MGP, and a faithful representation PHI from GP to MGP such that 
the image of each member of BIGRED is reducible. Return the 
sequence IRRED of index positions of the members of LAT whose 
images are irreducible." 
procedure getirr( gp, lat, burn, bigred, mgp, phi; irred ); 
n = size( mgp ); 
irred = empty; 
len = lengthC lat ); 
"Attach to each member of LAT a boolean value and store these 
in CHECK. If CHECK[ i ] is true, then we don't know whether 
LATC i ] is irreducible or not. If CHECK[ i ] is false, then 
we do know which it is." 
check = conseqC true, len ); 
"Subgroups of reducible groups are reducible." 
for i = 1 to lengthC bigred ) do 
bignum = lattice class( lat, bigred[ i ] ); 
for j = 1 to bignum do 
if check[ j ] then 
checkC j ] = fetchC burn, j, bignum ) eq 0; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
for i = 1 to len do 
if not check [ i ] then 
loop; 
end; 
isirredC phi( lat[ i ] ); irr ); 
if irr then 
irred = append( irred, i ); 
"Supergroups of irreducible groups are irreducible." 
for j = i + 1 to len do 
if check[ j ] then 
checkE j ] = fetchC burn, i, j ) eq 0; 
if not checkE j ] then 
irred = append( irred, j ); 
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
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end; 
end; " ge t i r r " 
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